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ABSTRACT
TEACHER PERCEPTIONS & PRACTICE OF TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
BEFORE AND AFTER PICRAT MATRIX PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
INTERVENTION
Donald H. Heberer Jr.

Professional development provides support and training to teachers using new
technologies. Several educational technology models, guidelines, and frameworks have
provided educators a guide to effective technology integration. Building upon previous
models like the SAMR model (Puentedura, 2013), the TPCK model (Misrah & Koehler,
2005) and the RAT model (Hughes, 2006), a new model called the PICRAT matrix
(Kimmons, 2018) has emerged. PICRAT accounts for both the student’s interaction with
educational technology and the teachers use of technology in instructional practice. The
purpose of this study was to examine teacher perceptions and instructional practice on
educational technology before and after the introduction of the PICRAT matrix through a
professional development intervention session. The participants were secondary
educators from various school districts from the Long Island region of New York. Data
for teacher perceptions was collected via a pre-survey and post-survey. Participants also
attended a professional development session on the PICRAT matrix. Teacher practice
was examined by collecting samples of lesson activities as documentation before and
after the professional development session. The lesson activities were evaluated using the
PICRAT matrix as an instrument by the researcher before and after the professional
development session. Interviews were conducted with participants that shifted the most

amount of spaces on the PICRAT matrix. The findings determined that participants
immediately had a shift in their perceptions and instructional practice after the
professional development session. They were able to implement higher levels of
technology integration after just one professional development session. Stakeholders
should consider the benefits of focused professional development on educational
technology integration models, in particular PICRAT as an important part of their
professional development offerings to their educators. Future researchers could expand
the scope, sample size and length of the study to further test the findings.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

Technology in education is not a modern concept. New technologies have been
implemented into educational institutions for well over a century. In the last few decades,
there has been an effort to measure the level of technology integration in the classroom.
Multiple models have tried to measure how the technology changes the lesson and the
experience in the classroom. However, one of the main areas that many of these models
often neglect is the student relationship with the technology or student engagement when
measuring the use of integrating educational technology (Kimmons et al., 2020).
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the ways that teachers integrate
technology in the classroom. In particular, the focus was on the level of teacher
technology integration and student relationship with the technology. One model, the
Passive, Interactive, Creative, Replaces, Amplifies, Transforms, or PICRAT matrix uses
a nine-box matrix and puts the Teacher Level of Technology use on the X-axis and the
Student Relationship to the Technology on the Y-axis. By surveying educators regarding
their integration of educational technology and best practices, this study helps provide a
context for what criteria educators use for integration of technology. (Kimmons, 2018).
The PICRAT matrix is a relatively new educational technology integration model.
By using this new model to examine technology integration and student engagement, a
determination can be made, to what extent the PICRAT matrix impacts teacher
perceptions and implementation practice in the classroom. By measuring teacher
perceptions and practice before and after the PICRAT matrix is introduced through
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professional development, we can calculate the extent that the PICRAT intervention has
on the participants.
Problem Statement
Education has had a dynamic relationship with change (Cummings, 2015; Fullan,
2006; Popkewitz, 2018). Educational institutions pride themselves on their ability to
prepare their students for the world ahead, yet they are slow to embrace change and often
are resistant and systematically resilient to embracing changing (Cummings, 2015;
Fullan, 2006). Because of factors like globalization, mobile technology and the internet,
change is happening more rapidly now that ever (Friedman, 2016). There is a disconnect
between factors in the workforce and society and what is actually happening in schools in
the United States. According to the National Education Association, businesses are
looking for students that are more collaborative, communicate well, can be creative, and
critically think. These four skills are collectively referred to as the “4C’s of 21st Century
Learning” (NEA, 2017). However, from 2001-2015, schools on average have shifted
toward more standardized testing which in many ways is counter-culture to what skills
businesses are seeking from prospective candidates (Popkewitz, 2018). There is a
disconnection between factors of globalization, technology, and education. Human
adaptability is happening too slow to keep up with and support the speed of change
(Friedman, 2016).
In order to meet the needs of the new workforce and societal paradigm, many
schools in the United States have been investing time and resources into educational
technology, the most popular being a 1:1 device program. These programs allow every
student to have their own device to do assignments and participate in class. Because of
the increasing demands of 21st century skills and the need for student engagement, how
2

educational technology is used in the classroom, is more important than what educational
technology is used (Kimmons, 2018).
Today, educational technology integration is often measured with models that
focus only on the technology and/or the teacher. According to Fredricks (2004), learning
in the classroom, is more effective when it is focused on the student, in particular student
learning and engagement. The PICRAT matrix includes student interaction with
technology or student engagement as a major component of the technology integration
model. According to Blumenfeld (1992), “the quality of student engagement may
diminish if what is being improved is not perceived as meaningful or valued by the
student” (p. 273).
Since our society has invested heavily in technology on a personal and business
level, it is natural that education try to emulate what is happening in the private sector.
However, education has been slow to embrace reform and especially slow to embrace
technology. Schools have been investing in 1:1 device programs. In these schools, every
student has a device provided to them by the school. In some schools, students are
permitted to take them home. In other schools, having tablets, iPads, and Chromebooks in
the hands of every secondary student and some elementary school students is becoming
commonplace (Romrell et al., 2014).
According to Ertmer et al. (2012), the manner in which the teacher teaches the
students should be completely different with educational technology - “a new pedagogy,
a new way of doing school” (Ertmer et al., 2012). According to Hughes (2006), teachers
need to have a base level of skills to build upon when considering integration of
technology. Hughes defines it into three categories: replacement, amplification, and
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transformation, more commonly referred to as the RAT Model (Hew & Brush, 2007;
Hughes, 2005). This is similar to the SAMR model, which is based on Hughes research
and defines technology integration into four categories: substitution, augmentation,
modification, and redefinition (Puentedura 2006, 2013; Romrell et al., 2014). Regardless
of the adopted model, there is a clear shift in the way technology is used in the classroom.
In the replacement/substitution level, the technology just replaces the traditional way
without little benefit. In the amplification/augmentation and modification levels, the
technology brings added value to the lesson. This added value could be in the form of
efficiency, increased engagement, or better student understanding, etc. Lastly, the
transformation/redefinition level leverages the technology in such a way the lesson would
not be possible without it being used in the lesson, and the outcomes are unique and
substantial (Hew & Brush, 2007; Hughes, 2005; Ottenbreit-Leftwich et al., 2010;
Romrell et al., 2014).
For some students, using any type of technology is engaging in itself; however,
how the technology is used and engages students plays a critical role in the classroom.
According to a study by Schindler et al. (2017), “One overarching theme is that most of
the technologies we reviewed had a positive influence on multiple indicators of student
engagement, which may lead to a larger return on investment in terms of learning
outcomes” (p. 16). Technology use and student engagement are linked, yet many of the
educational technology models ignore student engagement or student interaction with the
technology altogether.
One of the popular and widely used models is the Substitution, Augmentation,
Modification and Redefinition (SAMR) Model. The SAMR Model measures four levels
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of technology integration, Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, and Redefinition.
The SAMR Model provides a streamlined approach to integration of technology in the
classroom. It is simple to follow and is a good entry point for teachers to begin to
measure their levels of technology integration. However, SAMR and many of the other
models fail to measure student engagement as a category for integration (Hamilton et al.,
2016; Kimmons, 2017).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine educator perceptions and instructional
practice of educational technology integration when categorizing it with the PICRAT
matrix. This study examined several educators in several suburban secondary schools and
their perceptions and use of educational technology integration.
The purpose of the study was to analyze educator perceptions and instructional
practice and their connection to integration of educational technology when the PICRAT
matrix was applied. The goal was to measure to what extent that educational technology
is used in the classroom, and the level of technology integration measured by surveys of
teacher perceptions and provided documentation evaluated using the nine-box matrix of
the PICRAT matrix (Kimmons, 2017; Romrell et al., 2014). This study examined to what
extent, if any, teacher’s perceptions shift after professional development intervention,
based on their survey responses, interviews, and sample lesson activities provided by the
participants through documentation.

Theoretical Framework
When looking at change and how educational change takes place, it is difficult to
come up with a solution that works for all scenarios. Lewin (1947)’s Change Theory
5

focused on a three-step model for change, (1) Unfreeze, (2) Change, (3) Refreeze, or
changing as three steps abbreviated as “CATS (Changing As Three Steps)”.
This model is highly regarded in educational research. However, there are some
critics who argue otherwise. Cummings (2015) asserted that when we look at
organizational change, if we take a different approach, we may spark innovation. Perhaps
when we look toward educational technology and its overall role in pedagogical shifts,
we might need to look at other models for inspiration than just Lewin’s CATS model. A
more recent perspective is through Thomas Popkewitz’s view of change and in turn the
way that education should be structured (Popkewitz, 2018).
The Eisenhower Professional Development study (Garet et, al, 1999) examined
teachers over a three-year period, found that teachers did not change their teaching
practice year to year. The study stated, that “the overall findings imply that the positive
effects of professional development on teaching practice would be increased if districts
and schools provided a more coherent, systemic program of high-quality professional
development for their teachers” (Garet et. al, 1999, p. 6). Based on these findings,
professional development that is highly structured and that outlines an easy to follow, but
structured model might have positive changes on teacher perceptions and practice.
Conceptual Framework
Using Lewin (1947) as a guide with the “Change As Three Steps,” the conceptual
framework depicted in Figure 1 illustrates what aspects of this study occur in the
“Unfreeze” phase, "Change” phase and the “Refreeze” phase. The specific aspects of this
will be explained further in chapter three of this study. However, simply put, this study
examined participants’ perceptions and instructional practice of educational technology,
before and after an intervention of professional development of a particular educational
6

technology matrix, PICRAT. The researcher examined to what extent the instruction of
the PICRAT matrix has on the participants’ perceptions of educational technology
integration and their instructional practice. Figure 1 shows that the teacher perceptions
were measured by surveys and the instructional practice were measured by their
submission of lesson activities before and after the professional development
intervention. These activities were mapped onto the PICRAT model. The professional
development intervention session served as the potential catalyst for change. Near the end
of the study, participants that exhibited the most movement on the PICRAT matrix were
interviewed.

Figure 1. Research Design Incorporating Lewin’s and Guskey Models.
Guskey (2002) defined his own Model of Teacher Change. It consisted of three
outcomes of professional development. The first outcome was a change in teacher
practice, the next change was in student learning outcomes, and the final change was in
teachers’ beliefs and attitudes. According to Guskey, the most important was the order.
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Teachers were willing to change their practice before they considered the students or
their own beliefs. However, once the teachers implemented the change in practice, they
might be inspired to change the student learning outcomes. Once teachers see positive
results in student learning outcomes, they might change their beliefs and attitudes.
Combining this process with Lewin’s ideas about Unfreezing, Change, and Re-freezing,
one might consider the professional development the “heat” to begin the melting process
as the catalyst for change as depicted in Figure 1. (Guskey, 2002; Lewin, 1947).
Significance/Importance of the Study
Educational Technology integration models all have various ways of measuring
educational technology integration. However, few of them measure student’s relationship
to the technology when evaluating educational technology integration. Since student
involvement is an important factor in learning and a great motivator, it should also be
considered as a rationale for educational technology use. The PICRAT matrix not only
measures the teacher’s use of educational technology, but also the students’ interaction
with the educational technology. According to Blumenfeld (1992), students are more
motivated to learn more when they are involved in a lesson. By mapping teachers’
perceptions of educational technology, and their actual implementation before and after
professional development intervention on the PICRAT matrix, teacher’s perceptions may
shift. Additionally, teacher’s integration practices may shift based on the introduction of
this new model. Perceptions may be shifted based on the explanation and integration of
the new model in the teacher’s own practice. Since the PICRAT matrix was only first
released in 2018, there is little research on this model (Kimmons, 2018). The aim of this
study was to determine if there was a change in teacher perception and teacher practice
after the introduction of the PICRAT matrix for potential implementation and
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professional development for educators. The PICRAT matrix is designed to be a planning
model, but it might be used as an effective reflective tool. If teachers reflect on their own
educational technology integration, they can use the PICRAT matrix to see where they
are in the matrix and try to adapt their lesson to reach a higher level.
Connection to Social Justice and Vincentian Mission in Education
For the purpose of this study, it was important to select school districts from
different areas with different demographics such as: race, socio-economic status, and
availability to educational technology. However, the digital divide, has shifted from a
disparity between the “haves” and the “have nots” to “those that know how to use it” and
“those that do not” (Huffman, 2018). Perhaps the same could apply to educators; there
could be an abundance of technology access, but without proper training or use, it is less
effective in terms of practice in the classroom.
Although not a primary focus of this study, data was analyzed to determine if
there was a difference in perceptions of teachers in school districts based on racial
demographics, teacher’s experience, and the educational technology available to them. If
there was a connection or no connection, this was included in the scope of the project.
Research Questions
Overall, this study investigated teacher’s perceptions and prior knowledge of
educational technology integration models. Additionally, teacher’s use and practice of
educational technology was collected. The impact of a specific professional development
session on the PICRAT matrix was investigated to see if the professional development
session had any effect on the teachers’ perceptions and instructional practice. The
research questions that guided this study are listed below:
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(1) What are secondary teacher perceptions and prior knowledge of
educational technology integration models?
(2) What types/levels of educational technology integration are occurring in
the secondary classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive,
Interactive, Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation)
model?
(3) To what extent does participants’ experience after professional
development on the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and practice
of educational technology integration in secondary schools?
Methods
Participants completed several surveys to measure their perceptions toward
educational technology integration models before and after a professional development
intervention session. Participants also provided lesson activity samples as documentation
of educational technology integration. Next participants attended a professional
development intervention session focused on a particular educational technology model:
PICRAT. Afterward, participants were asked to answer similar questions in the survey.
Participants also provided documentation of their educational technology integration.
The researcher analyzed these responses and documentation for patterns or changes in
perception or practice. Participants that had substantial change were interviewed for
additional data.
Participants
The sample consisted of twelve teachers from a suburban area of New York State
from four different school districts. Participants had different experience in years of
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teaching, degrees, and subjects. They also had different levels of experience with
educational technology integration.
Instruments
The PICRAT matrix will be used as an instrument for evaluating the
documentation provided by the participants. Additionally, the researcher assigned a
numeric value to each of the nine boxes of the PICRAT matrix in order to further
quantify the documentation of lesson activities provided. The PICRAT matrix is depicted
in Figure 2.
Intervention
The professional development session served as an intervention for the
participants. Data was collected before the intervention through survey and
documentation. After the professional development intervention, new survey data was
collected and documented. The data collected after the professional development
intervention was compared to the data collected prior to the professional development
intervention. The researcher analyzed the data and looked for changes to determine to
what extent, if at all, the professional development intervention session impacted
teachers’ perceptions and instructional practice.
Definition of Key Terminology
Educational technology integration: In this study it is defined as how teachers use
technology to drive their lessons within the classroom setting, by leveraging it to increase
student engagement, understanding or to create learning experiences not possible without
it (Hew & Brush, 2007).
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Instructional Practice: For the purpose of this study, instructional practice refers to how
teachers implement a lesson in the classroom. Teacher’s application of how they teach in
the classroom, how they design lessons and how they execute them.
PICRAT Matrix (Shown in Figure 2.) (as described by Kimmons 2018):
Passive: Students are observers, bystanders in their learning.
Interactive: Students engage in material in an interactive way - they are active
learners
Creative: Students are creating materials themselves; they are creative learners
rather than interactive or passive ones.
Replacement: Changes the appearance of our practices or dressings of our practices
but not the practice itself. It doesn’t affect teaching or learning practices and
behaviors. It can increase access but it doesn’t improve learning.
Amplifying: Technology improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new
functions to original tasks.
Transforming: It introduces new activities and learning that are impossible without
technology. Take away the technology – take away the learning too.
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Figure 2. The PICRAT Model (Kimmons, 2016).
SAMR model: The model in which technology integration is broken down into four
distinct levels: substitution, augmentation, modification, and redefinition. Substitution
and Augmentation are considered to be part of the enhancement category, while
Modification and Redefinition are considered to be in the transformation category
(Puentedura, 2006, 2013; Romrell et al., 2014).
Student Engagement: Taylor (2011), stated that, “student engagement has primarily and
historically focused upon increasing achievement, positive behaviors, and a sense of
belonging in students so they might remain in school” (p. 4). However, for the purpose of
this study, we defined student engagement as interest in the activity. Students that are
engaged would have active participation in the lesson show excitement. In this study, we
were not be able to measure student engagement directly. We focused instead on student
interaction with technology.
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Student Interaction with Technology: Different than student engagement, but related,
student interaction with technology describes the type of interaction the student has with
the technology. Students can be engaged with a passive use of technology. However,
students might be more likely engaged with an interactive or creative use of technology.
These terms are further defined in the PICRAT Matrix.
Teacher Perceptions: This refers to teacher’s attitudes, beliefs, and conceptions. It is
important to note that individual perceptions might contradict fact evidence or data and
instead be based on feelings, experiences, and potential biases.
Summary of Chapter
In this chapter, the researcher explained the problem statement, that schools often
attempt to support educational technology without the proper professional development
and modeling to support their teachers. Many models lack student interaction or
engagement with the technology. The purpose of this study will be to examine teachers’
perceptions and instructional practice in implementation of educational technology, using
the PICRAT matrix as a guide. The theoretical framework is rooted in change as process
in education. The significance of this particular study, is that the PICRAT matrix is
relatively new and has not been widely used as a tool to measure the nature of technology
integration for secondary teachers. The research questions in this study will examine
teacher perceptions and practice, before and after the introduction of the PICRAT matrix
during a professional development intervention. Lastly, this chapter includes a list of key
terminology.
The next chapter contains a review of the relevant literature. First, it explores the
history of educational technology. Additionally, the chapter explains the movement to
standardize classroom integration and the use of several models and frameworks to define
14

and categorize the level and effectiveness of the educational technology in the classroom.
Lastly, the chapter focuses on the PICRAT Matrix and why it should be used to measure
teacher’s relationship with the technology and the student’s interaction with the
technology.
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CHAPTER 2 - REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
This study’s purpose was to identify secondary teachers’ perceptions of
educational technology and the integration of educational technology. The following
review of the literature first examined the history of technology in education. Second, the
review focused on various frameworks, standards, and guidelines for the integration of
educational technology. Next, the literature explores several of the integration models.
Passive, Interactive, Creative, Replaces, Amplifies, Transforms, or PICRAT being a
newer model of technology integration, because it focuses on the level of student
interaction as well as the level of technology integration. Finally, the review of the
literature explores barriers, challenges, and misconceptions of educational technology.
Review of Related Literature
In reviewing the related literature for the purpose of this study, the researcher
examined several key areas. First, it was important to research how educational
technology developed over time. Second, the focus shifted to how organizations began to
develop ways to measure and assess the integration of educational technology with
standards and guidelines. Next, how standard, guidelines, and frameworks for educational
technology paved the way for Educational Technology integration models. Additionally,
the researcher explored some perceptions, misconceptions, and barriers for educational
technology integration. Lastly, how these the need for high quality professional
development because of the beliefs, misconceptions, and barriers to integrating
educational technology into a classroom setting.

History of Educational Technology
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Educational Technology is an essential part of modern-day education. However, it
was not always that way. Over a hundred years ago, school museums were established in
St. Louis (1905), Reading (1908), and Cleveland (1909) to provide resources for teachers
to use in schools (Saettler, 1990). In the late 1920s and early 1930s radio and silent films
began to make their way into the classroom. In fact, “Eastman Teaching Films” provided
silent films for schools for geography, general science, and health (Saettler, 1990).
World War II changed the way educational technology was viewed by many
Americans. According to Saettler (1990), “The war effort brought the first significant
convergence of the visual instruction tributary with the mainstream of educational
technology” (p. 194). Additionally, the importance of science, math, and other subjects
related to war efforts became more prevalent to educators (Mehlinger & Powers, 2002;
Saettler, 1990). In 1957, the Soviet Union’s launch of Sputnik, the first space satellite,
shocked the United States, into spending millions of dollars on math, science, and
technology (Reiser, 2001).
The next shift for educational technology was the development of public
educational television channels that could be broadcast and supported in large part by the
Ford Foundation (Marr, 2011). However, much like radio and silent films before,
educational television programming had difficulty garnering success with the public
because many people did not know the hours that they broadcasted content or even that
these stations existed (Kent & McNergney, 1999; Mehlinger & Powers, 2002; Saettler,
1990).
In the 1970s, mainframe computer technology coupled with computer assisted
instruction (CAI) began to gain popularity (Saettler, 1990). CAI functioned by students
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using terminal access allowing them to connect to the mainframe to receive the computer
paced content. Early computer-assisted instruction, focused on rigid curriculum and
content, but it did have learner feedback and student record keeping, and did have
adaptive content branching (Saettler, 1990).
The 1980s were the tipping point for microcomputers and educational technology
in schools. The microcomputer was small, powerful, and much more affordable than
mainframe computers. Apple Computer led the way in getting computers into schools. By
early 1983, seventy-five percent of all secondary schools had a computer laboratory, with
forty percent of all elementary schools (Marr, 2011; Mehlinger & Powers, 2002). Despite
the promise and excitement of affordable computers for education, the ratio of computers
to students was 125:1 in the 1980s. The lack of consistent access to these devices in
schools hindered their success, but some products like the Apple IIe were very successful
(Mehlinger & Powers, 2002; Saettler, 1990). The personal computer and the shift from a
manufacturing workforce to an information-based workforce, only reinforced the
importance of educational technology in schools (Kent & McNergney, 1999).
By the 1990s, personal computers had become more common in homes and
schools. The emerging use of the internet for research, instruction, and distance learning
became prevalent as schools sought connections to the growing technology (Reiser,
2001). Educational Technology is now a staple in modern education. Computers, tablets,
and other devices became a regular part of students’ education (Ottenbreit-Leftwich et al.,
2010).
According to Kent and McNergney (1999), educational technology can be divided
into two groups. Low technology includes “overhead projectors, maps and charts,
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textbooks and a chalkboard. This form of technology is simple, flexible, durable, and
quickly adapted to any teacher-defined modification of daily instruction” (Marr, 2001,
pg. 39). High technology covers, video, audio, and multimedia. This technology is less
flexible and difficult for teachers to adapt to their needs. Traditional high technology is
video and audio. New high technology refers to the technology developed during or after
the 1980s with the advent of microcomputer.
Educational Technology can transform the way teachers teach and students learn.
Technology is expandable, adaptable, and ever increasingly affordable. Educational
Technology fosters collaboration, increases in student achievement, student interest, and
simplifies explanation of complex concepts (Friedman, 2016; Marr, 2011; Zucker 2008).
The Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT) started a research project to measure the
impact of educational technology on teachers in 1986. This study became the basis of
educational technology research in the modern microcomputer era (Dunleavy et al., 2007;
Hew & Brush, 2007).
Having educational technology readily available is only the first step in the
process. Knowing how to effectively integrate it into the classroom for students is more
difficult. Today, several organizations provide teachers with guidelines, frameworks, and
standards for integrating educational technology. The new digital divide is not about the
separation of access to technology, instead, it is the division of training or knowledge of
how to use the technology effectively (Huffman, 2018).
In the United States, the purpose of education has evolved over time. John Dewey
(1934) stated, “the purpose of education has always been to everyone in essence, the
same – to give the young, the things they need in order to develop in an orderly,
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sequential way into members of society” (p. 12). Martin Luther King, Jr. (1948), stated
that education’s purpose is to teach people to think critically and intensively, but more
importantly character education. Margaret Ammons (1964), stated “The purpose of
education has changed from that of producing a literate society to producing a learning
society” (p. 1). More recently, views have focused on providing people with skills that
will enable them to better themselves, their families, and the community. One of the
purposes of modern education is to prepare children for adult roles in the workforce. In
order for children to be successful in the present and the future, the role of education is to
help children develop relevant skills and mastery in the English Language Arts, Math,
Science, and other subjects. More recently businesses have sought to push skills that are
crucial for the 21st century.
Standards, Guidelines & Frameworks for Educational Technology
Organizations and researchers have developed models, guidelines, and
frameworks to help educators integrate technology in the classroom. Some of these
models focus on the technology, others focus on the skills. One model for these skills is
called the “fours C’s” of 21st Century Skills: critical thinking, collaboration,
communication, and creativity (National Research Council, 2012; NEA, 2017). The
purpose of these skills is to help pinpoint what is important in 21st century education.
Educational Technology models often incorporate these skills into their models. For
example, PICRAT has Creative, one of the 4C’s, as one of the levels on the matrix.
Wagner (2008) also identifies various skills, put forth by business leaders regarding the
skills necessary for success in the 21st century: (1) Critical thinking and Problem solving,
(2) Collaboration across networks and leading by influence, (3) Agility and Adaptability,
(4) Initiative and entrepreneurship, (5) Effective oral and written communication, (6)
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Accessing and Analyzing information, (7) Curiosity and Imagination (p. 66-67). Wagner
(2008) stated that these skills should be taught and assessed daily and infused into the
curriculum to enhance the content being taught.
Several organizations have developed frameworks for educational technology,
21st century skills, and implementation of educational technology. P21’s Frameworks for
21st Century Learning identified five main areas. The first area was Key Subjects and 21st
Century Themes. The subtopics include: Global Awareness, Financial, Economic,
Business and Entrepreneurial Literacy, Civic Literacy, Health Literacy, and
Environmental Literacy. The second area was Learning and Innovation Skills. The
subtopics include: Creativity and Innovation, Critical Thinking and Problem Solving,
Communication, and Collaboration. The third topic was Information, Media, and
Technology Skills. The subgroups are: Information Literacy, Media Literacy, and ICT
(Information, Communications, and Technology) Literacy. The fourth topic was Life and
Career Skills. The subgroup was Flexibility and Adaptability, Initiative and SelfDirection, Social and Cross-Cultural Skills, Productivity and Accountability, and
Leadership and Responsibility. The last topic was 21st Century Support Systems. The sub
groups were 21st Century Standards, Assessments of 21st Century Skills, 21st Century
Curriculum and Instruction, 21st Century Professional Development, and 21st Century
Learning Environments depicted in Figure 5. (Battelle for Kids, 2019). The second
category, Learning and Innovation Skills, aligns almost exactly with the four C’s of 21st
century learning. Additionally, the other skills and areas of focus support the goals of
educational technology use that will be discussed in detail later in this literature review
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(Battelle for Kids, 2019; National Research Council, 2012; Wagner & Dintersmith,
2016).
Another organization that has developed standards/skills for technology
integration is the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE). According to
their organization website, the ISTE Standards are:
The ISTE Standards are a framework for students, educators, administrators,
coaches and computer science educators to rethink education and create
innovative learning environments. The standards are helping educators and
education leaders worldwide re-engineer schools and classrooms for digital age
learning, no matter where they are on the journey to effective EdTech integration.
(International Society for Technology in Education, 2019, para. 2)
ISTE (2019) has several sets of standards for different stakeholders in educational
technology: Students, Educators, Education Leaders, (Technology) Coaches, and
Computer Science Educators. Additionally, ISTE provides a list of fourteen (14) essential
conditions that they have deemed “necessary to effectively leverage technology for
learning” (ISTE, 2019, page: Essential Conditions). Below are the Essential Conditions
[see Appendix A] and description as outlined by ISTE in there Essential Conditions
framework (International Society for Technology in Education, 2019): (1) Shared Vision,
(2) Empowered Leaders, (3) Implementation Planning, (4) Consistent and Adequate
Funding, (5) Equitable Access, (6) Skilled Personnel, (7) Ongoing Professional Learning,
(8) Technical Support, (9) Curriculum Framework, (10) Student-Centered Learning, (11)
Assessment and Evaluation, (12) Engaged Communities, (13) Support Policies, (14)
Supportive External Context (International Society for Technology in Education, 2019,
page: Essential Conditions). Saavedra and Opfer (2012) stated that there are nine lessons
for 21st-century learning that teachers should follow: (1) Make it relevant, (2), Teach
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through the disciplines, (3) Develop thinking skills, (4) Encourage learning transfer, (5)
Teach students how to learn, (6) Address misunderstandings directly, (7) Treat teamwork
like an outcome, (8) Exploit technology to support learning, (9) Foster creativity (p. 1011). Table 1 lists these nine lessons that focus on different aspects of the educational
system:
Table 1.
Nine Lessons for 21st Century Learning (Saavedra 2012).
Nine Lessons

Connection to other models or frameworks

(1) Make it relevant

Students should have real world experiences that make
learning meaningful to them.
(2) Teach through the
By teaching through the disciplines, rather than the
disciplines
disciplines themselves, students can make deeper
connections to why their learning matters.
(3) Develop thinking
Critical thinking is one of the 4C’s of 21st century
skills
learning, students that can critically think can synthesize
information to problem solve.
(4) Encourage learning Transferability of skills is important, as the world
transfer
continues to change, students that can transfer skills are
flexible and adaptable.
(5) Teach students how Students that understand their own metacognition, have
to learn
the ability to know what methods work best for learning.
(6) Address
Communication is one of the 4C’s of 21st century
misunderstandings
learning, students that communicate well, will likely have
directly
advantage over those that do not.
(7) Treat teamwork like Collaboration is one of the 4C’s of 21st century learning.
an outcome
Working well with others is essential in a service-based
workforce.
(8) Exploit technology Technology is the support that holds up all of the other
to support learning
lessons of 21st Century Learning.
(9) Foster creativity
Creativity is one of the 4C’s of 21st century learning,
Creativity let’s students explore their own desires and
helps make connections to their learning.
These nine lessons fit nicely in the frameworks of 21st century learning. There is
overlap between these, the ISTE Framework, and P21’s framework (Saavedra, 2012).
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Outlining skills and standards is not the only perspective to have on educational
technology. Mehlinger and Powers (2002) stated that Educational Technology serves one
or more of four potential roles:
1) provide access to resources to enhance student research capacity.
2) engage students in real-world activities creating authentic experiences to make
student inquiry more realistic.
3) provide the opportunity for students to demonstrate new learning in appealing
forms such as digital video, audio, and slideshows.
4) provide student access to resources within and beyond the limited resources of
their school walls through, among others, virtual fieldtrips, and distance
learning (Mehlinger & Powers, 2002; as cited by Marr, 2011, p. 40).
Sandholtz et al. (1993) stated that teachers’ integration of educational technology tools
and best practices occurring in several phases:
The first phase, entry, educators struggle to make sense of low technology
materials and newer high technology concepts. In this phase, educators might be
inexperienced with educational technology. They might struggle along with issues
of frustration, classroom management and discipline as well as a sense of anxiety
or being overwhelmed. The second phase, adoption, is the overall difficulty of the
teacher attempting to integrate the new technology tools and best practices into
their lessons. While confidence, engagement and motivation of student increases,
the technology is used in a way to only supplement existing curriculum practices
(p. 6-7).
The third phase, adaption, puts productivity as the main purpose of the use of
educational technology. Students are able to work and complete tasks and assignments
more rapidly, allowing the educator to ask higher level questions and scenarios. At this
level student engagement is considerably higher than the previous levels. The fourth
phase is called appropriation. By now each teacher’s personal understanding and skill
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level of the technology determines how effectively and effortlessly they are able to use
the technology to accomplish authentic learning. Since the educator has mastered the
educational technology, it opens up new opportunities for team teaching, interdisciplinary
project-based instruction, and individually paced instruction (personalized learning). It is
interesting to note that bringing in experts from the local community greatly increased the
speed of the appropriation phase. The culminating phase of teacher behavior is invention.
“This phase involves the creation of new learning environments that are radically
different from the traditional classroom environment” (Marr, 2011, p. 28).
Cuban (2001) has another perspective on the goals of educational technology. He
asserts that there are three goals for software and hardware: 1) make schools more
efficient than they currently are, 2) Transform teaching and learning into an engaging and
active process connected to real life, 3) prepare the current generation of young people
for the future workplace (Cuban 2001, loc.100-120). Cuban (2001), Dwyer et al. (1990),
Mehlinger and Powers (2002), ISTE (2019), NEA (2017), Wagner and Dintersmith
(2016) all share similar perspectives on the purpose of educational technology in the
classroom.
All of the above-mentioned frameworks and guidelines provide educators with a
roadmap for skills-based learning in education. Many of these skills have been
incorporated into the educational technology integration models that have been
developed. As technology changes rapidly, so does our way to integrate it into the
classroom. In the late 1990s, PowerPoint might have been a dynamic educational tool, if
not used effectively, it can be the same as a chalk board, or an overhead projector with
transparencies for today’s students. Educational Technology Integration models help give
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teachers a sense of where they are on a scale, continuum, or matrix, allowing them to see
clearly what areas they might need to improve their pedagogy or use of educational
technology in the classroom.
Educational Technology Integration Models
Technology has transformed our world over the last decade in ways we could not
have imagined (Friedman, 2016). Educators today are encouraged by administrators,
students, community members, and even their own colleagues to use educational
technology in their classrooms (Zucker, 2008). However, Richard Culatta, CEO at
International Society for Technology in Education, stated that there is a new digital
divide in education – one group of teachers that uses technology to reimagine teaching
and learning and another group that aims to digitize traditional classroom practices
(TEDxBeaconStreet, 2013). Every school district has their own unique perspective about
technology. Educators might feel different than the administrators, board of education,
the community, and the students. All of these groups might have a different view, but
some are confided with the views of their Board of Education, community, principal, or
superintendent. Personal beliefs, perceptions, and values will vary between different
people. Kimmons (2018) defined that there are four areas that educators’ value in
technology integration.
The first value is Proof. Proof uses evidence to showcase a tangible result of the
technology integration. For example, a teacher will want the evidence to be in the form of
student work, while a principal might want to prove that the educational technology can
be used in multiple classrooms. Second, Facility is the how easy it is for the new
technology to be “learned, implemented, or managed at the teacher- or student-level” (p.
17). Teachers are more willing to use technologies that are easier and take less time to
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learn. Third, Compliance refers to security, ethical and legal requirements for students
and teachers. Lastly, Institutionalization refers to “infrastructural compatibility, cost,
lifespan, and management scale of new technologies” in the context of managing for the
organization. Even technologies with educational value are abandoned because they are
unmanageable. (Kimmons, 2018, pp. 16-19)
Many educators understand the need and importance of having proof of success
through student learning and the facility of integrating technology because they
experience instruction on a daily basis. However, educators sometimes do not consider
the compliance and institutionalization issues, as oftentimes they are only concerned with
the learning outcomes or how it affects them personally (Kimmons, 2018). Pressure on
teachers to use educational technology sometimes overshadows the pedagogy or the
student interaction. Teachers look for guidance on should they do it and how they should
do it, more than why they should do it (Zucker, 2008).
There are several educational technology models and frameworks aimed at
defining technology integration. The most prominent models are the TPACK Model
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006), the RAT Model (Hughes et al., 2006), and the SAMR Model
(Puentedura, 2010). These models have been widely accepted in educational technology
for over a decade. Collectively, these models provide a process, flow chart, and visual
representative roadmap for technology integration for educators.
TPACK Model
The TPACK/TPCK Model (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) is described as a technology
integration model that showcases the connection between Technological Knowledge,
Pedagogical Knowledge, and Content Knowledge as seen in Figure 3. The model is
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depicted in Figure 4. The TPACK model’s main focus is that “Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge” is the overlap and merging of three distinct areas in educational
instruction: Pedagogical Knowledge, Content Knowledge, and Technological Knowledge
to create something new. Educators must understand that using technology is not enough
to transform learning (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Teachers need to understand the roles to
the extent at which technology, pedagogy, and content knowledge all have an impact on
the learning experience for the student.

Figure 3. The TPACK Model (Kimmons, 2018).
RAT and SAMR Models
According to Hughes et al. (2006), teachers need to have a base level of skills to
build upon when considering integration of technology. Hughes et al. divided these skills
into three categories: replacement, amplification, and transformation (Hew & Brush,
2007; Hughes, 2005). This is considered the RAT Model. Kimmons (YEAR) defined the
RAT model as a “technology integration model that views that technology is either used
to replace a traditional approach to teaching (without any discernible difference on
student outcomes), to amplify the learning that was occurring, or to transform learning in
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ways that were not possible without the technology” (Hughes et al., 2006, as cited in
Kimmons, 2018, para. 26). The overlap of the RAT and SAMR models is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. The RAT and SAMR Models (Kimmons, 2018).
Building upon the RAT Model is Puentedura’s SAMR Model (2006). In this
model, technology integration is broken down into four distinct levels: substitution,
augmentation, modification, and redefinition. Substitution and Augmentation are
considered to be part of the enhancement category, while Modification and Redefinition
are considered to be in the transformation category (Puentedura, 2006, 2013; Romrell et
al., 2014).
The PICRAT Matrix
Although these three models do well to provide teachers with a basic
understanding of the technology integration process, another more comprehensive model
has emerged. Kimmons (2018) PICRAT matrix goes a step further than the RAT and the
SAMR Models by incorporating student’s relationship to the technology.
PICRAT assumes that there are two foundational questions that a teacher must ask
about any technology use in their classrooms. These include:
1. What is the students' relationship to the technology? (PIC: Passive, Interactive,
Creative).
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2. How is the teacher's use of technology influencing traditional practice? (RAT:
Replace, Amplify, Transform) cf. (Hughes et al., 2006; Kimmons, 2018, para ).

Figure 5. The PICRAT Matrix (Kimmons, 2018).
The PICRAT matrix takes the three levels of the RAT model replace, amplify,
and transforms, and adds a second axis for student’s relationship to the technology for
PIC: passive, interactive and creative. Kimmons (2016) described in his YouTube video,
PICRAT for Effective Technology Integration in Teaching:
§

Passive: Students are observers, bystanders in their learning.

§

Interactive: Students engage in material in an interactive way - they are active
learners.

§

Creative: Students are creating materials themselves; they are creative learners
rather than interactive or passive ones.
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§

Replacement: Changes the appearance of our practices or dressings of our
practices but not the practice itself. It doesn’t affect teaching or learning
practices and behaviors. It can increase access but it doesn’t improve learning.

§

Amplifying: Technology improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new
functions to original tasks.

§

Transforming: It introduces new activities and learning that are impossible
without technology. Take away the technology – take away the learning too.
The PICRAT model is shown in Figure 6.

The PICRAT matrix takes the simplified RAT model and implements student
engagement into the process. Student engagement is an important factor that many of the
other models are missing. However, the PICRAT matrix has not been proven like many
other models because it is so new. Kimmons (2018) suggested that teachers should strive
to move to the upper-right most corner of the matrix by evolving their teaching and
activities with students. The forward momentum is depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Shifts in the PICRAT Matrix (Kimmons, 2018).
Counterpoints and Opposition to Educational Technology
Although there is plenty of research to suggest that technology benefits students
and is necessary for the 21st century, there is some research to suggest otherwise.
Bauerlein (2011) suggested that “The sense of inevitability — technology’s here to stay,
so we might as well go with it — prompts researchers to accept the practices technology
fosters, to tolerate and respect the habits young people develop as a serious and catholic
literacy” (p. 140). Bauerlein also asserts that screen reading is no longer done in addition
to the reading or research students do on their own, it has become the primary form of
text consumption (Bauerlein, 2008). Cuban (2011) stated that we have been convinced
that technology can be a helpful tool for students and prepare them for the future, but it
has not turned out that way because of the lack of teacher training, teacher willingness to
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adapt, and lack of additional funding (Cuban, 2011). “Computers have been oversold, and
underused, at least for now” (Cuban, 2011, loc. 1625).
Perceptions, Misconceptions, Beliefs, & Barriers of Technology Integration
Implementation of Educational Technology has several barriers: According to
multiple studies, teacher’s challenges were in two categories: (a) classroom management,
and (b) hardware issues (Dunleavy et al., 2007). Classroom management was uncovered
as an issue in some of the studies that were reviewed by Dunleavy et al. (2007). School
policies and procedures in many cases had to be revisited to ensure students were not
only protected, but were disciplined in cases of misuse (Owen et al., 2006). Several of the
studies cited that the laptops often were distracting to the students, when the students
were not engaged in a specific task they might wander and go off-task (Dunleavy et al.,
2007). One study by Mueller and Oppenhiemer (2014) found that math and science
teachers were less likely to use technology over social studies and English teachers.
There was no evidence to suggest why, but perhaps it had to do with the difficulty of
solving math problems with a keyboard over pen and paper. In The study, Mueller and
Oppenheimer showed that those that took handwritten notes were likely to remember
more than those that typed notes. “Participants using laptops were more inclined to take
verbatim notes than participants who wrote longhand, ...if the notes are taken
indiscriminately or by mindlessly transcribing content” students are less likely to recall
what they have written (p. 8). For this experiment, they used <.001 as a strict measure for
rejecting the null hypothesis. It was found that students recall was better when students
studied or didn’t study with handwritten notes, when compared to students that took notes
on laptop and either studied or did not study their notes (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014).
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Technical challenges in the management of the devices for the students are a
major issue. In addition, some students complained that the laptops sometimes had
glitches, bugs or broke and it was frustrating for the students and the parents (Lowther et
al., 2006). In the Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT) study the school’s technical
team was not well equipped in managing and repairing the Apple devices due to their
previous experience with only PC based systems (Dunleavy et al., 2007; Hew & Brush,
2007). Students in some cases were able to help the teachers during the lessons but when
it came to technical issues like Internet connectivity and software updates, it was up to
the school’s technical team to troubleshoot these issues (Garthwait & Weller, 2005).
Students in several studies complained that bringing laptops to and from school
each day was difficult because they were heavy (Lowther et al., 2006). Other teachers
stated some students would forget to charge their laptops before coming to school
(Dunleavy et al., 2007). As stated before, other challenges were based on the teachers’
perceptions about technology, lack of pedagogical skills, lack of effective professional
development and ongoing support.
Professional Development
Since World War II created a shortage of teachers, professional development
became an important tool to train unqualified teachers in education. Post-War
professional development began to shift toward teacher learning and process of change
(Lieberman & Miller, 1992). Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, the shift of professional
development focused on organizational change with the Rand corporation spearheading
professional development sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education (House, 1979; as
cited in Marr, 2011). Modern day professional development has been seeded in the push
for education reform as a reaction to the “Nation at Risk” commission report (Cuban &
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Cuban, 2007). The report was critical of the United States education system. As a result,
a greater focus was placed on professional development in schools. As the United States
moved toward the 21st century, programs like Goals 2000 and the No Child Left Behind
Act sought to improve student learning and teacher learning through education reform
(Marr, 2011).
According to Guskey (2002), there are three staff development outcomes: changes
in teacher beliefs and attitudes, changes in classroom practices, and changes in the
learning outcomes of students. He stressed that the order of these outcomes was most
important. In his model of teacher change, professional development leads to change in
teachers’ classroom practices, which leads to change in student learning outcomes, which
can finally change teachers’ beliefs and attitudes. Guskey (2002) asserted that there are
three guiding principles for significant and sustained educational improvements from
professional development. The principals were: (1) recognize that change is a gradual and
difficult process for teachers, (2) ensure that teachers receive regular feedback on student
learning progress, and (3) provide continuous support, follow-up and pressure (Guskey,
2002, p. 386-388). Teacher reflection of their own profession and learning is an important
part of the process (Rodgers, 2002).
Reflective Practice in Professional Learning
Reflective practice is a skill that most professionals develop over time and
showcase through knowledge and skill. Educators call this pedagogy (Schön, 1983).
“Whereas reflection-in-action is immediate, and often split second (Schön, 1983),
reflection-on-action takes time, and involves looking at evidence, thinking about theories
and alternatives. Reid (2004) adds reflection-for-action, the forwarding planning, based
on preceding reflection. The form can and should be collaborative” (Benade, 2015,
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p.44).” These types of reflection all focus on the learning of the teacher and the
importance of acknowledging change as a process. Professionals engaged in reflective
practice question existing practices and challenge old methods (Larrivee, 2000).
Rodgers (2002) explained the reflective process had four phases: (a) being
present, (b) describing the moment, (c) analyzing the description, and (d) diagnosing.
First, “being present requires the teacher to observe classroom activities, listen to student
dialogue, and pay attention to problem solving strategies” (Turner, 2019, p 40). In the
second phase, the teacher is tasked with describing the moment. This is achieved by
stating facts only and not interpreting, just chronicling what happened. Next the
analyzing phase focuses on the importance of getting a detailed description, and analysis
of student responses. Diagnosing is the last part of the reflective process, where the
teacher can take stock of what the strengths and weaknesses are in the classroom and
prescribe a plan and enact a solution (Holmes, 2004; Rodgers, 2002). “Reflective practice
can be a beneficial form of professional development…by gaining a better understanding
of their own individual teaching styles through reflective practice, teachers can improve
their effectiveness in the classroom” (Ferraro, 2000, p. 1).
Guskey (2014) also developed a model to help evaluate professional
development. Guskey stated, “Those who plan professional learning experiences often do
exactly the same thing. They plan for processes, not for results. Planning in this way is
like choosing the route for a journey before deciding on the destination” (p. 11). It is
important to work backward when designing professional development. Knowing what
you want the participants to achieve is paramount to determining the effectiveness of the
professional development session (Guskey, 2014).
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Through Guskey’s “Planning Backward” approach, the order becomes most
important. First, focusing on student learning outcomes helps determine what we want
the students to learn. Guskey suggested using multiple sources of evidence whenever
possible. In terms of professional development, the teachers might be in the student role
because they are the ones learning. Second, should determine what new practices or
procedures should be implemented. When planning, determine the best way to achieve
the desired outcomes. Third, what ways could organizational support be offered to help
stoke the embers of the change. Implement ways you encourage teachers and have
indicators that help show progress and success along the way. Fourth, the focus shifts to
educator knowledge and skills that are needed to implement the new practices
successfully. These might be pedagogical or procedural. Lastly, the learning activities are
developed to “best enable participants to acquire the needed knowledge and skills”
(Guskey, 2014, p. 14). By following this model, it can enhance and make professional
development experiences more effective and help ensure success.
Gaps in the Literature
Since the PICRAT matrix (Kimmons, 2016, 2018) is fairly new compared to the
RAT (Hughes & Sharber, 2016), SAMR (Puendenta, 2006) and TPACK (2006) models,
there are few studies or research on teacher perceptions, use, or implementation of the
PICRAT matrix. Although there is plenty of research on the other models, PICRAT
remains largely undocumented in studies. Although the research and institutional
organizations would seem to align to the methodology of the PICRAT matrix, it would
seem that they have not moved from the more popular SAMR and TPACK models.
Teacher perceptions of the model have yet to explored. The exploration of teacher
perceptions, practice, and usage of the PICRAT matrix in this study, would prove
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beneficial to educators seeking to find a more flexible and relevant framework to measure
the level and integration of educational technology.
Summary of Chapter
In this chapter, the review of the literature examined the history of educational
technology. The move toward computers forced a boom in technology that led to the
development of various educational technology organizations that developed standards,
frameworks, and guidelines for technology integration. Professional development has
been given to teachers on several educational technology models. However, the PICRAT
matrix is a new model that weighs student interaction with technology on the same
importance as teachers’ use of the technology. Additionally, the chapter examined
professional development, models, and the concept of reflective practice. Lastly, the
literature review explored counterpoints to educational technology and their critics.
The next chapter focuses on the methodology of the study. Review of the research
questions, and their context in the study. Sample selection and participant expectations
are addressed. The research design, data collection and data analysis are discussed in
detail. Also discussed is the use of the PICRAT Matrix as an instrument to measure
instructional practice in the classroom. The professional development session
intervention procedure and scope are also covered. Additionally, any bias, ethical
concerns, and limitations of the study are explored.
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine teacher perceptions of current
educational technology integration models and instructional practice, and to determine if
the Passive, Interactive, Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation (PICRAT)
model has any impact on these perceptions or instructional practice. This chapter first: (a)
explains the research questions, (b) describes the field setting for the study, (c) explores
the participant population and sample, (d) explains the instrumentation of the PICRAT
matrix and the professional development session intervention, (e) explores how the
research design will serve as an in depth look at how the study is organized, (f) discusses
the data collect methods for the study, (g) explains the focus on trustworthiness, and (h)
explores the limitations, confidentiality, and the role of the researcher.
Research Questions:
1. What are secondary teacher perceptions and prior knowledge of educational
technology integration models?
2. What types/levels of educational technology integration are occurring in the
secondary classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive, Interactive,
Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation) matrix?
3. To what extent does participants experience after professional development on the
PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and practice of educational technology
integration in secondary schools?
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Rationale for Research Approach
This study was a mixed method intervention study. Participants completed a presurvey and post survey which provided quantitative data, through Likert scale and
multiple-choice questions. There were also questions on the surveys that allowed the
participants to provide qualitative feedback. Additionally, participants that met preestablished criteria were interviewed as another opportunity for qualitative feedback.
Lastly, participants provided documentation in the form of sample lesson activities,
which served as evidence to corroborate their survey and interview answers. This was an
appropriate approach because, this allowed the researcher to determine the level of
educational technology integration without the ability to observe it in action. In personobservations were not feasible due to global pandemic restrictions. While teacher
perceptions can be measured through surveys and teacher instructional practice must be
seen through evidence, in lieu of in-person observations, the teacher-provided samples of
educational technology integration served as a baseline for pre-intervention and postintervention practice of educational technology integration.
Addressing the Research Questions
The first research question, “What are teacher perceptions of educational
technology integration models?” was addressed in the pre-survey sent out to participants
at the beginning of the data collection. The second research question, “What types/levels
of educational technology integration are occurring in the classroom?” was addressed
through the collection of sample lesson activities that the participants provided. The final
research question, “To what extent does the introduction of professional development on
the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and practice of educational technology
integration in schools” was addressed by the post-survey completed by the participants
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after the professional development session on the PICRAT matrix. Several weeks after
the professional development session, participants were interviewed to see if their
perceptions on educational technology integration models had changed, in particular their
perceptions on the PICRAT matrix. The implementation of the PICRAT matrix was
measured by the participants providing examples with activities defined by the PICRAT
matrix. Participants provided lesson examples to the researcher prior to the professional
development session and after the initial professional development session. The
researcher developed a rubric points scale to help measure the shift in the PICRAT
matrix.
Research Design and Data Analysis
The research was conducted through a multistep process. A request for
participants email was sent out through several educational technology listservs,
professional learning circles, and communities related to educational technology. The
researcher had access to these groups and asked the leaders of these groups permission to
share the request for volunteers. The initial request asked participants basic questions,
including which school district they are from and if they are willing to commit to part of
the study. By asking these questions, it served as way to screen the participants prior to
including them in the study. The survey can be found in Appendix E. Different school
districts were selected based on the socio-economic status of the school district. The
socio-economic status of the school district was determined by analyzing the data found
on the New York State Education Department Data website (NYSED Data, 2020).
Information about varying background knowledge was collected in the pre-survey to
gauge where the participant’s level of understanding of educational technology
integration stood and of the various models available. The commitment requirements
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were: completing two surveys which each took about 10 minutes, participation in an
online virtual professional development session for approximately one-hour, potential
participation in an individual online interview for up to one hour, and willingness to share
three examples of educational technology classroom activities that they have done with
their students both before and after the professional development session for a total of
six. Not all candidates were eligible to participate in this study. Not all participants were
asked to complete the interview.
Once the researcher had the list of volunteers, he selected them based on school
district and commitment. The researcher was able to recruit two to four participants from
four different school districts. The number of participant size was 12. Fourteen candidates
applied, but two were not selected to participate due to time commitments. Having
multiple school districts allowed the researcher to make comparisons between the school
districts and comparisons between teachers within the schools. The researcher selected
candidates from different subject areas. The study was limited to secondary teachers. The
participant field was likely narrowed to educational technology savvy teachers because
the researcher sent out requests only through educational technology communities.
Participants were encouraged to share the request for volunteers with colleagues. This
method could have led to snowball sampling, but ultimately, the researcher made the
final selection, which mitigated one of the main issues with this approach (Creswell,
2008). One of the drawbacks of snowball sampling, is that the researcher loses control of
the sample. However, since the researcher made the final selection, this was not an issue
(Creswell, 2008).
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After the sample of participants had been selected, the researcher sent the
participants a pre-survey to measure teacher perceptions of educational technology and
their knowledge and thoughts about educational technology models. This survey can be
found in Appendix G. The survey included a section of open-ended questions for teachers
to explain their thoughts and feelings. Lastly, documentation of three educational
technology classroom activities from each teacher was collected. The researcher used the
PICRAT matrix to categorize each of the activities. The PICRAT matrix served as an
instrumentation and evaluation tool in determining where each activity would fall within
the nine-box matrix. The researcher also applied a numerical value to the PICRAT to use
it similar to a rubric. The estimated time to complete this pre-intervention survey was ten
minutes.
Once all of the activities were collected and mapped to their relevant PICRAT
matrix box, participants attended an online professional development session on the
PICRAT matrix. There was a total of six sections. In this session, the researcher was the
professional development instructor. The researcher explained the PICRAT matrix in
detail and gave the participants feedback on where all of the activities of the participants
fell in relation on the matrix. The researcher also mapped them to a point value, that the
researcher did not share with the participants. The participants’ activities and lessons
were anonymously shared to the group, without names so that the participants would not
know who provided which lesson or activity. Additionally, the researcher provided
suggestions on how some of the activities might be elevated to a higher level on the
PICRAT matrix. The session provided an overview and conceptual understanding of
PICRAT and gave the participants examples of its use and mapping lessons and
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activities. Each session of the professional development was recorded, and transcribed in
Appendices K through P. The slides for the professional development session can be
found in Appendix I.
One week after the professional development session, participants were asked to
complete the post-survey to measure their perceptions of the PICRAT matrix and provide
their own thoughts about it. In the survey, they also had the opportunity to compare the
PICRAT matrix to their own experiences with integration of education in the classroom
and/or any of the other models they may be familiar with. Several of the questions from
the survey were the same as those in the pre-survey. The answers to these questions
presented an opportunity to measure any change or shift in teacher perceptions with
educational technology and educational technology models. Participants were also asked
to evaluate PICRAT using the model for evaluating Technology Integration Models. The
survey can be found in Appendix H.
Finally, two to three weeks after the professional development session,
participants were asked to provide an additional three sample educational technology
classroom activities. The researcher mapped them to the PICRAT matrix and tally the
number of instances in each box of the matrix as well as the level of PICRAT described.
This data was compared to the activities prior to the PICRAT professional development
to determine if, by using the PICRAT categories/model as a guide, teachers’ perceptions
and practice has been affected. Comparisons and scores of their lessons was determined
in Appendix J. Virtual interviews were conducted by the researcher via Zoom to
participants that had an average change of 1.0 or more when comparing their lessons
before and after the professional development session. Creswell (2008) stated that
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interviews provide informational that cannot be observed because participants can
describe personal information. Additionally, the interviewer can control the types of
responses based on directed questioning. However, interviews might have drawbacks,
because the information is filtered through the interviewer (Creswell, 2008).
For the purpose of the surveys, the researcher used Microsoft Forms. Based on the
form results, the researcher entered the quantitative data in Microsoft Excel to determine
what changes in teacher perception and practice occurred before and after the
introduction of the PICRAT matrix. Additionally, when analyzing the qualitative
questions and the interviews through process coding, the researcher looked for trends and
themes in coding the data with the responses to help validate the quantitative data. It is
important for the researcher to code the data on the first pass to specific themes and
topics, then consolidate to bigger broader themes (Creswell, 2008).
The Sample and Population
The sample was four school districts in a suburban area of New York. Two to four
participants were selected from the volunteers for each school district. The schools
selected were from different ethnic and socioeconomic status as determined by NYSED
data. Each school district had different educational technology resources available for
their teachers and students. Differences in educational technology resources included, but
not be limited to: hardware, software, web-based subscriptions, computer technicians,
educational technology coaches or specialists. The researcher does not work in any of
these school districts. Each school had different types of professional development
offered to teachers in their district prior to this study. Additionally, many teachers sought
their own professional development outside of their school district through in-service
courses, graduate courses, and/or workshops.
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Through the introduction of the PICRAT matrix to all participants during the
professional development session, all of the participants received the same training slides.
The researcher conducted the training on six separate occasions, so there was some
variation in the number of participants in each session. After the training, the participants
completed a post-survey based on the professional development they received.
Additionally, three weeks after the professional development session intervention,
participants were asked to provide another set of lesson activities; these can be found in
Appendix H. The post-survey will be analyzed to gauge to what degree there was a
change in teacher perceptions. Based on the magnitude of the shift, participants were
interviewed if they qualified with a threshold of 1.0. Interview questions are in Appendix
Q. The two interview transcripts are in Appendix R and Appendix S. The documentation
of the lesson activities served as another way to verify if there has been a change in
overall practice.
Instruments
The PICRAT matrix was used as an instrument for evaluating the documentation
provided by the participants. The PICRAT model was developed by Kimmons in 2016. It
is an educational technology integration model that builds upon several other educational
technology models. The reliability of the instrument can be obtained through its use in
previous studies (Kimmons, 2018; Kimmons et al., 2020). However, it is important to be
careful not to assume that one particular model is valid or appropriate for every instance
(Cherner & Mitchell, 2020). Since the PICRAT model is relatively new, we must look at
the models that it is built upon. In particular, the RAT model developed by Hughes et al.
(2006) is the teacher’s use of technology part of PICRAT matrix. Many other models are
built upon, including SAMR. The PIC part of the PICRAT is derived from parts of the
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revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, in which the highest levels of learning is “Creative.” The
revised Bloom’s Taxonomy had been widely accepted for 50 years as the pedagogical
gold standard in education, until it was revised in the early 2000s (Krathwohl, 2002).
The researcher is taking PICRAT one step further and adding a quantitative
component to the PICRAT Matrix in order to measure the differences in potential shifts
of instructional practice. Since the Creative/Replacement level on the PICRAT matrix is
considered the most basic level of technology integration, it was assigned a value of “1.”
The next level on the x-axis and y-axis is Interactive Replacement, and Passive Amplifies
were assigned a value of “2.” Along with the same pattern, the middle of the matrix was
assigned a value of “3” with Creative Replacement, Interactive Amplifies, Passive
Transformation. Next, Creative Amplifies, Interactive Transformation, were assigned a
value of “4.” Lastly, the highest level, Creative Transformation was assigned a value of
“5.”
Assigning Numerical Point Values to the PICRAT Matrix
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Figure 7. Researcher assigning point values to the PICRAT matrix.
Intervention
The professional development session served as an intervention for the
participants. Data were collected before the intervention through survey and
documentation. After the professional development intervention, new survey data were
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collected and documented. The data collected after the professional development
intervention was compared to the data collected before. The researcher analyzed the data
and looked for changes to determine to what extent, if at all, the professional
development intervention session impacted teachers’ perceptions and instructional
practice. The slides used in the professional development session can be found in
Appendix I. The transcripts of the sessions were recorded. Transcripts can be found in
Appendices K through P. Each of the six sessions were similar in length, and had the
same content. Although, there were some variables like the number of participants,
connection issues and the participants questions, all of the participants received the same
content for their session. By following these procedures to ensure that each session was
as similar as possible, it established fidelity among the sessions. The researcher had
considered making the professional development a recorded video to ensure that there
were no variances between the sessions, however, the researcher felt it was more
important that the participants were engaged in an interactive session rather than a
passive one. It would be disingenuous to not put PICRAT into practice when delivering
this professional development.
Procedures for Collecting Data
Participants were selected through purposeful convenience sampling. Through
several listservs, and regional professional organizations related to educational
technology in this suburban area, participants received an email that detailed the purpose
of the study in general terms. Participants were given a consent form to participate. It is
stated in the Consent Form that any participant can stop at any time during the study (see
Appendix C). In order to not contaminate the sample, the specifics of what the researcher
was specifically measuring was not disclosed (see Appendix E). The request for
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participants email (see Appendix D) included the commitments required for the purpose
of the study: completion of two brief surveys (pre-survey and post-survey) (see Appendix
G and H), potential participants’ attendance in one hour long virtual professional session,
and their participation in an online interview if necessary. Additionally, the participants
were asked to provide details of the classroom activities in their room related to
educational technology. Not all volunteers were eligible for selection to participate based
on the criteria for the study. The selection was based on the participants’ school district
and the amount of time they are able to commit. The researcher wanted to have no more
than sixteen participants and no less than twelve. Creswell (2008) stated that,
convenience sampling “can provide useful information for answering questions and
hypothesis” (p. 144). The researcher attempted to keep the scope of the sample size
narrow to allow for more time with each participant for the professional development
intervention.
The participants’ names were concealed and changed to numbers to protect their
identity. The researcher collected each school district name and change it to an
unidentifiable pseudonym to alleviate any question as to the school district or the
participants involved. When participants completed the surveys and interviews, the
researcher coded each with a number for his own purposes only. The professional
development session occurred through video conferencing software, Zoom. Participants
in the session were required to not use their cameras or their real names in the recorded
session. They were required to use their assigned participant numbers. The group
professional development sessions and the individual interviews were recorded only for
the purpose of transcription and were deleted after the study was completed.
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Data Collection and Data Analysis Approach
The role of researcher is to collect, evaluate, and analyze data (Creswell, 2007). In
this study, the researcher designed three surveys. First, a screening survey narrowed
participants, second a pre-intervention survey, and last, a post-intervention survey. The
participants were educators selected from several school districts in a suburban region of
New York State. Participants were selected based on their school district, potential
participants’ available technology and willingness to participate. The goal was to have a
solid sampling from several schools from teachers that use educational technology on a
regular basis (self-reported an average of three or more times a week) in the classroom.
The researcher used the screener survey results to select these educators. After
these educators were selected, they were asked to complete surveys, professional
development sessions, and provide lesson activities. Willingness to participate in the
interview was a requirement in the selection process, but not all participants were
interviewed. The goal of the interviews was to determine why there was a significant
change in their lessons, attitudes, and perceptions. The lesson samples were categorized
using the PICRAT matrix. The Teacher level of Technology Integration were measured
in three levels, Replacement, Amplification, and Transformation. The student levels of
student technology use were measured in the following three levels: Passive, Interactive,
and Creative. Based on their responses for each lesson, they were put in one of the nine
boxes of the PICRAT matrix (Kimmons, 2017). Each PICRAT box was given a numeric
value based on the position on the PICRAT matrix scale, developed by the researcher.
Researcher Role and Research Ethics
The researcher is currently a District Administrator for Instructional Technology
in a suburban school district in New York State. In order to eliminate any conflict of
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interest, participants were selected from school districts where the researcher is not
employed. The researcher believed that it was important for participants in the study be
selected from schools with a different socio-economic status to ensure that there is
representation of schools with varying socio-economic status. Different school districts
were selected based on the socio-economic status of the school district, access to
educational technology, and frequency of professional development. This was determined
by the demographics provided on the NYSED data website (NYSED Data, 2020).
Participation might have been affected by the researcher's prominence and reputation in
regional organizations. Participants may have been more willing to participate because of
the researcher’s connection with the overall educational technology educator community.
Trustworthiness of the Design
According to Guba and Lincoln (1994), there are four elements that need to be
included in a study for it to be valid and credible. The four aspects are credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability. Credibility is the confidence in the
findings. Credibility can be established when the researcher is able to use memberchecking or triangulation to corroborate data. In order to provide credibility, all
participants were able to read their transcriptions of interviews to make sure their
responses were accurately represented. Additionally, the sample lesson activities that
teachers provided as documentation, lend another data point to help triangulate the data.
Transferability is showing that findings are consistent and repeatable, and are applicable
in other contexts. It can be achieved by providing evidence that study’s findings could be
relevant in other settings, populations, and contexts. To achieve this, the researcher used
the technique of thick description of the research setting in order to include the rationale
of researcher’s actions of the research and data collection. Thick description is a detailed
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journaling of field experiences, in this study during the professional development session
and the interviews the researcher chronicled the rationale and the reaction of the process.
Dependability shows that findings are consistent and could be repeated. To meet the
criterion of dependability, this study can be replicated with different participant
populations from another region. Lastly, confirmability is the confidence that the data
comes from the participants and are free from researcher bias. The method of mixed
qualitative and quantitative data analysis increased the confirmability to the study. An
additional layer of confirmability was achieved through the collection and documentation
of the educational technology lesson activities. The researcher also asked participants to
evaluate their lessons and activities after they completed the professional development
intervention. By taking these steps to meet these four criteria carefully, the intention was
to provide trustworthiness to the study.
Greenbank (2003) stated that, “What is important is that [the researcher] adopt a
reflexive approach that is clearly articulated in their writing” (p. 798). It is important that
the researcher disclose any biases that they have. Addressing the bias limits the potential
for any bias to impact the study. As a district administrator for Instructional Technology,
the researcher often sees education through the lens of educational technology. Although
the researcher values the importance of seeing educational technology as just another tool
to provide instruction rather than the main focus of a lesson, the researcher may stress its
importance more than other people with any intentions.
In order to provide distance to these biases, the researcher conducted the research
outside of the researcher’s school district of employment. This distance helped in a
multitude of ways. Teacher participants from the researcher’s district might answer the
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questions differently or provide examples that were meant to impress, more than be a true
snapshot of what is happening in the classroom. Participants outside of the researcher’s
school district would be less likely to have that pressure. However, due to the participants
knowing that their activities are being included in a study, might encourage or motivate
them to include examples that are high-quality than if participation was completely
anonymous.
Summary of Chapter
In this chapter, the researcher restated the research questions and provided a
rationale for the research methods. The researcher outlined the selection process and how
the sample would be chosen. Additionally, the researcher explained the process in which
participants would be conducting during the study; presurvey, intervention, post-survey,
and interview. The researcher also explained the use of PICRAT as instrumentation, and
the scope of the professional development intervention session. Additional consent letters
and surveys are provided in the Appendices. The researcher outlined data analysis,
validity, and trustworthiness of the study. Lastly, the chapter explored researcher bias and
its potential impact on the overall study.
In the next chapter, the researcher will present the results and findings of the
surveys, documentation collection, evaluation of the documentation, and the professional
development intervention. Each research question will be addressed with the data from
the study that specifically focuses on it.
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CHAPTER 4 - FINDINGS
Introduction
Educational Technology has been a focus of school districts, teachers, and
administrators for decades. The purpose of this study was to see if professional
development on the PICRAT model has any impact on teacher perceptions and
instructional practice. Participants included secondary educators from four different
school districts in a suburban region of New York State. A total of 13 teachers were
selected to participate in the study. Twelve participants completed the study. Only one
participant did not complete the study. Each school district had a different student
populations, needs, and demographics. For the purpose of this study, demographic
information was filtered to grades 7-12 only and based on the latest data available, the
2018 – 2019 school year (New York State Education Department, 2020). Of the twelve
total teachers that completed the study, two teachers participated from Sunset Grove
School District, three teachers from Ever Pines School District, three from West Elm
School District, and four teachers from Island Acres School District.
Results/Findings
First, each of the participants completed an initial screener survey, which asked
demographics and information about their school district. Second, each participant
answered questions on their perceptions of educational technology and educational
technology models. They also provided documentation of three lessons or activities they
have previous done in the classroom using educational technology. Third, they
participated in a professional development session on the educational technology
integration and the PICRAT matrix. Fourth, they completed a post-professional
development survey to re-measure teacher perceptions and attitudes. Fifth, about a week
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later, participants provided documentation of three more lessons or activities using
educational technology that they would teach in the classroom. At this step they were
also asked where they felt each one score on the PICRAT matrix. Lastly, two participants
were selected for a follow-up interview. The following questions guided the study:
1. What are secondary teacher perceptions and prior knowledge of educational
technology integration models?
2. What types/levels of educational technology integration are occurring in the
secondary classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive, Interactive,
Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation) matrix?
3. To what extent does participants experience after professional development on
the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and practice of educational
technology integration in secondary schools?
The majority of the questions and responses from the surveys was quantitative.
The data was exported into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and analyzed. The responses
from the documentation collected were evaluated using the PICRAT matrix. A few
questions from the surveys asked for qualitative data to help triangulate the quantitative
data, by having participants explain their answers. In these instances, the researcher
looked for common themes and trends in the data.
Overall Demographics
Table 2, summarizes the demographic data collected for participants. Participants
of this study have an average of 14 years teaching experience. The lowest is 6 years, and
the highest is 37 years. Overall, the average number of teaching certifications is 2.3. The
average number of degrees is 1.9. The average number of other certificates is .9.
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Table 2
Participant Levels of Education and Experience.
Participant

Participant
#01
Participant
#02
Participant
#03
Participant
#04
Participant
#05
Participant
#06
Participant
#07
Participant
#08
Participant
#09
Participant
#10
Participant
#11
Participant
#12

Schoo Grade Levels Years
l
Taugh
Distric
t
t
Sunset
7-12
7
Grove
Sunset
Secondary
11
Grove
Ever
High School
11
Pines
9-12
Ever
7th
6
Pines
Ever
9-12
34
Pines
West
7-12
13
Elms
West
9-12
8
Elms
West
9,10,11
37
Elms
Island Grade 9-10,
13
Acres
Grade 14
Island High School
16
Acres
Island
9-12
7
Acres
Island
9-12
6
Acres

Number of
Teaching
Certificatio
ns
3

Number
of
Degrees

Other
Certificate
s

3

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

3

2

1

4

2

1

3

2

1

3

3

1

1

1

0

4

3

1

1

3

1

3

2

0

Participants were asked to describe the frequency in which they received
professional development. The data is shown below in Table 3.
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Table 3.
Frequency of Professional Development received in participants school districts.
Frequency
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Yearly

Responses out of 12
1
1
2
5
3

Participants were also asked, “What is your primary way to learn about new
educational technologies?” The responses are shown in Table 4.
Table 4.
Results “What is your primary way to learn about new educational technologies”
question.
Way to Learn
In-School / in-service professional development
Outside of School / Graduate level professional
development
Learning on your own
Social Media groups / Personal Learning Networks

Responses out of
12
7
1
3
1

Overall District School Data by New York State Definition
There were several factors by which the school district demographics were
measured. Below are the definitions as defined by New York State Data website:
Economically Disadvantaged: Economically disadvantaged students are those
who participate in, or whose family participates in, economic assistance programs, such
as the free or reduced-price lunch programs, Social Security Insurance (SSI), Food
Stamps, Foster Care, Refugee Assistance (cash or medical assistance), Earned Income
Tax Credit (EITC), Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP), Safety Net Assistance
(SNA), Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), or Family Assistance: Temporary Assistance for
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Needy Families (TANF). If one student in a family is identified as low income, all
students from that household (economic unit) may be identified as low income.
English Language Learners: English Language Learners (ELLs) are those who, by
reason of foreign birth or ancestry, speak or understand a language other than English and
speak or understand little or no English, and require support in order to become proficient
in English and are identified pursuant to Section 154.3 of Commissioner's Regulations”
(NYSED Data, 2020).
Students with Disabilities: Students with disabilities are those who have been
identified as such by the Committee on Special Education and are receiving services
under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). Students with disabilities
include those having an intellectual disability; hearing impairment, including deafness;
speech or language impairment; visual impairment, including blindness; serious
emotional disturbance; orthopedic impairment; autism; traumatic brain injury;
developmental delay; other health impairment; specific learning disability; deafblindness; or multiple disabilities and who, by reason thereof, receive special education
and related services under the IDEA according to an Individualized Education Program
(IEP), Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP), or a services plan” (NYSED Data,
2020).
The School Districts
The school districts were all located in a suburban region of New York State,
Long Island. This region of New York state is divided into several school districts broken
down by town or collections of towns. This is contrast to some states in which the school
districts are divided by county into very large school districts. Each school districts
culture is specific and indicative of the community it resides within.
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Sunset Grove School District
Sunset Grove School District is located in a suburban region of New York state.
The town is heavily focused on coastal industries and access to the bay and ocean are a
major focus of the community. Overall, Sunset Grove has 2,015 students. The ethnicity
of these students is Hispanic/Latinx at 57%, White at 40%, and 3% Other. The school
district is comprised of 25% of English Language Learners, 12% of Students with
Disabilities, 64% of the families are considered Economically Disadvantaged. The high
school graduation rate is 93% which is 10% higher than the state average (NYSED Data).
This data is summarized in Table 5 below.
Sunset Grove Student Demographic Data
Table 5.
Ethnicity, Group Percentages and Graduation Rates for Sunset Grove School District
(NYSED Data, 2020).
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL ENROLLMENT

Sunset Grove
School District

American Indian or Alaska Native Percentage
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White
Multiracial
English Language Learners
Students With Disabilities
Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
Homeless
Foster Care
Parent In Armed Forces
School Graduation Rate
New York State Graduation Rate
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0%
1%
57%
1%
40%
1%
25%
12%
64%
0%
1%
0%
0%
93%
83%

Participant Demographics at Sunset Grove
Two participants were selected from Sunset Grove School District. Participant
#01 has 7 years of teaching experience. They are certified in Math 5-12, Educational
Technology Specialist and English as a New Language. Participant #01 also has 3 college
degrees, and 1 additional professional certificate. Participant #02 has 11 years of teaching
experience. They are certified in Social Studies 7-12. Participant #02 also has 1 college
degree, and 1 additional professional certificate. This data is presented in Table 5.
Ever Pines School District
Ever Pines School District is located in a suburban region of New York state. The
district is comprised of several towns and hamlets. Overall, Ever Pines has 9,166
students. The ethnicity of these students is: Black or African American at 19%,
Hispanic/Latinx at 27%, Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander at 4%, White at
46%, and Multiracial at 4%. The school district is comprised of 6% of English Language
Learners, 17% of Students with Disabilities, 54% of the families are considered
Economically Disadvantaged. The high school graduation rate is 85% which is 2% higher
than the state average (NYSED Data). This data is summarized in Table 6 below.
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Ever Pines Student Demographic Data
Table 6.
Ethnicity, Group Percentages and Graduation Rates for Ever Pines School District
(NYSED Data, 2020).
Percentage of Total Enrollment
American Indian or Alaska Native Percentage
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White
Multiracial
English Language Learners
Students With Disabilities
Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
Homeless
Foster Care
Parent In Armed Forces
School Graduation Rate
New York State Graduation Rate

Ever Pines
School District
0%
19%
27%
4%
46%
4%
6%
17%
54%
0%
2%
0%
0%
85%
83%

Participant Demographics at Ever Pines School District
Three participants were selected from Ever Pines School District. Participant #03
has 11 years of teaching experience. They are Biology, Chemistry, and General Science
7-8. Participant #03 also has 2 college degrees, and 1 additional professional certificate.
Participant #04 has 6 years of teaching experience. They are certified in Social Studies 712 and Students with Disabilities 7-12. Participant #04 also has 2 college degrees, and 1
additional professional certificate. Participant #05 has 34 years of teaching experience.
They are certified in Spanish, Elementary Education and have a FLEX extension.
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Participant #05 also has 2 college degrees, and 1 additional professional certificate. This
data is presented in Figure 9.
West Elm School District
West Elm School District is located in a suburban region of New York state. The
district is in the center of a crossroads of transportation and commerce. Overall, West
Elm has 5,724 students. The ethnicity of these students is Black or African American at
7%, Hispanic/Latinx at 44%, Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander at 6%,
White at 40%, and Multiracial at 3%. The school district is comprised of 17% of English
Language Learners, 16% of Students with Disabilities, 56% of the families are
considered Economically Disadvantaged. The high school graduation rate is 89% which
is 6% higher than the state average (NYSED Data). This data is summarized in Table 7
below.
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West Elms Student Demographic Data
Table 7.
Ethnicity, Group Percentages and Graduation Rates for West Elm School District
(NYSED Data, 2020).
Percentage of Total Enrollment
American Indian or Alaska Native Percentage
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White
Multiracial
English Language Learners
Students With Disabilities
Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
Homeless
Foster Care
Parent In Armed Forces
School Graduation Rate
New York State Graduation Rate

West Elm
School
District
0%
7%
44%
6%
40%
3%
17%
16%
56%
0%
1%
0%
0%
89%
83%

Participant Demographics at West Elm School District Three participants were
selected from West Elm School District. Participant #6 has 13 years of teaching
experience. They are certified in Spanish and Educational Computing. Participant #6 also
has 2 college degrees, and 1 additional professional certificate. Participant #7 has 8 years
of teaching experience. They are certified in Social Studies 7-12 and Students with
Disabilities 7-12. Participant #7 also has 2 college degrees, and 1 additional professional
certificate. Participant #8 has 37 years of teaching experience. They are certified in
Italian, Spanish, TESOL, and School Administration. Participant #8 also has 3 college
degrees, and 1 additional professional certificate. This data is presented in Figure 9.
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Island Acres School District
Based on 2018-2019, data Island Acres School District is located in a suburban
region of New York state. The community has a major university and a major sports
arena. Overall, Island Acres has 6,884 students. The ethnicity of these students is Black
or African American at 37%, Hispanic/Latinx at 60%, Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other
Pacific Islander at 1%, White at 2%, and Multiracial at 1%. The school district is
comprised of 21% of English Language Learners, 11% of Students with Disabilities, 77%
of the families are considered Economically Disadvantaged. The high school graduation
rate is 79% which is 4% lower than the state average (NYSED Data). This data is
summarized in Table 8.
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Island Acres Student Demographic Data
Table 8.
Ethnicity, Group Percentages and Graduation Rates for Island Acres (NYSED Data,
2020).
Percentage of Total Enrollment
American Indian or Alaska Native Percentage
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian or Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
White
Multiracial
English Language Learners
Students With Disabilities
Economically Disadvantaged
Migrant
Homeless
Foster Care
Parent In Armed Forces
School Graduation Rate
New York State Graduation Rate

Island Acres
School District
0%
37%
60%
1%
2%
1%
21%
11%
77%
0%
0%
0%
0%
79%
83%

Teacher Demographics at Island Acres School District Three participants were
selected from Island Acres School District. Participant #9 has 13 years of teaching
experience. They are certified in Grades 5-9 Generalist and Special Education with
TESOL pending. Participant #9 also has 1 college degree. Participant #10 has 16 years of
teaching experience. They are certified in Speech Pathology. Participant #10 also has 3
college degrees, and 1 additional professional certificate. Participant #11 has 7 years of
teaching experience. They are certified in Adolescent Students with Disabilities grades 712, Adolescent Social Studies grades 7-12, Literacy grades 5-12, and Literacy birthgrade 5. Participant #11 also has 2 college degrees, and 1 additional professional
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certificate. Participant #12 has 6 years of teaching experience. They are certified in
Biology 7-12. Participant #12 also has 2 college degrees. This data is presented in Figure
9.
Comparisons of School Districts by Demographics
When the demographics of the school districts is compared to other factors these
are the interesting takeaways. Overall Sunset Grove showed the most improvement
overall with instructional practice. The participants in Sunset also received the most prior
professional development compared to the other school districts. This was measured as a
1.335 on average of the individual shifts, which is 4 shifts in the PICRAT model.
Ever Pines School District was the school district with the second biggest shift in
instructional practice after the professional development session. Ever Pines on average
was 1.133 shifts on the PICRAT model, which is slightly over 3 shifts. Ever Pines also
had the lowest frequency of educational technology use on average, Two-thirds of
participants said they use technology only 2 or 3 times a week.
West Elem School District had the smallest amount of change after the
Professional Development session. This was measured as a .2 on average of the
individual shifts, which is under 1 shift in the PICRAT model. West Elem School District
teachers reported that they received professional development more regularly than other
teachers in the study.
Island Acres School District had the third the greatest number of shifts compared
to the other school districts. Island Acres average shifts were measured as .918, or almost
an average of 3 shifts on the PICRAT model. Interestingly Island Acres teachers were not
familiar with any of the technology integration models prior to the study. Island Acres
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teachers also perceptions and beliefs shifted the most with an average of 5 shifts,
compared to the overall participant average of 3.08. Island Acres teachers reported the
most inconsistent amount of professional development, meaning that they had the widest
range of answers from “daily” to “optional, only over the summer.”
Research Question #1: What are secondary teacher perceptions and prior
knowledge of educational technology integration models?
Participant #01 – Sunset Grove – Pre-Test
Participant #01 stated in the survey that they have taken in-service or graduate
level courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
Participant #01 was not familiar with any of the listed Educational Technology models.
However, they stated that they use two/three days a week in the classroom. Participant
#01 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements. When asked, “You feel
pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #01 responded, “Disagree.”
When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the educational
technology first, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #01 responded, “Agree.”
When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills
you want them to learn first?” Participant #01 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?”
Participant #01 responded, “Strongly Agree.” For Participant #01 the primary focus for
developing classroom activities and main motivation for technology use is “engagement.”
When designing a lesson, Participant #01 felt that it was most important that students
learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #01
rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
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Participant #02 – Sunset Grove – Pre-Test
Participant #02 stated in the survey that they have taken in-service or graduate
level courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
Participant #02 was familiar with the following Technology Integration Models: RAT,
SAMR, TAM, TIM, TIP, and TPACK. Participant #02 was most comfortable with the
TAM model. Participant #02 stated that s/he used technology every day / or almost every
day in the classroom. Participant #02 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #02 responded, “Strongly Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning,
you design the lesson around the educational technology first, “Disagree.” When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS
standards first,” Participant #02 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want them to learn
first?” Participant #02 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around character education values first?” Participant #02 responded,
“Agree.” For Participant #02 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and
main motivation for technology use is to “develop lesson that can help facilitate higher
order thinking.” When designing a lesson, Participant #02 felt that it was most important
that students learn character. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important),
Participant #02 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
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Participant #03 – EverPines – Pre-Test
Participant #03 stated in the survey that they have taken in-service or graduate
level courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
Participant #03 was familiar with the following Technology Integration Models:
LoTi/H.E.AT and SAMR. Participant #03 was most comfortable with the SAMR model.
Participant #03 stated that s/he used technology 2 or 3 times a week in the classroom.
Participant #03 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements. When asked,
“You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,.” Participant #03 responded,
“Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Strongly Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning,
you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #03
responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #03 responded,
“Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
character education values first?” Participant #03 responded, “Agree.” For Participant
#03 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and main motivation for
technology use is to “foster engagement and to meet the diverse learning needs all of the
students.” When designing a lesson, Participant #03 felt that it was most important that
students learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important),
Participant #03 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #04 – EverPines – Pre-Test
Participant #4 stated in the survey that they have taken in-service or graduate
level courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
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Participant #04 was familiar with the following Technology Integration Models: SAMR.
Participant #04 was most comfortable with the SAMR model. Participant #04 stated that
s/he used technology 2 or 3 times a week in the classroom. Participant #04 was asked to
Agree or Disagree to a series of statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use
technology in every lesson,” Participant #04 responded, “Neutral.” When asked, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around the educational technology first, “Neutral.”
When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the academic content
/ NYS standards first,” Participant #04 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want them
to learn first?” Participant #04 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?” Participant #04
responded, “Strongly Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Strongly Agree
to Agree. For Participant #04 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and
main motivation is to “The main motivation for education technology use in my
classroom would be for engagement. I like to be able to differentiate the lessons to
accommodate all learners. This keeps my students most interested.” When designing a
lesson, Participant #04 felt that it was most important that students learn skills. On a scale
of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #04 rated the importance of
student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #05 – EverPines – Pre-Test
Participant #05 stated in the survey that they have taken in-service or graduate
level courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
Participant #05 was familiar with the following Technology Integration Models: SAMR.
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Participant #05 was most comfortable with the SAMR model. Participant #05 stated that
s/he used technology every day / almost every day in the classroom. After which they
were asked follow up questions in a survey. Participant #05 stated in the survey that they
have taken in-service or graduate level courses on educational technology prior to
participation in this study. Additionally, Participant #05 was familiar with the following
Technology Integration Models: SAMR. Participant #05 was most comfortable with the
SAMR model. They stated that they use technology every day / almost every day in the
classroom. Participant #05 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements.
When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #05
responded, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the educational technology first, “Strongly Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,”
Participant #05 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #05
responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
character education values first?” Participant #05 responded, “Disagree.” For Participant
#05 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and main motivation for
technology use is “organization- if I create Google slideshow presentations, I am assured
that I am giving the same information to each section of courses I teach.” When
designing a lesson, Participant #05 felt that it was most important that students learn
skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #05 rated
the importance of student engagement a 4 out of 5. Additionally, s/he stated, “I would
prefer engaged students, but it's not always the case.”
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Participant #06 – West Elm – Pre-Test
Participant #06 stated in the survey that s/he had taken in-service or graduate level
courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
Participant #06 was familiar with the following Technology Integration Models: TIM.
Participant #06 was most comfortable with the TIM model. Participant #06 stated that
s/he used technology every day / almost every day in the classroom. Participant #06 was
asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to
use technology in every lesson,” Participant #06 responded, “Disagree.” When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the educational technology first,
“Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #06 responded, “Neutral.” When
asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want
them to learn first?” Participant #06 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?” Participant #06
responded, “Neutral.” For Participant #06 the primary focus for developing classroom
activities and main motivation for technology use is “Am I getting them engaged, am I
challenging them to be creative and to think critically?” When designing a lesson,
Participant #06 felt that it was most important that students learn skills. On a scale of 1-5
(1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #06 rated the importance of student
engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #07 – West Elm – Pre-Test
Participant #07 stated in the survey that s/he had taken in-service or graduate level
courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
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Participant #07 was familiar with the following Technology Integration Models: SAMR.
Participant #07 indicated that s/he were not comfortable with any model. Participant #07
stated that s/he used technology every day / almost every day in the classroom.
Participant #07 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements. When asked,
“You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #07 responded,
“Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Strongly Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning,
you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #07
responded, “Neutral.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #07 responded, “Strongly
Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character
education values first?” Participant #07 responded, “Neutral.” For Participant #07 the
primary focus for developing classroom activities and main motivation for technology
use is “Engagement.” When designing a lesson, Participant #07 felt that it was most
important that students learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very
Important), Participant #07 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #08 – West Elm – Pre-Test
Participant #08 stated in the survey that s/he had taken in-service or graduate level
courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. Additionally,
Participant #08 was familiar with the following Technology Integration Models: TIM.
Participant #08 was most comfortable with the TIM model and used technology every
day / almost every day in the classroom. Participant #08 was asked to Agree or Disagree
to a series of statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every
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lesson,” Participant #08 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around the educational technology first, “Neutral.” When asked if,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS
standards first,” Participant #08 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want them to learn
first?” Participant #08 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?” Participant #08
responded, “Agree.” For Participant #08 the primary focus for developing classroom
activities and main motivation for technology use is “to instruct and practice new
information.” When designing a lesson, Participant #08 felt that it was most important
that students learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important),
Participant #08 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #09 – Island Acres – Pre-Test
Participant #09 stated in the survey that s/he had taken in-service or graduate level
courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. However,
Participant #09 was not familiar with any of the listed Technology Integration Models.
Participant #09 stated that s/he used technology every day / almost every day in the
classroom. Participant #09 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements.
When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #09
responded, “Strongly Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around the educational technology first, “Neutral.” When asked if, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,”
participant #09 responded, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design
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the lesson around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #09
responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around character education values first?” Participant #09 responded, “Strongly Agree.”
For Participant #09 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and main
motivation for technology use is “to meet specific accommodations for my special needs
students.” When designing a lesson, Participant #09 felt that it was most important that
students learn character. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important),
Participant #09 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5. Participant #09,
was given the opportunity to provide additional comments and stated,
My lessons are centered around skill acquisition and character building. The latter
part of this year I have participated in numerous webinars and online PDs to learn
about different platforms I can use to best meet the needs of my students. I have
never heard of any of the models cited at the beginning of the survey however
based on what I researched I believe what I do best matches TPACK.
Participant #10 – Island Acres – Pre-Test
Participant #10 stated in the survey that s/he had not taken in-service or graduate
level courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. However,
Participant #10 was not familiar with any of the listed Technology Integration Models.
Participant #10 stated that s/he used technology 2 or 3 times a week in the classroom.
Participant #10 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements. When asked,
“You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #10 responded,
“Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Neutral.” When asked if, “When lesson planning, you
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design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #10
responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #10 responded, “Strongly
Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character
education values first?” Participant #10 responded, “Neutral.” For Participant #10 the
primary focus for developing classroom activities and main motivation for technology
use is “teaching a concept using visual aids.” When designing a lesson, Participant #10
felt that it was most important that students learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not
Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #10 rated the importance of student
engagement a 4 out of 5.
Participant #11 – Island Acres – Pre-Test
Participant #11 stated in the survey that s/he had taken in-service or graduate level
courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. However,
Participant #11 was not familiar with any of the listed Technology Integration Models.
Participant #11 stated that they use technology every day / almost every day in the
classroom. Participant #11 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements.
When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #11
responded, “Neutral.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
the educational technology first, “Disagree.” When asked if, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #11
responded, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #11 responded,
“Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
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character education values first?” Participant #11 responded, “Strongly Agree.” For
Participant #11 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and main
motivation for technology use is “to make my lessons more interesting and to captivate
my student's attention about different historic events and places.” When designing a
lesson, Participant #11 felt that it was most important that students learn character. On a
scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #11 rated the
importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5. Participant #11, was given the
opportunity to provide additional comments and stated, “I find it is important to teach my
students skills and the academic but if they are not in the emotional state to do so then we
must first address their emotional health and the character education in order to be sure
that they become a well-rounded adult.”
Participant #12 – Island Acres – Pre-Test
Participant #12 stated in the survey that s/he had not taken in-service or graduate
level courses on educational technology prior to participation in this study. However,
Participant #12 was not familiar with any of the listed Technology Integration Models.
Participant #12 stated that s/he used technology every day / almost every-day in the
classroom. Participant #12 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements.
When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #12
responded, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the educational technology first, “Disagree.” When asked if, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,”
Participant #12 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant
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#12 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around character education values first?” Participant #12 responded, “Disagree.”
For Participant #12 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and main
motivation for technology use is “to instruct and practice new information.” When
designing a lesson, Participant #12 felt that it was most important that students learn
academic content. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant
#12 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Research Question #2: What types/levels of educational technology integration are
occurring in the secondary classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive,
Interactive, Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation) model?
Participants were asked to provide three lesson/activity examples of educational
technology use prior to the professional development intervention section. There were
responses were mapped to the PICRAT matrix by using the following evaluation method.
To determine PIC – the researcher would evaluate if the activity was passive, interactive
or creative. Kimmons (2018) defined “passive” as: “Students are observers, bystanders in
their learning.” He defined interactive as: “Students engage in material in an interactive
way.” Lastly, creative as “students are creating materials themselves” (Kimmons, 2018).
To determine the RAT part of the matrix, the researcher used the flowchart below.
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Figure 8. PICRAT Flowchart for deterring RAT (Hughes 2006, Kimmons, 2018).
First, the researcher determined, “are the achieved learning outcomes of the
activity clearly better than they would have been without the technology or via a lower
tech solution?” If the answer is “No” – the teacher’s use of technology replaces
traditional practice. If the answer is “Yes,” we continue to the next question; “Could the
activity have reasonably been done without the technology or via lower technology or via
a lower tech solution (e.g., index cards, chalkboard)?” If the answer is “Yes,” – the
teacher’s use of technology amplifies traditional practice. If the answer is “No” - the
teacher’s use of technology transforms traditional practice. The flowchart is featured in
Figure 8.
Using this system, the researcher determined where each of the provided activities
would be on the PICRAT matrix. Additionally, the researcher gave each of the nineboxes on the matrix a point value based on where it was located on the PICRAT matrix.
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As explained in Chapter 3, Figure 8, the researcher assigned numerical values to
the PICRAT matrix in order to measure change and shifts. The PICRAT Matrix was used
as the instrumentation for the evaluation for the lesson activity examples. Additionally,
the researcher used the PICRAT with assigned values to establish a score. Then the
researcher averaged these three lesson activities to generate an average score for each
participant.
Results from the Pre-Professional Development Activities Are Evaluated by
Researcher
Table 9.
Researcher Evaluated Lesson Activities and Score Given.
Participant

District
Name

Activity
#1

Activity
#2

Activity
#3
IA

Raw
PreScore
9

Researcher
Pre-Score
Average
3

Participant
#01
Participant
#02
Participant
#03
Participant
#04
Participant
#05
Participant
#06
Participant
#07
Participant
#08
Participant
#09
Participant
#10
Participant
#11

Sunset
Grove
Sunset
Grove
Ever
Pines
Ever
Pines
Ever
Pines
West
Elms
West
Elms
West
Elms
Island
Acres
Island
Acres
Island
Acres

CR

IA

IA

CA

PA

9

3

IA

PR

CT

10

3.33

IT

IA

IA

10

3.33

IT

CT

IA

11

3.67

IT

CT

IA

12

4

IA

CA

IA

10

3.33

PA

IA

CA

9

3

IT

IA

IR

9

3

IA

IA

IR

8

2.67

PA

IR

PT

7

2.33
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Participant
#12
Overall
Average

Island
Acres

CA

PR

IR

7

2.33
3.0825

The Professional Development Intervention Sessions
The professional development sessions were given over a two-week period. There
were several options for the participants to choose from. Participants attended a Zoom
session at one of the scheduled times. Zoom is a popular professional video conferencing
software. Participants were instructed to not use their names as display names or use their
cameras during the zoom session. The researcher shared his screen of the PowerPoint
Online presentation (see Appendix H). Sessions were attended by between one to three
participants. The length of the session varied based on the questions at the end of the
session. Note in Session 03, one of the participants were disconnected so the researcher
had to wait to resume the professional development session. Transcripts of each session
can be found in Appendix K through P. Summary of the sessions is outlined in Table 10.
Table 10.
Session Dates, Times, Duration, and Participant Details.
Session

Date

Time

Duration

Number of
Participants
2

Participants

Session
June 29th
4:00 PM
30:41
#07, #12
#01
Session
June 29th
8:00 PM
33:14
3
#02, #05,
#02
#08
Session
July 1st
6:00 PM
41:21*
2
#11, #12
#03
Session
July 2nd
5:00 PM
28:07
1
#01
#04
Session
July 6th
10:00 AM 33:50
3
#03, #04,
#05
#06
Session
July 10th
10:00 AM 37:02
1
#09
#06
*One of the participants was disconnected – extra time was given to reconnect.
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Outline and Overview of the Professional Development Session
The researcher took great care in developing the presentation and the purpose of
each slide. The following is a thick description of each slide in the presentation and the
rationale behind it in the professional development session. Each slide is represented in
Table 11.
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Table 11.
Thick Description of all slides in the professional development session.
Slide # Description and Rationale for the Slide
#01
Title Slide– It was important to have a title for the Professional
Development session to introduce the topic to the participants.
#02
A brief overview of Educational Technology and the need for educators
to evaluate and quantify it. This sets the stage for the following few
slides for the participants.
#03
An Overview of the Six Criteria and Guiding Questions for Evaluating
Technology Integration Models. They will be asked to do this after the
professional development session for the PICRAT matrix (Kimmons &
Hall, 2016a).
#04
The SAMR Model – the most common and well-known model for
educational technology integration. An overview of this model helps put
it in context with the subsequent models. It also gives us an opportunity
to apply the Six Criteria to an established model.
#05
TPACK Model – the second most common and well-known model.
#06
Opportunity to evaluate these models based on Kimmons & Hall’s Six
Criteria. Table from Kimmons (2020)
#07
Other Models that participants might have been familiar with.
#08
Opportunity to evaluate these models based on Kimmons & Hall’s Six
Criteria. Table from Kimmons (2020)
#09
The Introduction to the PICRAT Matrix. This four and half minute video
is a great overview of PICRAT and makes it simple to understand. It was
developed by Royce Kimmons himself and found on his YouTube
channel.
#10
Overview slide to breakdown the PICRAT matrix by the X axis and Y
axis. It is important for the participants to understand that that you can
move along the X and Y, sometimes simultaneously.
#11
A deep breakdown of the PIC – Passive, Interactive, Creative– Student’s
relationship to Technology – tying in student engagement. – tying in
student engagement.
#12
A deep breakdown of the RAT – Replaces, Amplifies, Transforms
Teacher’s Traditional Practice relationship to Technology
#13
This slide is important because it shows the participant how to
distinguish between RAT and PIC. The flowchart gives two questions
that will lead to determining the role of the technology in terms of
teacher practice (RAT). The images are reminders of the relationship
between the content and the students to determine the PIC.
#14
Mapped Activities from the Participants. The researcher felt it important
#15
for the participants to see the PICRAT matrix in action. Taking the
#16
participants responses from my initial collection for documentation, the
#17
researcher showcased where their own activities would fall on the
#18
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#19
#20
#21
#22
#23
#24
#25
#26
#27
#28
#29

PICRAT matrix. In each professional development session, researcher
went through a few of them to give examples. It varied each time.

A meta-chart of 36 activities mapped to the PICRAT matrix. I think it is
important that the participants get to see where their colleagues
collectively chart on the PICRAT matrix.
There is a quiz with an answer key on Royce Kimmons’ website. It gives
ten examples that participants can attempt to map to the PICRAT model.
This is a good practical exercise for the participants.
Recap of how to use the flowchart and images. At this time, I also
mentioned that I would be collecting more lesson activity examples
following this professional development session.
Link to the survey. The survey was also emailed with a copy of the
PowerPoint at the conclusion of the session.

Research Question #3: To what extent does participants experience after
professional development on the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and
practice of educational technology integration in secondary schools?
Research Question #3 can be divided into two main parts. The first part focuses
on the teacher perceptions of educational technology integration which is measured by
survey responses provided by the participants. The second part focuses on instructional
practice which is measured by the lesson activity documentation provided by the
participants. The lesson activities provided after the professional session were evaluated
by the participants and by the researcher using the PICRAT Matrix.
Part I - Teacher Perceptions After the Professional Development Session
Participant #01 Sunset Grove – After Intervention
Participant #01 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #04 on July 2nd 2020. After which they were asked follow up questions in a
survey. Participant #01 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements. When
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asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #01 responded,
“Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Disagree to Agree. When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the educational technology first,
“Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #01 responded, “Agree.” When
asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want
them to learn first?” Participant #01 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?”
Participant #01 responded, “Strongly Agree.” For Participant #01 the primary focus for
developing classroom activities and main motivation for technology use is “engagement.”
When designing a lesson, Participant #01 felt that it was most important that students
learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #01
rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #02 Sunset Grove – After Intervention
Participant #02 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #02, on June 29th at 8:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up questions
in a survey. Participant #02 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of statements.
When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,” Participant #02
responded, “Disagree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Strongly Disagree to
Disagree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #02
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responded, “Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Strongly Agree to Agree.
When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills
you want them to learn first?” Participant #02 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?”
Participant #02 responded, “Agree.” For Participant #02 the primary focus for developing
classroom activities and main motivation for technology use is to “enhance lessons and to
create opportunity for higher order thinking.” When designing a lesson, Participant #02
felt that it was most important that students learn skills. This was a shift from the presurvey from students learn character to learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important,
5 – Very Important), Participant #02 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out
of 5.
Participant #03 – Ever Pines – After Intervention
Participant #03 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #05, on July 6th, 2020 at 5:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #03 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #03 responded, “Neutral.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Disagree
to Neutral. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Neutral.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from
Strongly Disagree to Neutral. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #03 responded, “Strongly
Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student
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skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #03 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When
asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character education values
first?” Participant #03 responded, “Agree.” For Participant #03 the primary focus for
developing classroom activities and main motivation for technology use is to “build an
experience that cannot be done without technology.” This was a change from the presurvey where Participant #03 stated “students learn skills.” When designing a lesson,
Participant #03 felt that it was most important that students learn academic content. This
was a shift from the pre-survey where Participant #03 stated “students learn skills.” On a
scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #03 rated the
importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #04 – Ever Pines – After Intervention
Participant #04 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #05, on July 6th, 2020 at 5:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #04 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #04 responded, “Neutral.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design
the lesson around the educational technology first, “Neutral.” When asked, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,”
Participant #04 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant
#04 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around character education values first?” Participant #04 responded, “Strongly
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Agree.” For Participant #04 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and
main motivation for technology use is to “make it more comfortable for students to use
resources, develop a platform that allows students on home tutoring an easier transition
back. Create meaningful lessons that students can use and relate to.” When designing a
lesson, Participant #04 felt that it was most important that students learn skills. On a scale
of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #04 rated the importance of
student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #05 – Ever Pines – After Intervention
Participant #05 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #02, on June 29th, 2020 at 8:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #05 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #05 responded, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design
the lesson around the educational technology first, “Strongly Disagree.” When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS
standards first,” Participant #05 responded, “Strongly Agree.” This was a shift from the
pre-survey from Agree to Strongly Agree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant
#05 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around character education values first?” Participant #05 responded, “Strongly Disagree.”
This was a shift from the pre-survey from Disagree to Strongly Disagree. For Participant
#05 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and main motivation for
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technology use is “to prepare them for what colleges will expect them to know how to
do.” When designing a lesson, Participant #05 felt that it was most important that
students learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important),
Participant #05 rated the importance of student engagement a 4 out of 5.
Participant #06 – West Elm – After Intervention
Participant #06 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #05, on July 6th, 2020 at 10:00 AM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #06 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #06 responded, “Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design
the lesson around the educational technology first, “Disagree.” When asked, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards
first,” Participant #06 responded, “Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from
Neutral to Agree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #06 responded, “Agree.”
When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character education
values first?” Participant #06 responded, “Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey
from Neutral to Agree. For Participant #06 the primary focus for developing classroom
activities and main motivation for technology use is “To teach our students to be 21st
century learners and to think about how I’m using the technology - for fun or is it to truly
engage them and help them create something they couldn't do without technology.”
When designing a lesson, Participant #06 felt that it was most important that students
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learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #06
rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #07 – West Elm – After Intervention
Participant #07 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #05, on June 29th, 2020 at 4:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #07 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #07 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around the educational technology first, “Disagree.” This was a shift from the presurvey from Strongly Disagree to Disagree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #07
responded, “Neutral.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around
what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #07 responded, “Strongly
Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character
education values first?” Participant #07 responded, “Neutral.” For Participant #07 the
primary focus for developing classroom activities and main motivation for technology
use is “Engagement.” When designing a lesson, Participant #07 felt that it was most
important that students learn skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very
Important), Participant #07 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
Participant #08 – West Elm – After Intervention
Participant #08 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
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Session #02, on June 29th, 2020 at 8:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #08 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #08 responded, “Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around the educational technology first, “Disagree.” This was a shift from the presurvey from Neutral to Disagree. When asked if, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #08 responded,
“Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Strongly Agree to Agree. When
asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want
them to learn first?” Participant #08 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?”
Participant #08 responded, “Strongly Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from
Agree to Strongly Agree. For Participant #08 the primary focus for developing classroom
activities and main motivation for technology use is “I want the technology to engage the
students so that they are interactive and interested in the content.” When designing a
lesson, Participant #08 felt that it was most important that students learn character. This
was a shift from the pre-survey from skills to character. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not
Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #08 rated the importance of student
engagement a 5 out of 5.
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Participant #09 – Island Acres – After Intervention
Participant #09 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #06, on July 10th, 2020 at 10:00 AM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #09 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #09 responded, “Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Strongly
to Agree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Disagree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from
Neutral to Disagree. When asked if, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #09 responded,
“Disagree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what
student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant #09 responded, “Strongly Agree.”
When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character education
values first?” Participant #09 responded, “Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey
from Strongly to Agree. For Participant #09 the primary focus for developing classroom
activities and main motivation for technology use is to “enhance instruction.” When
designing a lesson, Participant #09 felt that it was most important that students learn
skills. This was a shift from the pre-survey from character to skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 –
Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #09 rated the importance of student
engagement a 5 out of 5.
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Participant #10 – Island Acres – After Intervention
Participant #10 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #03, on July 1st, 2020 at 6:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #10 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #10 responded, “Neutral.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Disagree
to Neutral. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Disagree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from
Neutral to Disagree. When asked if, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #10 responded, “Strongly
Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Agree to Strongly Agree. When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want them
to learn first?” Participant #10 responded, “Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey
from Strongly Agree to Agree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around character education values first?” Participant #10 responded, “Neutral.”
For Participant #10 the primary focus for developing classroom activities and main
motivation for technology use is “to engage students in a more meaningful way as well as
reinforcing information that has already been taught to the students.” When designing a
lesson, Participant #10 felt that it was most important that students learn academic
content. This was a shift from the pre-survey from skills to academic content. On a scale
of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #10 rated the importance of
student engagement a 4 out of 5.
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Participant #11 – Island Acres – After Intervention
Participant #11 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #03, on July 1st, 2020 at 6:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #11 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #11 responded, “Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Neutral to
Agree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first, “Strongly Disagree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey
from Disagree to Strongly Disagree. When asked if, “When lesson planning, you design
the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,” Participant #11 responded,
“Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Disagree to Agree. When asked,
“When lesson planning, you design the lesson around what student skills you want them
to learn first?” Participant #11 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around character education values first?”, Participant #11
responded, “Strongly Agree.” For Participant #11 the primary focus for developing
classroom activities and main motivation for technology use is “To make the students
more engaged in the lesson and learn more about the content.” When designing a lesson,
Participant #11 felt that it was most important that students learn skills. This was a shift
from the pre-survey from character to skills. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not Important, 5 –
Very Important), Participant #11 rated the importance of student engagement a 5 out of 5.
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Participant #12 – Island Acres – After Intervention
Participant #12 attended a virtual professional development session on
Educational Technology Integration and Models with a focus on the PICRAT matrix
Session #01, on June 29th, 2020 at 4:00 PM. After which they were asked follow up
questions in a survey. Participant #12 was asked to Agree or Disagree to a series of
statements. When asked, “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson,”
Participant #12 responded, “Strongly Agree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from
Disagree to Strongly Agree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the educational technology first, “Disagree.” When asked if, “When lesson
planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards first,”
Participant #12 responded, “Strongly Agree.” When asked, “When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around what student skills you want them to learn first?” Participant
#12 responded, “Disagree.” This was a shift from the pre-survey from Strongly Agree to
Disagree. When asked, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around character
education values first?” Participant #12 responded, “Strongly Disagree.” This was a shift
from the pre-survey from Disagree to Strongly Agree. For Participant #12 the primary
focus for developing classroom activities and main motivation for technology use is
“Engaging the students in the lesson.” When designing a lesson, Participant #12 felt that
it was most important that students learn academic content. On a scale of 1-5 (1 – Not
Important, 5 – Very Important), Participant #12 rated the importance of student
engagement a 5 out of 5.
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Teacher Perceptions and Evaluation on the PICRAT Matrix
After the professional development intervention session, the participants were
asked to share their thoughts on the PICRAT Matrix. Additionally, they were asked to
evaluate the PICRAT matrix using the Six Criteria for Evaluating Instructional
Technology models.
Participant #01 – Sunset Grove – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #01 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #01 responded, “I feel this
is a strong, easy to understand model that allows teachers to reflect on their lessons and
find ways to elevate them with helpful technologies.” Participant #01 was asked, “Do you
feel that the PICRAT model changes your view on educational technology integration?”
Participant #01 responded “Yes” and explained “The model is eye-opening and focuses
on the important reasons and ways we should be implementing technologies.”
Participant #02 – Sunset Grove – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix.
Participant #02 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #02 responded, “I found the
PICRAT model to be so much clearer. I think it serves as a really good tool to pair with
lesson development. It clearly shows the roles of both educator and students, forcing the
educator to really assess what the students will be doing.” Participant #02 was asked, “Do
you feel that the PICRAT model changes your view on educational technology
integration?” Participant #02 responded “Yes” and explained “I think it helps me
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understand student interaction more and helps me understand the purpose of technology
in my lesson.”
Participant #03 – Ever Pines – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #03 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #03 responded, “It provides
clarity on both student and teacher engagement. I really like how clear it is compared to
the other models.” Participant #03 was asked, “Do you feel that the PICRAT model
changes your view on educational technology integration?” Participant #03 responded
“Yes” and explained “SAMR model is annoying to use since it does not provide enough
distinction between them. Also, the PICRAT can be used to focus on the student’s
engagement in your lesson not just the lesson.”
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Participant #04 – Ever Pines – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #04 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #04 responded, “It provides
clarity on both student and teacher engagement. I really like how clear it is compared to
the other models.” Participant #04 was asked, “Do you feel that the PICRAT model
changes your view on educational technology integration?” Participant #04 responded
“Yes” and explained “SAMR model is annoying to use since it does not provide enough
distinction between them. Also, the PICRAT can be used to focus on the student’s
engagement in your lesson not just the lesson.”
Participant #05 – Ever Pines – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #05 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #05 responded, “Compared
to SAMR, it is more student-focused. By using a grid rather than a hierarchy, there is
more flexibility.” Participant #05 was asked, “Do you feel that the PICRAT model
changes your view on educational technology integration?” Participant #05 responded
“Maybe” and explained “I already thought it was vital and have been dragging my
department along. I'm not sure it changes my view, but it will help me change other
viewpoints.”
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Participant #06 – West Elm – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #06 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #06 responded, “Far easier
to understand at a glance.” Participant #06 was asked, “Do you feel that the PICRAT
model changes your view on educational technology integration?” Participant #06
responded “Yes” and explained “I am able to clearly see where I have landed in this
model versus other matrices.”
Participant #07 – West Elm – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #07 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #07 responded, “I think that
it is straightforward and provides more clarity than some of the other models out there. I
found it easier to see where some of my lessons fall.” Participant #07 was asked, “Do you
feel that the PICRAT model changes your view on educational technology integration?”
Participant #07 responded “Yes” and explained “Sometimes it can be difficult to tell
whether it is worth integrating some technology pieces. I never go for “bells and
whistles” and oftentimes educational technology tools feel like nothing more than that.
So I enjoyed seeing a model that solidified the degree to which technology transforms
lessons.”
Participant #08 – West Elm – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
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Participant #08 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #08 responded, “I feel that
this model addresses both the teacher objectives and the student outcomes or
achievement. In other words I always start my planning with the question of What is it
that I want the students to learn and this model allows me to reflect and plan on how I can
use the technology to have the students be the most creative they can be in achieving the
skills/ goals of the lesson.” Participant #08 was asked, “Do you feel that the PICRAT
model changes your view on educational technology integration?” Participant #08
responded “No” and explained “I have been integrating technology for the past 6 years
into my lessons and I feel that I really try to learn and research various technology tools
that would bring my lessons to a higher level. However, the PICRAT model does give me
a clearer visual diagram of what I am actually trying to achieve.”
Participant #09 – Island Acres – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #09 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #09 responded, “PICRAT
gives teachers the opportunity to allow students creative expression and a way to truly
provide enrichment across the curriculum.” Participant #09 was asked, “Do you feel that
the PICRAT model changes your view on educational technology integration?”.
Participant #09 responded “Yes” and explained “Technology is more than a digital
chalkboard. It can be used to connect and build understanding of material and the world.”
Participant #10 – Island Acres – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
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Participant #10 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #10 responded, “PICRAT
gives teachers the opportunity to allow students creative expression and a way to truly
provide enrichment across the curriculum.” Participant #10 was asked, “Do you feel that
the PICRAT model changes your view on educational technology integration?”
Participant #10 responded “Yes” and explained “Technology is more than a digital
chalkboard. It can be used to connect and build understanding of material and the world.”
Participant #11 – Island Acres – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #11 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #11 responded, “It is one of
the more organized ways of thinking about technology integration within the classroom.
Teachers should really look to move away from the passive use of technology and move
towards transforms. interactive and creative in order for students to learn important skills
and content.” Participant #11 was asked, “Do you feel that the PICRAT model changes
your view on educational technology integration?” Participant #11 responded “Yes” and
explained “Yes because I feel my school relies on passive use of technology and once
and awhile utilizes technology as a transform or interactive way. I would like to engage
my students as much as possible while still addressing IEP Goals and this is a great way
for the students to really become much more involved in classroom activities.”
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Participant #12 – Island Acres – Teacher Perceptions on the PICRAT Matrix
Participant #12 was asked questions about the PICRAT matrix in particular,
specifically, “Compared to what you know about other models of educational technology
integration, what are your thoughts on PICRAT?” Participant #12 responded, “The
PICRAT model taught me a lot of education technology integration. The matrix box
helps narrow down what each type of resource is. I like how it is also flexible, some
resources can fall under more than one box. I find that the "student's relationship to tech
is" side is easier to categorize the examples/resources then the "teacher's use of tech.”
Participant #12 was asked, “Do you feel that the PICRAT model changes your view on
educational technology integration?”. Participant #12 responded “Yes” and explained
“When I create my lessons, this model can guide me when selecting which type of
educational technology resource. For previous lessons that I already have, I can use this
to determine where my resources are categorized on the PICRAT matrix.”
Overall Results of The Six Criteria to the PICRAT Matrix
Participants at were asked to use Kimmon’s and Hall’s (2016b) Six Criteria for
Evaluating Technology Integration Models (based on Kuhn (2013) to evaluate the
PICRAT matrix. Table 12 shows the questions in the model.
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Table 12.
Six Criteria for Evaluating Instructional Technology Integration Models (Kimmons &
Hall 2016b).
Criterion

Guiding Question

Clarity

Is the model sufficiently simple, clear, and easy to
understand, with no hidden complexities?

Compatibility

Does the model complement/support existing educational
practices deemed valuable to teachers?

Fruitfulness

Does the model elicit fruitful thinking as teachers grapple
with problems of technology integration?

Technology Role

Does the model treat technology integration as a means
for achieving specific pedagogical or other benefits
(rather than an end in itself)?

Scope

Is the model sufficiently parsimonious to ignore aspects
of technology integration not useful to teachers, but
sufficiently comprehensive to guide their practice?

Student Focus

Does the model clearly emphasize students and student
outcomes?
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Table 13.
Sunset Grove Teacher Perceptions of the PICRAT Model.
Six Criteria for Evaluating Technology Integration Models
How would you rate the Clarity of the PICRAT model?
1 - Unclear / Confusing
4 - Easy to Understand
How would you rate the Compatibility of the PICRAT model?
1 - Difficult to Implement
4 - Easy to Implement
How would you rate the Fruitfulness of the PICRAT model?
1 - Does not lead to meaningful reflection
4 - Leads to meaningful reflection
How would you rate the Technology Role of the PICRAT model?
1 - Technology is the main focus of the model
4 - Technology is viewed as means to guide practice
How would you rate the Student Focus of the PICRAT model?
1 - Not Important
4 - Important
How would you rate the Scope of the PICRAT model?
1 - Narrow
4 - Broad
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P#01 P#02
4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Table 14.
Ever Pines Teacher Perceptions of the PICRAT Model.
Six Criteria for Evaluating Technology Integration Models
How would you rate the Clarity of the PICRAT model?
1 - Unclear / Confusing
4 - Easy to Understand
How would you rate the Compatibility of the PICRAT
model?
1 - Difficult to Implement
4 - Easy to Implement
How would you rate the Fruitfulness of the PICRAT model?
1 - Does not lead to meaningful reflection
4 - Leads to meaningful reflection
How would you rate the Technology Role of the PICRAT
model?
1 - Technology is the main focus of the model
4 - Technology is viewed as means to guide practice
How would you rate the Student Focus of the PICRAT
model?
1 - Not Important
4 - Important
How would you rate the Scope of the PICRAT model?
1 - Narrow
4 - Broad
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P#03 P#04 P#05
4
3
4
4

2

4

4

3

4

4

4

3

4

3

4

4

3

4

Table 15.
West Elm Teacher Perceptions of the PICRAT Model.
Six Criteria for Evaluating Technology Integration Models
How would you rate the Clarity of the PICRAT model?
1 - Unclear / Confusing
4 - Easy to Understand
How would you rate the Compatibility of the PICRAT
model?
1 - Difficult to Implement
4 - Easy to Implement
How would you rate the Fruitfulness of the PICRAT model?
1 - Does not lead to meaningful reflection
4 - Leads to meaningful reflection
How would you rate the Technology Role of the PICRAT
model?
1 - Technology is the main focus of the model
4 - Technology is viewed as means to guide practice
How would you rate the Student Focus of the PICRAT
model?
1 - Not Important
4 - Important
How would you rate the Scope of the PICRAT model?
1 - Narrow
4 - Broad
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P#06 P#07 P#08
4
4
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

3

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Table 16.
Island Acres Teacher Perceptions of the PICRAT Model.
Six Criteria for Evaluating Technology Integration
P#09 P#10 P#11 P#12
Models
How would you rate the Clarity of the PICRAT
4
4
4
3
model?
1 - Unclear / Confusing
4 - Easy to Understand
How would you rate the Compatibility of the PICRAT
4
4
4
2
model?
1 - Difficult to Implement
4 - Easy to Implement
How would you rate the Fruitfulness of the PICRAT
4
4
4
4
model?
1 - Does not lead to meaningful reflection
4 - Leads to meaningful reflection
How would you rate the Technology Role of the
4
3
3
4
PICRAT model?
1 - Technology is the main focus of the model
4 - Technology is viewed as means to guide practice
How would you rate the Student Focus of the
4
3
4
4
PICRAT model?
1 - Not Important
4 - Important
How would you rate the Scope of the PICRAT
4
3
4
3
model?
1 - Narrow
4 - Broad
Tables 13 – 16 depict the scores of each individual participant. Figure 25 shows
the averages of these values. Overall, the participants reported the highest average value
on “Fruitfulness” and the lowest average value in “Role of the Technology.” Table 17
below shows the average values of these criteria from all 12 participants. Overall, the
participants felt that the PICRAT was “easy to understand,” “easy to implement,” “leads
to meaningful reflection,” “technology is viewed as means to guide practice,” “student
focus is important and the scope is broad.”
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Table 17.
Averages of Teacher Responses using Six Criteria for Evaluating Technology Integration
Models.
Six Criteria

Average Value

Clarity
1 - Unclear / Confusing
4 - Easy to Understand
Compatibility
1 - Difficult to Implement
4 - Easy to Implement
Fruitfulness
1 - Does not lead to meaningful
reflection
4 - Leads to meaningful reflection
Technology Role
1 - Technology is the main focus of
the model
4 - Technology is viewed as means to
guide practice
Student Focus
1 - Not Important
4 - Important
Scope
1 - Narrow
4 - Broad

3.83
3.67
3.92

3.33

3.83
3.67

Comparison of Pre & Post Professional Development Responses
When comparing the responses before the professional development intervention
session and after the professional development session, there was a slight change in
participants feeling that student engagement was very important. Figure 26 shows this
shift. Additionally, there was a change in the way the overall participants felt about the
importance of character education and academic content. Before the professional
development, when asked “what they felt was the most important?” – 25% of the
participants responded with “academic content.” After the professional development, the
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participants had valued “character education” at 25% and swapping with academic
content as depicted in Table 18 and Figure 9 respectively.
Table 18.
The comparison of responses before and after the professional development session (1 –
Not Important | 5 – Very Important).
Question
How important is student engagement in learning?

Average Pre- Average PostProfessional Professional
Development Development
4.75
4.83

Figure 9. Chart of Participants Responses – “What’s Most Important?” – Before
Professional Development Intervention Session.
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Figure 10. Chart of Participants Responses – “What’s Most Important?” – After
Professional Development Intervention Session.
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Rubric for Converting Responses into Numbers Based on Participants Responses
Table 19.
Values assigned to the responses based on the participants statements.
Statements
You feel pressure to use
technology in every lesson.
When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around the
educational technology first.
When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around the
academic content / NYS
standards first.
When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around what
student skills you want them to
learn first?
When lesson planning, you
design the lesson around
character education values first?

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Disagree
Agree
-2
-1
0
1
2
-2

-1

0

1

2

-2

-1

0

1

2

-2

-1

0

1

2

-2

-1

0

1

2
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Statements Pre & Post Professional Development with Movement on a Scale
Table 20.
Comparison of Participant Responses to Statements Before and After Professional
Development Session.

Statements
PRE
You feel
pressure to use
technology in
every lesson.
POST You feel
pressure to use
technology in
every lesson.
Movement
PRE
When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around
the educational
technology
first.
POST When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around
the educational
technology
first.
Movement
PRE
When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around
the academic
content / NYS
standards first.
POST When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around

Sunset
Grove
01 02
-1 -2

Ever Pines

03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12
-1 0 -1 -1 1 1 -2 -1 0 -1

1

-1

0

0

-1

-1

1

1

1

+2
-1

+1
-1

+1
-2

0
0

0
-2

0
-1

0
-2

0
0

+3 +1 +1 +3
0 0 -1 -1

0

-1

0

0

-2

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-2

-1

+1
1

0
2

+2
2

0
2

0
1

0
0

+1
0

-1
2

-1
-1

-1
1

-1
-1

0
2

1

1

2

2

2

1

0

1

-1

2

1

2
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West Elms

Island Acres

0

1

2

the academic
content / NYS
standards first.
Movement
PRE
When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around
what student
skills you want
them to learn
first?

0
2

-1
1

0
2

0
2

+1 +1
1 1

0
2

-1
2

0
2

+1 +2
2 2

0
2

POST When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around
what student
skills you want
them to learn
first?

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

-1

Movement
PRE
When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around
character
education
values first?

0
0

0
1

0
1

0
2

0
-1

0
0

0
0

0
1

0
2

-1
0

0
2

-3
-1

POST When lesson
planning, you
design the
lesson around
character
education
values first?

0

1

1

1

-2

1

0

2

1

0

2

-2

Movement
Absolute Value Totals
Average Per Statement

0
3
.6

0
2
.4

0
3
.6

-1
1
.2

-1
2
.4

+1
2
.4

0
1
.2

+1
3
.6

-1
5
1

0
4
.8

0
4
.8

-1
7
1.
4

Changes in Teacher Perceptions and Statements Before and After the Professional
Development Session
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The researcher assigned numerical values to each value on the scale as shown in
Figure 29. When looking at the shift in statements and their attitudes in Figure 30. There
is a clear shift after the professional development session that there is more pressure
(overall +12 toward Agree) that “You feel pressure to use technology in every lesson.”
When given the statement: “When lesson planning, you design the lesson around the
educational technology first,” overall there was a minimal shift (overall +1 toward
Agreeing). When given the statement: “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the academic content / NYS standards first.” overall there was a minimal shift (+3
toward Agree). When given the statement: “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around what student skills you want them to learn first?” overall there was a shift (-4
toward Disagree). When given the statement: “When lesson planning, you design the
lesson around character education values first?” overall there was a shift (-2 toward
Disagree).
If you take the absolute value of the shifts, Participant #12, had the biggest change
(7) in their feelings toward the five statements overall. Participants #04 and Participants
#07 had the least change (1) in their feelings after the Professional Development.
Island Acres School District overall had the biggest average change in their
feelings after the professional development session (with an absolute value of 5).
Whereas Sunset Grove had an average of 2.5, Ever Pines had an average of 2, and West
Elm had an average of 3.
Part II - Teacher Instructional Practice after the Professional Development Session
After the professional development session, teachers were asked to provide lesson
activity documentation. In addition to the researcher evaluating the lesson activities with
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the PICRAT matrix, the participants were also asked to answer where they felt it fell on
the PICRAT matrix. The researcher’s evaluation and score are shown in Figure 31. The
participants’ self-reported score is shown in Figure 34. After the lesson activities were
evaluated with the PICRAT matrix by both the researcher and the self-reported
participant, the researcher assigned a point value to each and averaged them together to
get an overall score for each participant, school, and the overall sample. Self-reporting
was compared to the researcher’s evaluation to determine if there was any difference.
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Results from the Post-Professional Development Activities are Evaluated by
Researcher
Table 21.
Researcher Evaluated Lesson Activities and Score Given After Professional
Development Intervention.
Participant
#01
#02
#03
#04
#05
#06
#07
#08
#09
#10
#11
#12
Overall
Average

District
Name

Activity
#1

Activity
#2

Activity
#3
CT

Raw
PostScore
12

Researcher
Post-Score
Average
4

Sunset
Grove
Sunset
Grove
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
West Elms
West Elms
West Elms
Island Acres
Island Acres
Island Acres
Island Acres

IA

CA

CT

CA

CT

14

4.67

IT
IT
CT
CA
CT
CT
CA
PA
CT
CA

CA
CT
CT
IA
IR
CA
IA
IA
CA
PR

CT
IA
CA
CT
IA
IR
CA
CR
IA
IA

13
12
14
12
10
11
11
8
11
8

4.3
4
4.67
4
3.33
3.67
3.67
2.67
3.67
2.67
3.776

Comparison of Educational Technology Integration
The researcher compared the results from the activities provided prior to the
professional development session to the activities after the professional development
session. The researcher noted the change in the types of activities as measured by the
PICRAT matrix. All of the participants either stayed the same or improved after the
Professional Development Session. The biggest increase was a total of 4 points or an
average of 1.33 spread over the three examples. Three participants moved up 3 points, for
an average of 1 spread over the three examples. Four participants improved 2 points for
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an average of .67 spread over the three examples. One participant improved 1 point for an
average of .33 spread over the three examples. Lastly, three participants remained the
same. A summary of results is shown in Figure 32.
Comparison between the Pre-Score Average and Post Score Average
Table 22.
Researcher Evaluated Lesson Activities and Score Compare before and after Professional
Development Session.
Participant

Participant #01
Participant #02
Participant #03
Participant #04
Participant #05
Participant #06
Participant #07
Participant #08
Participant #09
Participant #10
Participant #11
Participant #12

School District

Researcher
Pre-Score
Average

Researcher
Post-Score
Average

3
3
3.33
3.33
3.67
4
3.33
3
3
2.67
2.33
2.33

4
4.67
4.3
4
4.67
4
3.33
3.67
3.67
2.67
3.67
2.67

Sunset Grove
Sunset Grove
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
West Elms
West Elms
West Elms
Island Acres
Island Acres
Island Acres
Island Acres

Researcher
Score
Change
Average
1
1.67
1
0.67
1
0
0
0.67
0.67
0
1.33
0.33

The Number of Instances of Each PICRAT Box Before and After the Professional
Development Session
Overall, the participants second set of activities were more heavily focused on the
higher PICRAT levels of the matrix in particular the Creative / Amplifies and Creative /
Transforms boxes. In fact, 61% of all of the post-professional development lesson
activities were in the Creative / Amplifies or Creative / Transforms box compared to 13%
prior to the professional development session. The summary is shown in Table 23.
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Table 23.
Number of Instances of each level of PICRAT, before and after intervention with the
difference.
Participant

Passive / Replaces
Passive / Amplifies
Passive / Transforms
Interactive / Replaces
Interactive / Amplifies
Interactive / Transforms
Creative / Replaces
Creative / Amplifies
Creative / Transforms

Number PreProfessional
Development
Researcher
2
3
1
4
14
4
1
4
1

Number Post
Professional
Development
Researcher
1
1
1
2
8
2
1
10
11

Difference
Between Pre PD
and Post PD
-1
-2
0
-2
-6
-2
0
+6
+10

Comparison Between the Post-Score Average (Researcher) and Post Score Average
Self-Reported
Additionally, the researcher asked the participants to determine where they
thought their activities on the PICRAT matrix. This is depicted in the “Self-Reported
Difference Average.” The negative numbers mean that the participant evaluated their
own use of educational technology lower on the PICRAT matrix than the researcher. A
positive number indicated that the participant evaluated their own use of educational
technology higher on the PICRAT matrix than the researcher. Only five participants had
different scores than the researcher, four of which had the participants self-reporting at a
lower than the researcher evaluated them. The full results are below in Tables 24, 25, and
26.
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Table 24.
Self-Reported Evaluation of Lesson Activities and Score Given After Professional
Development Intervention.
Participant

Participant #01
Participant #02
Participant #03
Participant #04
Participant #05
Participant #06
Participant #07
Participant #08
Participant #09
Participant #10
Participant #11
Participant #12

District
Name

Sunset
Grove
Sunset
Grove
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
West Elms
West Elms
West Elms
Island
Acres
Island
Acres
Island
Acres
Island
Acres

Activity Activity Activity
#1
#2
#3

IA

CA

CT

12

SelfReported
PostScore
Average
4

CA

CA

CT

13

4.33

IA
PR
CT
CA
IT
CT
CA

CA
CT
CT
IA
PR
CA
IA

CT
IT
CA
CT
IA
IR
CA

12
10
14
12
8
11
11

4
3.33
4.67
4
2.67
3.67
3.67

IR

IR

CR

8

2.67

CT

CA

IA

12

4

CA

PR

IA

8

2.67

Self-Reported
Avg

Raw
PostScore

3.64
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Table 25.
Comparison between the Post-Score Average (Researcher) and Post Score Average (SelfReported).
Participant

Participant #01
Participant #02
Participant #03
Participant #04
Participant #05
Participant #06
Participant #07
Participant #08
Participant #09
Participant #10
Participant #11
Participant #12

School District

Sunset Grove
Sunset Grove
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
Ever Pines
West Elms
West Elms
West Elms
Island Acres
Island Acres
Island Acres
Island Acres

Researcher
SelfResearcher /
Post-Score Reported
SelfAverage Post-Score
Reported
Average
Difference
Average
4
4
0
4.67
4.33
-0.33
4.3
4
-0.33
4
3.33
-0.67
4.67
0
0
4
0
0
3.33
2.67
-0.67
3.67
0
0
3.67
0
0
2.67
0
0
3.67
4
0.33
2.67
2.67
0

Table 26.
The difference between the researcher’s score and the self-reported score.
Participant

Passive / Replaces
Passive / Amplifies
Passive / Transforms
Interactive / Replaces
Interactive / Amplifies
Interactive / Transforms
Creative / Replaces
Creative / Amplifies
Creative / Transforms

Number Post
Professional
Development
Researcher
1

Number Post
Professional
Development
Self-Reported
3

Difference
Between
Researcher and
Self-Reported
+2

1
1
2
8
2
1
10
11

0
0
3
7
2
1
11
9

-1
-1
+1
-1
0
0
+1
-2
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Triangulation of Quantitative and Qualitative Data
Guba and Lincoln (1994) stress the importance of data corroboration, in taking
data that is both qualitative and qualitative and makes for a more reliable study. The
researcher was careful to code the qualitative data into themes that can be analyzed with
the quantitative data that was collected from the surveys. The qualitative data from the
lessons activities was given a numerical value when assigned to the PICRAT matrix and
applied with a point scale. Lastly, the open response questions on the surveys were coded
into a list of themes. The themes were ranked in Table 27.
Member Checking and Transcript Review
After the sessions were transcribed, each participant received the transcript of the
session that they participated in. They were asked to review the transcript for accuracy in
particular their own responses and questions. Member checking is important because it
ensures that the data is not misquoted or taken out of context.
Interviews
Interviews were conducted based on the shift from the pre-lesson activity results
and shifts in perceptions. Two of the participants met the pre-established threshold for
interview, Participant #02 and Participant #11. This is because they shifted an average of
more than 1 point on the PICRAT matrix as evaluated by the researcher.
These two participants were asked a series of questions as outlined in Appendix
Q. According to Saldana (2013) and Miles et al. (2014), coding interviews can take on
various different styles and methods. The most applicable method for coding for this type
of research is “Process Coding.” The reason for this is that this study used participant
interaction and measured the consequences of the interaction (Saldana, 2013). The
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transcripts and the coding of the transcripts can be found on the Appendix R and
Appendix S.
By measuring the commonalities of the phrases said in the transcript, the
responses were coded and the following top themes emerged: Professional Development,
PICRAT as a Planning tool, Student skills, Positive thoughts on PICRAT, PICRAT as a
reflective tool, and Student Engagement. The interviewees both felt the importance of
professional development, and how PICRAT can be used as a planning tool for teachers
and can improve student’s engagement and acquisition of skills.
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Table 27.
Coded Themes after Interviews with the Two Participants.
Coding Theme
Professional Development
PICRAT As A Planning Tool
Student Skills
PICRAT (Positive)
PICRAT As A Reflective Tool
Student Engagement
Communication
Equity Of Access
Technology Makes Things Easier
Online Learning
Increase In Use
Use Of Technology
Socialization
G-Suite (Google Products)
Social Media
Video Calls
Organization
Learning
Use Of Rubrics
Fear
Student Choice and Voice
Creativity
Electronic Payments
Videos
Reliability Of Internet
Student Centered
Student Digital Citizenship
Collaboration Tool
Playing Computer Games
Critical Thinking

Total
18
14
7
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Summary of Chapter
Research questions were addressed for the following: teacher perceptions and
instructional practice with educational technology. Demographic and School District data
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was presented. Data was shown for pre-professional development session and post
professional development session surveys. Lesson activities collected before and after the
professional development session were scored and tabulated. Lastly, interviews were
conducted of two of the individuals that met the threshold for interview. Data was
analyzed and reviewed and presented as findings into to individually address the research
questions. Triangulation was achieved through the evaluation of lesson activities with
PICRAT and the process coding of the free response survey questions.
In the final chapter, the researcher will unpack and address the data presented in
Chapter 4 as to what the implications are for the research questions, future practice,
future research, and beyond.
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CHAPTER 5 - DISCUSSION
Organization of Chapter
This chapter is set up in the following manner. It begins with a review and
summary of the study. Next, it provides discussion of the findings in relation to each
research question. Afterward, the limitations of the study are explored in detail. Lastly,
the recommendations for future practice and future research are presented along with the
conclusions.
Introduction
As K-12 school districts invest more and more resources into educational
technology, it is more important than ever that teacher’s attitudes and instructional
practice with educational technology promotes learning that engages students at the
highest level. It was important to the researcher to understand teacher perceptions and of
educational technology models and their level of integration. In addition, it was critical to
see the impact of professional development on both teacher perceptions and instructional
practice. Three research questions guided this study:
1. What are secondary teacher perceptions and prior knowledge of educational
technology integration models?
2. What types/levels of educational technology integration are occurring in the
secondary classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive, Interactive,
Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation) matrix?
3. To what extent does participants experience after professional development on
the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and practice of educational
technology integration in secondary schools?
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This dissertation surveyed 12 participants from four different suburban school
districts and asked questions about educational technology and educational technology
integration models. Participants also participated in a professional development session
on the PICRAT matrix. Each of the school districts had different student race and
ethnicity demographics, as well as different levels of ENL (English Language Learners),
Special Education students, and economically disadvantaged students. Participants prior
experience level with educational technology varied, as did their experience and level of
professional development. Below is the initial framework that was established prior to the
study for understanding change with perceptions and practice, based on Guskey’s (2002)
and Lewin’s (1947) models for change.
Implications of Findings
There were three questions that guided this study. However, the first two
questions were designed to set up a baseline for comparison for the third question. The
third and final question was multifaceted and was intended to be a comparison of the
baseline after the professional development intervention session.
Research Question #1: What are secondary teacher perceptions and prior
knowledge of educational technology integration models?
The first question: “What are secondary teacher perceptions and prior knowledge
of educational technology integration models?” This question establishes a baseline and
allows the comparison for subsequent questions and data for teacher attitudes and beliefs
on educational technology integration models.
First, when analyzing the teachers’ beliefs and attitudes toward technology, it
seems that it is favorable, but not to the point that the technology overshadows other
reasons for designing lessons. Overall, the teacher perceptions stated that overwhelming
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teachers felt that student engagement was very important in learning (4.75 out of 5.0; 1 –
Not Important, 5 – Very Important). Seventy-Five percent of teachers felt that students
learning skills was most important. On average, 16.7% of teachers felt pressure to use
technology in every lesson. On average, 66.7% of teachers felt that they should not
design a lesson around technology first, the remaining 33.3% were neutral. On average,
66.7% of teachers felt that they should design a lesson around the New York State and/or
academic content first. One hundred percent of participants said that when designing a
lesson, they should design it around the skills they want the students to learn. Lastly, only
50% of the participants felt they should develop lessons around character education.
Based on these responses, the only thing that all teachers agreed on is that designing
lessons around skills students should learn, followed by the academic content. The
technology was not the most important factor in designing lessons for the secondary
teachers. This is important, because as Thieman (2008) stated, technology is merely a
teaching and learning tool, not the end means. However, teachers understood the
importance of the technology and the role that the technology should play in the
classroom, as many of them used technology daily or at least twice a week. As far as
technology integration models, 41% of the participants were not familiar with any
educational technology models, and 25% of the participants were only familiar with one
of the models.
Research Question #2: What types/levels of educational technology integration are
occurring in the secondary classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive,
Interactive, Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation) matrix?
The second question, “What types/levels of educational technology integration are
occurring in the secondary classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive,
Interactive, Creative, Redefinition, Amplification, Transformation) matrix?” The purpose
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of this question was to establish a baseline for the lesson activities prior to the
professional development sessions.
When looking at the teachers’ provided lesson activity examples as evaluated by
the PICRAT matrix, they ranged in various levels. Overall, there was an average of
3.0825, in the researchers quantified PICRAT scale. When looking at the mode of the
PICRAT matrix, prior to the professional development 38.9% or 14/36 lesson activities
fell into the Interactive / Amplifies category. There was only one instance of Creative /
Transforms integration prior to the professional development session. Although, the
teachers’ lesson activities did provide interactive experiences for students, and mostly do
more than replacement use of technology, there was little creative or transformative
educational technology integration.
Research Question #3: To what extent does participants experience after
professional development on the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and
practice of educational technology integration in secondary schools?
The third question, was “To what extent does participants experience after
professional development on the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and practice
of educational technology integration in secondary schools?” This question was designed
as the heart of this study. After the professional development session, participants were
given the same statements they had prior to the professional development session, they
were also asked to evaluate the PICRAT Matrix. Lastly, they were asked to provide
additional lesson examples again and self-report where they were on the PICRAT matrix.
To answer this question, it can be divided into two parts: Teacher Perception and Teacher
Practice.
Impact of the Professional Development on Teacher Perceptions
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First, looking at the statement reactions, there was an immediate shift. See the
figures below. When asked if “they felt pressure to use technology in every lesson?” This
time 50% of the participants felt that they agreed or strongly agreed with the statement.
This was a 33% increase compared to prior to the professional development session. This
was clearly an impact of the professional development session. Participants felt that by
knowing more about Technology Integration there was added pressure when designing
their lessons. For the second statement, “When lesson planning, you design the lesson
around the educational technology first?” there was no change after the professional
development on average. For the third statement, after the professional development,
there was shift to 83.4% of participants felt they agreed or strongly agreed that, “When
lesson planning, you design the lesson around the academic content / NYS standards
first.” compared to 66.7% prior. Interestingly, though there was an average 8.3%
decrease toward agreement on “designing lessons around student skills first,” when
comparing the pre-professional development data and the post professional development
responses. Lastly, after the professional development there was a 58.4% agreement
toward designing around character education compared to 50% prior to the professional
development. There was a slight increase in student engagement overall from an average
rating of 4.75 out of 5.00 to 4.83 out of 5.00 after the professional development sessions.
Additionally, there was a shift in the importance between, character education to a focus
on the academic content with an increase of 2 additional responses shifting “learning
character education” as the most important to “learning academic content.”
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Impact of the Professional Development on Teacher Instructional Practice
Teachers were asked to again provide new lesson activities that incorporated
educational technology integration after the professional development session.
Additionally, they were asked to self-report where they thought each lesson activity
landed on the PICRAT matrix.
When looking at the teachers provided lesson activity examples as evaluated by
the PICRAT matrix, they ranged in various levels, but were more consolidated in the
higher levels than prior to the professional development. Overall, there was an average of
3.776, in the researcher’s quantified PICRAT matrix scale. When looking at the mode of
the PICRAT matrix, after the professional development 58.3% or 21/36 lesson activities
fell into the Create / Amplifies or Creative / Transforms categories. The mode was
Creative / Transforms. This was a huge shift. Overwhelmingly, the teachers’ lesson
activities provided creative and transformative experiences for students compared to prior
to the professional development. When analyzing some of the responses, the teachers felt
comfortable with the PICRAT model and it made it easier for them to design lesson
activities that pushed them and the students more to creative and/or transformative
experiences.
Relationship to Prior Research
Prior to this study, it was stated that, Guskey (2002) defined his own Model of
Teacher Change. It consisted of three outcomes of change from professional
development:
1.

Change in teacher practice.

2.

Change in student learning outcomes.

3.

Change was in teachers’ beliefs and attitudes.
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Perhaps most important was the order. Teachers were willing to change their practice
before they considered the students or their own beliefs. However, once the teachers
implemented the change in practice, they might be inspired to change the student learning
outcomes. Once teachers see positive results in student learning outcomes, they might
change their beliefs, attitudes, and overall perceptions. Guskey’s model is depicted in
Figure 11.
Although student learning outcomes were not able to be measured due to the
limitations of the coronavirus pandemic, teachers’ instructional practice and beliefs did
shift after the professional development. However, it would be interesting to see if
teachers’ instructional practice and beliefs remain the same over an extended period of
time.
Combining this process with Lewin’s ideas about Unfreezing, Change, and Refreezing, one might consider the professional development the “heat” to begin the
melting process as the catalyst for change (Guskey, 2002; Lewin, 1947).

Professional Development
Change in Teacher's
Classroom Practices
Change in Student Learning
Outcomes
Change in Teacher's Beliefs &
Attitudes
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Figure 11. Guskey’s Model of Professional Development Change (Guskey, 2002).
However, after the research, it was determined that teacher’s attitudes toward
educational differed after the professional development session and their instructional
practice planning noticed changes immediately. This is in contradiction to Guskey’s
model. This study’s experience was:

Figure 12. Updated Framework based on this study.
The updated Framework (Figure 12) shows a difference between Guskey’s model
of Professional Development and the model that represents the results of this study. It
appeared that both the Change in Beliefs and Change in Classroom practices shifted as a
result of the professional development session. It is possible, that outside factors like the
global pandemic made the participants more open to change, or more mailable. Without
knowing the overall impact of these changes on the student learning outcomes, it is
difficult to ascertain if the teachers would have felt differently if they saw positive or
negative results quickly. However, despite these limited parameters teachers were able to
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provide proof that their instructional practice and teacher perceptions did indeed shift
positively.
Overall, teachers want to use technology; however, few of them were trained in a
particular model. Many of them use technology as a replacement or a low-level activity
that is interactive for students or amplifies their teaching. However, after proper
introduction to an educational technology integration model, particularly PICRAT, their
focus of the technology use and the design of their lessons reached a higher level on
integration, even when measured against another model like SAMR. Teachers were more
motivated to bring their lessons into a higher level of either traditional practice or student
interaction with the educational technology. When presented Kimmons and Hall’s
(2016b) Six Criteria for evaluating Educational Technology Integration models,
participants, participants on average found it favorable. When looking at the impacts on
their instructional practice after the professional development, there was a higher level of
integration in 75% of the participants, and no change in the other 25%.
One of the other interesting result from the participants was the idea that the
PICRAT matrix could be used as a reflective tool and well as a planning tool.
Much like Schon’s (1983) reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action and Reid’s
(2004) reflection-for-action, as previous stated, these types of reflections all focus on the
learning of the teacher and the importance acknowledging change as a process (Larrivee,
2000). The teachers’ responses reflect the shared values of these statements.
Summary of the Discussion
The overall of the impact of the professional development had many interesting
impacts. First, it shifted the teacher’s focus of importance of technology use in a lesson.
Although, based on the research, educational technology should just be a tool, the
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teachers felt an added importance to using the technology in the lesson (Carlson 2014;
Monahan 2005; Thieman, 2008). Perhaps, overall, the most striking impact was the shift
in the types of lessons that the teachers designed. On average they collectively shifted
two places in the PICRAT matrix. That is a huge improvement. Based on the responses
of the teachers, they felt it was easy for them to use the PICRAT matrix as a way to
evaluate their lesson activity to see where they are and use it to plan to move to a higherlevel box, either up, right, or both. Perhaps, this is one of the reasons that the PICRAT
matrix was so well received, compared to other models, it allowed itself to be used both
as a reflective tool and planning tool simultaneously. Interestingly enough, participants
only received about 30 minutes of professional development and were not able to use the
PICRAT matrix to help plan and enhance lessons, they were able to use it to help selfreport. Out of the 36 lesson activities provided by the participants, the researcher only
disagreed with only five of the examples provided. All of the examples were within one
box and four out of the five undervalued their lessons when measured by PICRAT
according to the researcher. For the remaining 31 lesson activities, the researcher and the
participants agreed on the rating for each lesson activity on the PICRAT matrix.
When you look at the demographics and the responses and the changes, there is
not a big difference between Sunset Grove, Ever Pines and West Elms in terms of student
demographics. The only big difference was that West Elms teacher received much more
professional development and their teachers shifted less than the other participants in the
study. However, Island Acres was a much different population in terms of race, ethnicity,
and economically disadvantaged. The teachers at Island Acres perceptions and beliefs
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shifted the most, and they were the least familiar with Educational Technology models
prior to the study.
Limitations of the Study
There were several limitations in this study. Some of these limitations were
anticipated and some were not. The researcher knew that the study would face some
limitations many of them relate to time and scope. However, the researcher did not
foresee the global pandemic of COVID-19 for the study.
One limitation is be the sample population. This particular study was based on
curated volunteers. If there was more time to conduct the study, the researcher would
have likely had more participants perhaps from a bigger pool.
A second limitation is the type of data collection. Due to several school district
policies and the COVID-19 pandemic, the researcher was not able to conduct classroom
observations. As an alternative, the researcher collected lesson examples provided by the
participants and analyzing them using the PICRAT matrix. Ideally, instead of providing
examples of classroom lesson activities the researcher would observe the classroom
activities first-hand.
Third, the data collected is self-reported, without the researcher actually seeing
lessons taught in the classroom, it cannot be verified if what they said on paper, was the
same in actual practice.
Fourth, participants in this study only had a few weeks to implement the PICRAT
matrix. Ideally, it would have been better to have the teachers implement over a longer
time period. Additionally, professional development should not be a “one-and-done”
model, professional development with multiple sessions is proven to be more effective,
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due to the parameters of this study only one professional development session was able to
be given in the time frame.
Fifth, since the researcher is providing the professional development session on
the PICRAT matrix and not the other models, participants might feel the need to show
favorable feelings toward it even if it is not genuine. Participants were asked to answer
the questions openly and honestly, but there might have been unintended pressure for
them to provide “better” answers than they did prior to the professional development
session. As such, the researcher assumptions and bias toward educational technology
integration was thoughtfully considered throughout the process. Participants’ perceptions
inform their practice. Although, the researcher made every attempt to not show his bias,
his own lens and life experience may have shaped the way the researcher interpreted and
analyzed the data.
Lastly and perhaps the biggest limitation and disruptor of the study was that data
was collected during the COVID-19 pandemic between the months of May and August.
When New York State closed schools in mid-March for what would become the
remainder of the school year, teachers participating in the study had been out of the
classroom since mid-March and were forced almost overnight to a virtual instruction
model using technology. Although this shift was traumatic for all teachers and students,
some of them embraced this change with relative ease, and others were very
uncomfortable to use technology as a bridge between learning and connection with their
students (Goldstein, 2020). This historic change in education, surely may have had an
impact on teacher perceptions, attitudes, and beliefs. Almost all lesson activities had to
have a technology focused delivery method to their students. Depending on how their
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school district responded to the shift to remote learning and the resources provided to
them, this might have an impact on their willingness to not only participate in a study
about educational technology, but also change their perceptions and instructional
practices.
Additional COVID-19 Pandemic Limitations
Currently in the United States and around the world, there is an outbreak of the
novel coronavirus, COVID-19. Many schools have been closed for several weeks in New
York State and around the country. Currently, it is uncertain when schools will resume
normal operations. Many schools have moved to online instruction as a means to keep the
continuity of leaning for students. This development may have serious implications for
this study. Participants might be more willing to embrace professional development on
educational technology, or they might be overwhelmed and not have the time to
participate in the study. Depending on how the online learning goes, their perceptions
might change rapidly. I was able to collect my data remotely through online means and
discussion. Teachers delivering lessons might need to also conduct their lessons and
activities in an online format. The situation may change rapidly, in either direction. The
researcher adjusted accordingly to these changes as needed.
Recommendations for Future Practice
There are several stakeholders that would benefit from the results. Current and
future Administrators and teachers, might see the value of giving their teachers
professional development on technology integration models and picking a particular one
to provide training on. School districts can see the benefit of having a return on their
investment in technology purchases, with the technology be used more effectively in the
classroom. With the PICRAT matrix, educators in general might see it as a viable
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upgrade from other existing educational technology integration models. College teacher
preparation programs would benefit because they can see the benefit of infusing
educational technology integration models into their curriculum, perhaps alongside some
staples like Bloom’s Taxonomy.
Professional Development for teachers even in small doses has a major impact
immediately on the teacher. Continued professional development could have an even
deeper impact on the teachers and in turn the students they serve. Districts could select
one of these technology integration models as part of district initiative and continue to
reference it through any additional professional development that is given by the district.
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School Districts and Policy Makers
The implications for School Districts and their policy makers are evident.
Professional development has an immediate impact on teachers’ attitudes and beliefs and
a bigger impact on their instructional practice. When encouraging educational technology
use by teachers, providing them with a framework, model, or matrix like the PICRAT
matrix, teachers are more likely to use the educational technology to its full potential.
School Districts might want to focus on a model in their educational technology
initiatives in their school district.
Educators
Educators would be wise to take professional development when possible as it
proves to have an overall impact on instructional practice. Using a model like the
PICRAT matrix as both a planning and a reflective tool helps the teachers have a starting
point to work from and a goal to strive toward. Student engagement is at the center of the
PICRAT matrix and as the teachers reported skills are the most important, the technology
tools can be a vessel for learning in the classroom, not only increasing engagement, but
also increasing overall understanding.
Higher Education
Teacher preparation programs should offer educational technology integration
models along with the traditional pedagogical models, like Bloom Taxonomy. Many of
the participants stated that they took graduate courses in an educational technology
program at the local state university, but not every teacher takes these courses. As access
to technology becomes ubiquitous for our teachers and students, it becomes more
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paramount that prospective teachers learn this skills and have them become an integral
part of their planning and lesson design process.
Educational Technology Vendors
Companies that provide technology tools, hardware, software, webware, or other
services should design them with potential ways that teachers can use them best with
students in the classroom. Educational technology integration models should incorporate
these into their design principles. Involving educators in the process and these models
will help the vendors provide the educators with the best tools and then the best practices
to implement these effectively in their classrooms.
Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the limitations of this study, in particular the global COVID-19
pandemic, future research could accomplish several objectives that were unable to be
completed under the scope of this study.
First, future researchers might want to explore a longer period of time for the
research and more frequent professional development. In this study, the researcher
focused on the PICRAT matrix, but future researchers might want to focus on other
models or provide long-term professional development on the PICRAT matrix over time.
Second, future researchers may want to observe classroom instruction from
teachers. The researcher could only use the documentation as reference, but it is possible
that the actual classroom instruction was different – more or less interaction or student
involvement. This was immeasurable due to COVID-19 and/or due to teacher union
restrictions.
Third, and perhaps most important, would be to determine how changes in student
outcomes impact teachers’ beliefs and attitudes and instructional practice. This would
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benefit from a longer study with greater access to student data, but that was one of the
missing pieces of this study, that might have proved relevant.
Fourth, future researchers might want to investigate the long-term impact of the
professional development. Additionally, investigating if teachers continue to feel the way
that they do after continued professional development, implementation, and determining
the student learning outcomes. Due to the scope of this study, and the unforeseen
limitations and drastic changes in education during the pandemic, it was not possible to
gauge the impact on student learning outcomes and the teachers’ attitudes and beliefs
once the students were involved.
Lastly, this study only had a dozen participants and only focused on secondary
teachers. Further research with a larger sample than included more teachers from
different regions and grade levels might yield different results.
Conclusions
This case study method examined secondary teachers’ perceptions and
instructional practice before and after professional development educational technology
integration and the PICRAT matrix. The research questions were: What are secondary
teacher perceptions and prior knowledge of educational technology integration models?,
What types/levels of educational technology integration are occurring in the secondary
classroom as categorized by the PICRAT (Passive, Interactive, Creative, Redefinition,
Amplification, Transformation) matrix?, To what extent does participants experience
after professional development on the PICRAT matrix affect teacher perception and
practice of educational technology integration in secondary schools? Findings revealed
that professional development impacted teachers’ perceptions, attitudes, and instructional
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practice immediately. Participants were more excited to use educational technology and
would be likely to share the PICRAT matrix with colleagues.
After the completion of the study, the researcher realized that no matter how
small, professional development can inspire change in teacher perceptions and
instructional practice immediately. Meaningful change occurred overall, in participants
regardless of their experience with educational technology, teaching experience, school
district demographics and regardless of their own initial responses. In particular, the
PICRAT model was seen as an important tool for planning and reflection of developing a
lesson activity with instructional technology.
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EPILOGUE - COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Introduction
The researcher saw this looming potential giant limitation as an opportunity to
collect additional data related on the COVID-19 outbreak. Participants were asked to
answer additional optional opened questions related to the COVID-19 Outbreak, forced
quarantine and the shift to Remote Learning.
COVID-19 Questions and Optional Data
This study took place during the COVID-19 global pandemic during the months
of May – July. Many of the responses and data collected was based on teaching and
learning conducted remotely during a state-wide quarantine. In addition to collecting the
intended data for the purpose of this study, the researcher saw an opportunity to add
additional optional questions related to the COVID-19 outbreak. Below are the questions
and the responses depicted in Table 28.
Optional Question 1: To what extent has the COVID-19 Outbreak and the move to
remote learning impacted your perceptions of educational technology?
Table 28.
Coded Free Responses for Optional Question #1.
Themes
Value/Importance of Tech

Importance of Training in Tech

Value/Importance of Tech

Responses
It has made me realize there is more value in
educational technology beyond simply
engagement. It became a necessity.
Need more training on educational technology
with faculty as well as students.
In my opinion, it has made my district invest
more money in updating their older and overly
taxed district technology system. I think it has
also developed the need for emergency planning
and moving all your lessons and materials
online.
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Value/Importance of Tech

Importance of Training in Tech

Importance of Training in Tech

Value/Importance of Tech

Importance of Training in Tech,
More Use of Technology,
Value/Importance of Tech
Importance of Training in Tech,
More Use of Technology,
Value/Importance of Tech

Social Aspect is Missing

Importance of Training in Tech

Importance of Training in Tech

I am relieved that we were already learning use
some of the educational technology tools that
were used in remote learning. It just proves how
important it is to use educational technologies in
the classroom because we need to prepare our
students for the real world full of technology.
Thank goodness I took classes when I did! am
my department's expert instead of the dinosaur.
I think it has forced a lot of people that were
hesitant about technology to learn how to
integrate it.
I would have been dead in the water without this
technology.
I understand how little I know about educational
technology and my need for professional
development. I thought I used technology
effectively in my classroom. I now know there is
so much more to learn.
COVID-19 has impacted my perception of
education technology by showing how important
these skills are to not only the students but the
teachers as well. I think that educational
technology is working well for some students,
but many others are finding it challenging. I also
work with a special education population.
Technology provides a virtual classroom that
allows the fundamental lessons to be taught. But
the social aspect is hindered since group work
which relies on multiple individuals to be
responsible for the time, they can meet up is not
monitored.
I feel I need to learn as much as possible

It made me realize that I have the skills to teach
completely remotely and be comfortable with it.
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Table 29.
Emerging Themes based on Coded Free Responses for Optional Question #1.
Themes
Value/Importance of Tech
Importance of Training in Tech
Social Aspect is Missing

6
7
1

Based on the responses, the emerging themes were overwhelming that the value
and importance of educational technology was more important than before. Additionally,
participants valued the importance of student and teacher training with the technology.
One participant stated that there were concerns that social interaction was missing from
virtual instruction. Responses to Optional Question 2 are shown in Table 30.
Optional Question 2: To what extent has the COVID-19 Outbreak and the move to
remote learning impacted your use of educational technology?
Table 30.
Coded Free Responses for Optional Question #2.
Themes
More Use of Technology
More Use of Technology
Technology Use Needs be
Engaging
More Use of Technology
Technology Use Needs be
Engaging

Responses
I have had to use it every day since we ended
school on March 13, 2020
I know it is necessary more now than ever
before
Using tools like Screencastify is more helpful
for students who need visual and audio
directions.
Increased significantly
I am all about it and a big encourager if others
using it. It needs to be practical yet engaging
and modeling for other teachers instead of just
telling them to go to any given site, is a huge
help.
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Technology Use Needs be
Engaging, Changing Teaching
Pedagogy

Teaching new math topics has been extremely
difficult. Videos and Google Meet can only
help the students so much, but removing paper,
pencil, and hands-on manipulatives definitely
through a big wrench into the end of this year.

More Use of Technology,
Changing Teaching Pedagogy

I always have taken numerous summer courses
to update my learning of technology but
because of my limited district resources, I
really didn't use the technology as much as I
would have liked to. However, due to COVID19, I feel like that will differently change
within the coming academic school years
because districts will be forced to invest highly
in technology. For example, I will not be
giving out homework on paper, everything will
be given out via Google Classroom. I will also
post daily notes and all activities on the Google
Classroom page even when we are physically
learning in school because students and parents
need to have immediate access to all of these
materials.
Initially it was hard and uncomfortable, but
now I feel more knowledgeable using it.
I went from using it for engagement to using it
for everything.

More Use of Technology
More Use of Technology

Table 31.
Emerging Themes based on Coded Free Responses for Optional Question #2.
Themes
More Use of Technology
Changing Teaching Pedagogy
Technology Use Needs be Engaging

6
2
4

Based on the responses the emerging themes stated that since the COVID-19
outbreak, that teachers have been forced to use more technology than ever before.
Additionally, participants stated that their teaching pedagogy needs to change and update
to incorporate the technology. Lastly, the participants stated that technology use needed
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to be more engaging or rather than solely used as a way to engage the students. The
coding of this process is shown in Table 31.
COVID-19 Discussion and Conclusions
Since the transition to remote learning in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic,
there are so many questions, topics, and studies that can be performed. The global
pandemic has likely changed our world forever, but I feel that education is one of the
most impacted areas of society. Students, teachers, and parents almost overnight had to
adapt to a new way of doing things. The impact of this on the health of the students,
teachers, and other stakeholders is too soon to determine, but based on the participants
responses, technology value and the importance of training/professional development was
on the fore-front of their minds. Lastly, teachers were concerned about the missing piece
of socialization that students get from school. The group of participants were all
secondary teachers, so the students were in most cases old enough to be somewhat
independent. However, one would imagine that younger students would have more
difficulty than the older students learning online. As the pandemic continues to impact
education at the completion of this dissertation it is too early to gauge the long-term
impact. However, it only underscores more the importance of educational technology and
the value of professional development for teachers.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
International Society for Technology in Education Essential Conditions
Shared Vision
Proactive leadership develops a shared vision for educational technology among all
education stakeholders, including teachers and support staff, school and district
administrators, teacher educators, students, parents and the community.
Empowered Leaders
Stakeholders at every level are empowered to be leaders in effecting change.
Implementation Planning
All stakeholders follow a systematic plan aligned with a shared vision for school
effectiveness and student learning through the infusion of information and
communication technology (ICT) and digital learning resources.
Consistent and Adequate Funding
Ongoing funding supports technology infrastructure, personnel, digital resources and
staff development.
Equitable Access
All students, teachers, staff and school leaders have robust and reliable connectivity and
access to current and emerging technologies and digital resources.
Skilled Personnel
Educators, support staff and other leaders are skilled in the selection and effective use of
appropriate ICT resources.
Ongoing Professional Learning
Educators have ongoing access to technology-related professional learning plans and
opportunities as well as dedicated time to practice and share ideas.
Technical Support
Educators and students have access to reliable assistance for maintaining, renewing and
using ICT and digital learning resources.
Curriculum Framework
Content standards and related digital curriculum resources align with and support digital
age learning and work.
Student-Centered Learning
Planning, teaching and assessment all center on the needs and abilities of the students.
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Assessment and Evaluation
Teaching, learning, leadership and the use of ICT and digital resources are continually
assessed and evaluated.
Engaged Communities
Leaders and educators develop and maintain partnerships and collaboration within the
community to support and fund the use of ICT and digital learning resources.
Support Policies
Policies, financial plans, accountability measures and incentive structures support the use
of ICT and other digital resources for both learning and district/school operations.
Supportive External Context
Policies and initiatives at the national, regional and local levels support schools and
teacher preparation programs in the effective implementation of technology for achieving
curriculum and learning technology (ICT) standards (International Society for
Technology in Education, 2019, https://www.iste.org/standards/essential-conditions).
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APPENDIX B
Battelle for Kids Framework

P21 Framework: (http://www.battelleforkids.org/networks/p21/frameworks-resources)
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APPENDIX C
Request for Participants and Expectations

Dear Educator,
My name is Donald H. Heberer Jr. I am a doctoral student at St. John’s
University. I am engaged in a research project entitled, Educator Perceptions and Practice
Integrating Educational Technology. The purpose of this study is to determine teacher’s
perceptions of educational technology integration and which integration models’ teachers
use in developing and delivering lessons. The study will include a professional
development session, surveys and an interview session. These will all be conducted
virtually.
To complete this study, participants will complete two short surveys, participate
in an online professional development session and a post session interview. The online
professional development session should take approximately one hour. There will be
more than one time available to you. The post professional development session
interview should take approximately an hour and will be digitally recorded for
verification of findings. The online professional session and the post session interview
would be conducted at a time of your choosing from a list of timeslots. Lastly,
participants will be asked to share three educational technology activities that they used
in their classroom at two different points during the duration of the study for a total of
six.
In this study, I undertake to safeguard your anonymity by omitting the use of
names of the participants and their school districts. Confidentiality will be assured by the
erasure of digitally recorded material on completion of transcriptions. This initial letter
serves as a request to participate in the study.
If you wish to participate in this research study, please email back your intention. If you
have any questions, please email at Donald.heberer18@stjohns.edu or call at 631-6721857. You will be sent a preliminary screener survey to determine if you meet the
requirements of the study.
If at any time you would like to contact my advisor Dr. Gil, please feel free to do so at
gile@stjohns.edu. Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Donald H. Heberer Jr.
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APPENDIX D
Informed Consent for Respondents

Title of Project: Teacher Perceptions & Practice of Educational Technology Integration
St. John’s University, Department of Administration and Supervision
Investigator: Donald H. Heberer Jr.
I. Purpose of this Research/Project: The purpose of this study is to collect teacher
perceptions and practice of educational technology integration models. Teachers who are
willing, able and comfortable with integration of educational technology will be asked to
participate in this qualitative study.
II. Procedures: The researcher will provide a survey to the participant (approximately 10
minutes). After the survey, the participant will provide the researcher with 3 examples of
educational technology activities in the classroom. The researcher will then categorize the
examples using a specific educational technology integration model. Then participants
will attend an online professional development session for approximately one hour. The
session will be audio recorded. The participants will then complete a post-session survey
(approximately 10 minutes). A few weeks later, participants will be interviewed for
approximately one hour. The interviews will be audio recorded. Participants will submit
another list of three educational technology activities for a total of six. All interactions
will be conducted virtually.
III. Risks: There are minimal risks associated with this study. You will be able to omit
any
questions that do not feel comfortable answering.
IV. Benefits: No promise or guarantee of tangible benefits has been made for
participating in
this study. As a result of participation in the study, you may reflect more on educational
technology integration models. However, your participation will help improve
educational technology practice. Additionally, the professional development slide deck
will be shared with the participants upon the completion of the study. Upon completion
of the study, researcher will share a condensed summary of the findings with the
participants.
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V. Extent of Anonymity and Confidentiality: The information you provide will be
confidential. All data will be secured in a separate Google / Gmail Account that will have
two- factor authentication. Data will be stored in a password protected folder in the
Google Drive of that account and will not be shared with anyone other than the
researcher. Names and locations of respondents will remain anonymous. No one other
than the researcher has access to Google Account. All recordings will be destroyed after
successful approval of the project.
VI. Compensation: There is compensation for participating in this study. At the
completion of the study, a participant will be selected at random to receive a $100
Amazon Gift Card.
VII. Freedom to Withdraw: As a respondent, you are free to withdraw from the study at
any
time without penalty. You are also free to not answer any statement that you choose.
VIII. Subject's Responsibilities: By completing the letter, it is implied that the
following is
true:
1. I voluntarily participated in this study.
2. I will answer the statements honestly.
IX. Subject's Permission: I have read the Consent Form and conditions for this study. I
explicitly give my consent to be audio recorded during the professional development
session and during the interview. I have had all my questions answered. By completing
and returning the letter, it is implied that I acknowledge the above and give my voluntary
consent.
______________________
Participant’s Name (PRINT)
______________________
Participant’s Signature
______________________
Researcher’s Signature
__________________
DATE
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APPENDIX E
Request for Volunteers – Survey
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APPENDIX F
Sample Emails for Accepting / Rejecting Participants
Hello,
Thank you for completing the screening survey for this study. You have been selected as
one of the participants in this study.
The first part of the data collection will be the initial survey. Please read the questions
carefully.
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=P4nfNtQNJ0GXpbxTe83GKsB5
VIA8fhlGhsIRQ3SopMJUOEhORTdLRzBKMVVTNTNCMktLT045NFg2WC4u
The end of the survey, it asks for three lesson examples using educational technology.
Please briefly describe them, but be sure to explain how you used the technology in
instructional practice as well as the student's use of the technology in the examples you
provide.
It should take about 10-15 minutes of your time. Please complete this as soon as
possible.
I appreciate your time in participating in this study.
Thank you,
Don Heberer
Hello,
Thank you for completing the screening survey for this study. Unfortunately, you did not
meet the criteria to participate in this study.
I appreciate your time and interest in this study.
Thank you,
Don Heberer
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APPENDIX G
Initial – Survey
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APPENDIX H
Post PD Survey and Lessons
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APPENDIX I
Professional Development Session Slides
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APPENDIX J
Researcher Pre-Professional Development Evaluation with PICRAT Matrix
Compared to Researcher Post Professional Development Evaluation, with SelfReported Participant Evaluation
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APPENDIX K
Professional Development Session Transcript
Session 01 - June 29, 4:00 PM

Don Heberer:

I have you muted right now. I'm going to ask to unmute if you'd
like to say hello.

Participant #07...:

Hi. How are you?

Don Heberer:

Good. How are you?

Participant #07...:

I'm doing well, thanks.

Don Heberer:

Great. Awesome. Well, thank you again for participating in this
study. I know that I've sent a ton of surveys out and I know it's
tough to get people on for a professional development session,
especially the summer. So, I wanted to thank you for being part of
it.

Participant #07...:

Of course.

Don Heberer:

We might have some other people join on as we go, but I don't
think it's going to take the full hour.

Participant #07...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

So just to let you know, full disclosure, I have your ... Your mic is
on if you'd like it to be on, you can mute if you'd like. Your video
is off, but I do have to record this for transcription purposes. You
will get a copy of the transcript at the end to verify that if you did
say anything that it is correct, but it's just part of the study.

Participant #07...:

Okay. No problem.

Don Heberer:

Okay, great. All right, so I'm going to go ahead and get started and
if you have any questions, feel free to jump in.

Participant #07...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

All right. So, this is the professional development session for the
research study that I'm conducting here, and the first thing I
wanted to kind of go over here is just the history of educational
technology integration. So, when you look at education technology
integration, there's been a lot of models over the years, various
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ways of measuring educational technology implementation.
Sometimes it's standards-based where it looks at the standards that
have been either put forth from different states and curriculum, or
there have been standards developed by different organizations like
the International Society of Technology in Education known as
ISTE. There have been other standards, the net standards originally
that ISTE has now incorporated, there have been a ton of standards
over the years.
Don Heberer:

There's been shifts to do content-based education technology
integration, where it focuses on depending on what content you're
teaching, whether you're teaching social studies or you're doing
math. You might do different standards as far as that goes. And
then there are skills-based ones that focus on certain skills that
they're asking students to learn. Some of the popular ones for that
are the four Cs for collaboration, critical thinking, creativity, and
communication and then there's also ones that are relationshipbased. Based on the relationship between the student and the
teacher, the student and the students, and also the school as a
whole.

Don Heberer:

When we're looking at different technology integration models, we
have to kind of look at and evaluate them and one of the ways to
evaluate them is through the six criteria for guiding questions and
evaluating technology integration models. And this one here is
Kuhn's model of evaluation, and it looks at a bunch of different
ways that the models can be verified. Oops, I went too fast.

Don Heberer:

So, the different criteria here are a clarity, is the model sufficiently
simple, clear, and easy to understand with no hidden complexities?
What about compatibility? Does the model complement or support
existing educational technology practices deemed valuable to
teachers? The fruitfulness. Does the model elicit fruitful thinking
as teachers grapple with problems of technology integration? We
also look at a technology role. Does the model treat technology
integration as a means for achieving specific pedagogical or other
benefits rather than as an end to itself? Is the model sufficiently
parsimonious to ignore aspects of technology integration not useful
to teachers, but sufficiently comprehensive to guide their practice?
And then lastly, the student-focused. Does the model clearly
emphasize students and student outcomes?

Don Heberer:

So, if you look at this kind of chart here, this is a way to evaluate
different models. And we're going to go through a couple of
different models here, and then we're going to land on a specific
model that we're going to really dive into. All right. So, one of the
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models that's very popular, a lot of participants in here have
already been familiar with it. A lot of teachers utilize this model or
are aware of this model is the SAMR model.
Don Heberer:

So, a lot of times, the first level of technology integration would be
something like substitution. So, the technologies direct substitute
with no functional change. Perfect example of this might be,
"Okay, I used to do notes on the whiteboard or the chalkboard and
now I have a fancy PowerPoint that showcases on the screen." So,
it just substitutes the same type of pedological practice and then
that is the functionality, they're really the same.

Don Heberer:

Augmentation would be a little bit different. The technology acts
as a direct substitute but with functional improvement. So, in
addition to this would be, instead of the students maybe
handwriting an essay or something like that, they would then type
it up in a Microsoft Word document, let's just say. And the added
functionality of that is not only is it a little bit neater and easier to
read, but they can go back and edit and change things that they
wouldn't be able to change on either a handwritten thing or even a
typewriter thing. I know we don't do typewriter anymore, but that
would be an example of an augmented lesson.

Don Heberer:

Then modification would be something that allows for significant
task redesign. So again, in a similar vein to what I just explained,
maybe in this case, we're using Google Docs to write that paper.
And because of that, we can share the document back and forth
between the students. They can make comments, they can edit and
do things like that.

Don Heberer:

And then, the last piece here is redefinition, technology allows for
the creation of new tasks previously unconceivable. So, a good one
for this would be something like that without the technology, it
could not be possible. So, something like right now, like Flipgrid is
really popular. So, Flipgrid allows students to take videos and then
post them and do video responses to teachers. Without that
technology, it would be difficult, especially now during COVID,
for the students to be able to communicate back and forth with the
teachers. That would be an example of that. So, this is the SAMR
model.

Participant #07...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

Then look at TPACK. TPACK is focused on different ways that
the content connects to each other. So, there's technology of
pedagogical content. There is technology pedagogical knowledge
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and there's technology content knowledge, and there's also
pedagogical content knowledge. So, you look at these different
areas and where they overlap and you look at when you design a
lesson, you're designing it with the content in mind, you're
designing with the technology in line, and you're designing with
the pedagogy in line, and you really should design it where you're
meeting all three of those different areas. So that is the TPACK.
That's another popular model.
Don Heberer:

Now one of the criticisms of these models are they don't really
necessarily have some boundaries. Let's look at SAMR first. There
are no boundaries between substitution and augmentation, and with
fruitfulness, the distinctions may not be meaningful for
practitioners. What does that mean? Well, that means that that
doesn't really give you an idea. If it's just redefinition does that
really explain how that is changing the lesson? It doesn't really
kind of have a clear distinction.

Participant #07...:

Oh, okay.

Don Heberer:

And then with student focus student activities that are implied at
each level, but are not explicit or inherent at each level. So, it's
implied, but there's no really distinction between the student
interaction and the teacher interaction.

Participant #07...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

And then with TPACK, the boundaries are fuzzy, okay? So again,
similar to that clarity before, and also if you look at some of these
other things, the scope may be too comprehensive for teachers, and
it doesn't really give them the context that they need for TPACK.

Participant #07...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

So, we'll look at briefly some other models. These are some other
popular models, Low T, TIM, TAM, TIP, and RAT. These are
some of the other models that the Low T and the heat map model
becoming one of the other popular ones, and the problem with a lot
of these models or the shortcoming of a lot of these models as
you'll see is the student-focused piece. The student-focused piece
is missed in a lot of these technology models.

Don Heberer:

So, what I'm going to focus on, and this is the purpose of this
study, is we're going to be focusing on this new model that's
relatively new. In the last couple years and especially in the last
two years, it's becoming more and more popular. It is the PICRAT
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model. So, we're going to watch a quick little video on the
PICRAT model and it's going to explain what this model is, and
then we'll look a little bit deeper into it.
Participant #07...:

Okay.

Video:

When new technologies are invented-

Don Heberer:

Actually, I'm going to go full screen if that's easier for us to do.
You guys see the screen?

Participant #07...:

Yep.

Don Heberer:

Okay.

Video:

When new technologies are invented, they often provide many new
ways of thinking and doing things. For example, how have
smartphone has changed the way we-

Don Heberer:

Can you hear it?

Participant #07...:

I can hear it, but nothing is ... I can't see anything changing
visually.

Don Heberer:

Oh, okay.

Participant #07...:

It's frozen.

Don Heberer:

How about now?

Video:

When new technologies are invented, they often-

Participant #07...:

No.

Video:

No, it's still not-

Participant #07...:

I was before.

Don Heberer:

Okay, when it was smaller you saw it?

Participant #07...:

Yeah. Yeah. It was fine. It was big enough. I can zoom in a little
bit.

Don Heberer:

Okay. So, I'll go back to that then.

Video:

When new-
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Participant #07...:

Perfect.

Video:

... They often provide many new ways of thinking and doing
things. For example, how have smartphones changed the way we
live and work or tablets or even the internet? However, one
problem we have as humans is that often we can't imagine very
well the new possibilities available from new technologies. So
instead, we use them just to do the same things we have always
done before. Teachers struggle with this too. We often teach the
way we were taught and struggle to think of how we could teach
better based on the technologies we have that our teachers did not
have. Richard Culatta, former director of the Office of Educational
Technology for the US Department of Education shared the
following concern.

Richard Culatta:

Here's the issue. If we are not careful, if we are not super cautious
about all the decisions we make, in a very short amount of time, by
the time the freshmen that are in this room have graduated we will
have a complete digital replica of the traditional practices that are
not working today. And we will have everything that we have now,
it will just be on a screen instead of on paper and it will be just as
ineffective and it will cost a whole lot of money. And we'll be just
as stuck as we will not have another ticket to play to be able to
make a change.

Video:

Our goal is to help you think critically about the technology you'll
use in your classroom, and to begin to see the potential technology
has to transform and engage students in the learning experience in
new ways. To begin, we're going to show you a technology
integration framework.

Video:

Frameworks are tools we use to begin conversations. In this case,
conversations about how we should use technology to improve
student learning. Let me introduce the RAT model. The first letter
R represents replacement. Replacement can mean the following.
One, changes the appearance or dressing of our practices, but not
the practice itself. Making digital copies of traditional practices,
recycling instruction.

Video:

Two, it doesn't affect teaching or learning practices and behaviors.
Three, it can still be a useful use of technology because it can
increase access. For example, a digital worksheet won't get lost or
eaten by your dog, but it doesn't really impact or improve learning.

Video:

The A in RAT equals amplifying. In other words, technology
improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new functions to
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original tasks. The T in RAT equals transforming. It introduces
new activities and learning that are impossible without technology.
Take away the technology, take away the learning too.
Video:

Next in our PICRAT model is the PIC portion. P equals passive. In
other words, students are observers, bystanders in they're learning.
The I equals interactive. Students engage in material in an
interactive way. They are active learners. The C equals creative.
Students are creating materials themselves. They are creative
learners instead of passive or active ones. This is the apex of
student engagement and students often learn deeper when they
have to create something using the content.

Video:

BY combining PIC and RAT together, we create a matrix of the
many different ways technology can influence teaching and
learning. You could use a technology that replaces a face-to-face
conversation and where students are passive learners, such as a
video lecture, or where they get to interact back through
technology such as a video conversation. Or where they get to
learn by creating their own videos in a way that completely
transforms the way you typically teach.

Video:

The PICRAT model is a great tool for helping you to think about
your teaching and how you use technology in the classroom. None
of the squares on the matrix is necessarily a bad way to teach.
Sometimes it's good to be a passive learner, for example, and listen
to others, such as in this video. But a good teacher will continually
evaluate their practice and think how they can improve.

Video:

Using the PICRAT model can help you think about what kinds of
ways you could use technology that will help students be more
active and creative as learners, and ways that transform your
teaching to levels you hadn't considered before.

Video:

So, when you hear about a new technology, don't just ask what it
can do for you that you already are doing anyway. Think PICRAT
and see if there's a way this technology can help you transform
your teaching in positive ways.

Don Heberer:

Okay. So, one of the things I think that a lot of times happens with
technology when your school district might buy technology or
having an initiative, you got to make sure that you're supporting
the technology and you're not just dropping technology in and
expecting it to change things, expecting it to be the silver bullet. I
think we've all been there where that's happened in a lot of school
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districts and they say, "Oh, we have this great thing." And no one
does any PD or no one shows them how to use it.
Don Heberer:

So, I think that's really important when you look at these models.
So, let's look at the PICRAT model in-depth, and this is actually
what this whole study is about. I purposely didn't really mention it
too much before because I want her to get reactions that were pure
without even talking about PICRAT, but now this is the PD. We're
introducing the PICRAT model.

Don Heberer:

So, when we look at the first thing, we look at the X-axis her. The
teacher's use of the tech, what it does with the traditional practice.
So, does it replace the normal activity? So, like we said before now
instead of using overhead transparencies, you have a PowerPoint
or something like that, or the kids, instead of writing or whatever,
now they're maybe typing something. That might even be
amplified because you can edit it a little bit easier.

Don Heberer:

But you then can see the different ways of that kind of moves
along that axis. So, you have the replaces, amplifies, and
transforms. So, then you look at the student relationship. You have
the way that the student interacts. Is it passive, interactive, or
creative? So, the first one, again, is the teacher's use of technology,
the pedagogy behind it. And then the other one is the student's
relationship and how they're interacting with technology. And you
put this on a nine-box matrix called the PICRAT model.

Don Heberer:

And again, if we wanted to just look again, the PIC part is passive.
Students are observers, bystanders in the learning. Interactive, the
students engage in an interactive way. They're active learners, and
then creativity, the students are actually creating things themselves.
And then the traditional practices, again, replacing the dressings,
but not really changing the practice itself. Amplifying is where the
technology improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new
functions and transforming is new activities and learning that was
not possible without technology. A good way to look at this one is,
take away the technology, you take away the learning too.

Don Heberer:

So, ways you can figure out, "Well, sometimes what's the
difference?" If you look at this flow chart, you can see given a
particular classroom uses technology replacement, are the achieved
learning activities clearly better than what have been without the
technology or with a lower tech solution? If the answer is no, it's a
replacement. But if the answer is yes, the activities are clearly
better. Then you move over to the next diamond here. And it says,
could the activity have reasonably been done without the
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technology or a lower tech solution? I.E. Index cards or
chalkboards.
Don Heberer:

If the activity could have been done without those things, it would
be amplification, but if it could not be done, if the only way to do it
is with the technology, then you're on the transformation camp. So
that's how you determine where you're moving on the RAT part of
the matrix. But let's talk about the PIC part of the matrix. So, you
look at how the students are interacting with technology. If you
look at this first picture here, you notice that the content, the gear
here, right?

Participant #07...:

Yep.

Don Heberer:

[inaudible 00:18:09] going to the teacher and there's no two-way
street. If you look at the interactive piece, the students and the
teacher have interactivity back and forth. So, the teacher and the
student are collaborating, they're going back and forth. And then
the creative piece, not only does the teacher and the student go
back and forth, but there's a product at the end. There's something
that is created and synthesized from that interaction.

Participant #07...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

Let's see how that all shakes out. So, I'm going to go through some
examples that people here have provided. Some of these may be
yours [inaudible 00:18:44] may be [inaudible 00:18:46], but we
just wanted to kind of see an application of putting it on the
PICRAT matrix. So, here's some that people that have done and
I'm not going to necessarily go through all of them, but these are
actually participants from actual responses here.

Don Heberer:

So, we looked at different things and we applied the PICRAT
matrix to these different examples. So Screencastify was one of
them. Those were ways to take a normal lesson and turn it into a
video. That could be a replacement in some cases but a lot of
people who and especially this, they said that they not only ... They
were able to record themselves, but also record their screen and
that's an amplified way of looking at it because you wouldn't
necessarily be able to do both as easily in a classroom setting.

Don Heberer:

Now, of course, this disclaimer with all of this stuff is this is all
happening during the COVID outbreak. So, a lot of people jumped
into some different technologies they may have not have used
previously. Edpuzzle, Edpuzzle's a great ... It's a video tool. It lets
you take a video and lets you add questions to it and lets the
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students watch it again and stop. So, there's definitely an
interactive component to that. Whereas, just watching the video
might be more of a passive experience.
Don Heberer:

And then we have VoiceThread, which is a way to do discussions
via video or audio and that's what this teacher used. And that
would be more of a creative thing because the students get to
create some type of content. They can upload their slides, they can
voice them over, they can narrate, or they can even create a video
with it. So that has that creative component.

Don Heberer:

So, we look at some of these other ones, some people wrote more
than others. So obviously, I did the best to apply the PICRAT
matrix to this. Google Forms, Google Classroom, Google Meet.
Again, we're looking at some of the same things, Google
Classroom or Edpuzzle. Doing online research, in some cases, the
data analysis from this one was actually interesting, you wouldn't
necessarily think that data analysis at the surface value would be
necessarily creative and transformative. But if you look at the way
that they were able to, in this case, students researched the levels
for the selective plants. The plants were bred to different levels and
they shared the data and they created a poster and they did a real
analysis. Without the technology, without the ability to research
that information and the technology to create the posters that
would not be possible.

Don Heberer:

So, it's definitely a transformation and it's definitely a creative
piece because the students are creating something. They're walking
away with a product. In this case, it's a poster or a report of what
they accomplished. So, again, have a lot of different examples here
and you see how they've mapped out on the PICRAT matrix here.

Don Heberer:

So Nearpod's another good one that is interactive. The students
definitely can be interactive with that and it definitely transforms
the learning. Again, just keep mapping these things to the
PICRAT. Again, I'm going to go fast here just to show you how we
map these different things and we look at how they fall on the
PICRAT matrix.

Don Heberer:

And then this is kind of the meta map of everything and how
everyone who participated, our 12 participants, what they put in
here and we see where it falls. A good majority of them fell within
the interactive amplifies camp, but we did get a good cross-section.
We did get some in every kind of category, which is good and
there's no real wrong way to necessarily do this. Just because you
have a replacive passive doesn't mean it's a bad activity or a bad
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lesson. However, we want to look in technology integration. The
whole purpose of using the technology is not just to use it for the
sake of using it, right? The sake of using it is to have an additional
outcome, a better outcome. Whether it's improving the learning
outcome or improving the efficiency, or the engagement, or the
student motivation, or anything like that.
Don Heberer:

So, we generally find that activities that are further along on the
matrix, either higher up on the matrix in the PIC area or further to
the right in the RAT area definitely have more value in how the
students are learning and stuff. And you look at engagement, and
the students are more engaged the further along on the RAT model
and PIC part, they're on the matrix. So, the higher engagement that
definitely translates to higher learning outcomes and in turn, it
could be a higher achievement for the students.

Participant #07...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

So just going to do a brief little quiz here just to see where we're at
and what you guys think, and our participant number six you're
muted. If you'd like to unmute, you're welcome to unmute your
mic and participate in this. Please keep your video off for
anonymity. So, the PICRAT quiz. So, let's start with this. A
teacher uses PowerPoint as part of her lecture, where do we think
that might fall on the matrix?

Participant #07...:

It's definitely just replacing as far as the teacher, right? And then
it's passive.

Don Heberer:

Right. So yes, the teacher's just replacing their notes with the
PowerPoint and it's passive because the students are not interacting
with it. So that would be PR, that would be that for the first one.
So, for the second one, students are asked to keep an online journal
or blog. Where do you think that one would fall?

Participant #07...:

It's definitely creative on the student end.

Participant #12...:

Right.

Participant #07...:

And [crosstalk 00:25:15].

Participant #12...:

[inaudible 00:25:16].

Participant #07...:

Yeah.

Don Heberer:

I'm sorry, say that again?
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Participant #12...:

Replacements and creative?

Don Heberer:

Yeah. So, I would agree. I would say, yeah, it's creative and its
replacements. So yes, you are correct. Let's pick another one. Let's
just pick on another random one. Number five. Students write
answers to math problems on an interactive whiteboard.

Participant #12...:

That's interactive.

Don Heberer:

Well, yeah, because it's in the name, right?

Participant #12...:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Participant #07...:

Yeah.

Don Heberer:

All right. So then where is it falling on the RAT part of the matrix?

Participant #07...:

Just replacing, right?

Don Heberer:

Right. So that would be another replacing. All right, so let's do
another one here. Let's do number eight. Students make an
animated video to tell a story.

Participant #12...:

Oh, that's creative and-

Participant #07...:

[inaudible 00:26:01]. Probably transforms.

Participant #12...:

[inaudible 00:26:04]. Can it be both?

Participant #07...:

Yeah.

Don Heberer:

Yeah. So, I mean, I'm going off the person who made this model,
this is their answer key. They say it's either amplified or
transformative, but it's both. It's creative either way. So, it's either
CA or CT. It really would depend, I guess, if technically the
student could make an animated video in a bunch of different
ways, but I would think it's more of transformative but it could
actually be amplified as well. All right. Let's do one last one. Let's
do number nine. A teacher designs, a WebQuest for students to
complete.

Participant #12...:

Interactive and it's [inaudible 00:26:56]. So, I would say transform.

Don Heberer:

Again. Similar to the other one we're going to accept either
interactive, amplified, or interactive transformed.
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Participant #12...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

Again, some of these lines are blurred. I mean, it really depends on
some of the implementation, but I feel like sometimes the PIC part
is easier to determine than the RAT part.

Participant #12...:

Yeah. I have the same issue. The PIC is easy for me, but the RAT
I'm like ...

Don Heberer:

So, all right. So then again, well, how can you, as an educator
begin to implement PICRAT? Well, you can use these different
tools to help you. So, the RAT piece, if you go with this flow chart,
are the achieved learning outcomes clearly better than they would
have been without the technology or a lower tech solution? That
can help you determine, "All right, replacement." Okay?

Participant #12...:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Don Heberer:

So, the answer's no, it's replacement. Obviously, you're using
technology. Minimum, you're doing replacement. Okay?

Participant #12...:

Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Don Heberer:

But if the activities are clearly better than they would have been
without the technology, then you're at least amplification or
transformation. So, the determination between amplification and
transformation is, could the activity have reasonably been done
without the technology or via a lower tech solution.

Don Heberer:

Reasonably is somewhat subjective and that's where I think we
find the issue with sometimes going to amplification or
transformation when we're looking at the PICRAT model. Because
reasonably for you could be reasonably different for somebody
else. So, I think that is the ... And that's why it's the teacher's
traditional practice, right? So, you got to think, the traditional
practice of a teacher, the pedagogy is kind of what we're looking
at.

Don Heberer:

And then, like we said, the student's relationship. It's easier to
determine whether something's passive, interactive, or creative.
And that's some of the ways that educators can look to potentially
implement the technology.

Don Heberer:

So, the last piece, and I'm going to pause here for questions. But
the last piece is I'm going to have you guys fill out a post-survey
for this PD session, just to kind of see, you know, we measured
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some of your thoughts on professional development and
technology integration. Now we want to measure some of your
thoughts on that as well, but specifically the PICRAT model.
Don Heberer:

And then just to let you know what's going to happen after this is
similar to how you've submitted your lesson examples and
activities that you've done previously. Now you're going to submit
three more that you're going to design potentially with PICRAT in
mind.

Don Heberer:

So, that's what is going to be the last phase of this study is doing
this post-survey and then designing new lessons that normally in a
situation you would actually implement these lessons, but with
COVID and everything else going on it's more of what you would
implement in the future.

Don Heberer:

So that is what our next steps is. Do we have questions on PICRAT
or professional development in general, or anything educational
technology-related?

Participant #07...:

No, that was pretty straightforward.

Participant #12...:

Yeah. That was great.

Don Heberer:

At this point, I'm going to stop the recording.

Participant #12...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

So, I'm going to hit stop share, and stop recording.
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APPENDIX L
Professional Development Session Transcript
Session 02 - June 29, 8:00 PM
Don Heberer:

Okay. Great. So, first off, can you guys see the screen that I'm
sharing here?

All:

Yes.

Don Heberer:

First of all, I want to thank everybody for participating in this
study. I know this is probably one of the worst times to ask people
for anything extra in probably in the history of education or at least
in recent times. So, I do thank you all of you guys for participating
in the study, filling out my surveys and participating in this
workshop today. So, thank you for that.

Don Heberer:

We're probably not going to go the full hour but I definitely
wanted to have time just in case. We're just going to go through
some brief, a couple of slides from my professional development
and then kind of get into the meat of what this study is about. I've
purposely kept you guys in the dark a little bit and you kind of
probably have a little idea where it's going, but that's kind of the
purpose of the study.

Don Heberer:

So, at any point you guys are unmuted so you can ask questions or
stop me or anything like that. I will mention it is being recorded
because I have to provide a transcript to the university. But before
it's published, you'll have the opportunity to review the transcript.
And if there's anything you'd like to correct or strike from the
record or anything like that, you'll be able to do so.

Don Heberer:

So, let me get started. So, this is a professional development
session for my research study. My research study is on teacher
perceptions and instructional practice with the PICRAT model. If
you don't know the PICRAT model, that's fine. You're going to
learn a little bit better right now at this professional development
session.

Don Heberer:

So, what I'm going to do is, I'm going to just go through a little bit
of slides here just to kind of set the table. The first thing here is just
talking a little bit about the history of educational technology
integration in particular, the way that we've tried to over the years
develop models or standards based to it. So, with technology
integration obviously, it's been around since education has existed.
Back in the day, technology was a chalkboard, that was new
technology at one point.
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Don Heberer:

Obviously technology, over the years has developed mostly into
electronic-based technology, which we've probably come to know
and love especially lately this year. And over the years, there's
been attempts to try to quantify or measure or evaluate the
implementation of educational technology. So, there's been other
attempts to go standards-based where organizations have
developed certain standards and criteria to meet. Probably some of
the most popular ones for that have been ISTE Standards, the
International Society of Technology in Education, they used the
net standards for a while and now they've been renamed ISTE
Standards.

Don Heberer:

Other organizations have gone through content-based standards for
technology integration. So, in those situations, if you're a social
studies teacher, you might have different technology integration
standards as someone who is in world languages or math or
something like that. There's also been skills-based technology
integration models, where they focus specifically on skills that
students should learn. One of the most notable of that would be
recently the four Cs, which are kind of like the updated version of
the three Rs.

Don Heberer:

So, the four Cs would be communication, creativity, collaboration,
and critical thinking.

Don Heberer:

So, the next piece I want to just talk about here is, how we're
looking at six criteria for guiding questions for evaluating
technology models. So, Khan developed six criteria for evaluating
different technology models. And we're going to look at a couple
really quick before we dive in to PICRAT. So, the first piece that
we want to kind of look at here for criteria is, the clarity piece. So,
is the model sufficiently simple, clear and easy to understand with
no hidden complexities? So, is it easy to just kind of look at and
kind of get it off the bat, so to speak?

Don Heberer:

The other piece we wanted to kind of look at is compatibility. So,
does the model compliment or support existing educational
practices being valuable to teachers? So, not like you're going to
change your entire way of teaching, you're not going to throw out
everything you know or learn is it's compatible with what already
exists for your teaching practice. Then, we look at something
called fruitfulness. That is the model, this fruitful thinking as
teachers grapple with problems of education, it's knowledge
integration.
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Don Heberer:

Obviously, not everything works right away, right? Not everything
is just plug and play as they say when you click a button and it just
works. So, that's something that we want to look at when we look
at educational technology models for integration. Then obviously,
we look at the technology role. Does the model treat integration as
a means for achieving a specific pedagogical benefit rather than in
itself? We're not using technology just to check off a box that we
use technology or we're not trying to fit the technology in a
situation where it may not make sense.

Don Heberer:

The other piece we want to look at is the scope. Does the model, is
it kind of wide enough to ignore aspects of technology integration,
not just for teachers, but also is it efficient enough to guide them in
their practice? So, is it specific enough, but also wide enough to
where it can kind of be adaptable? The other part here is, last piece
is the student focus. And this is the one I wanted to kind of hone in
on, I think, and I think it's potentially the most important.

Don Heberer:

Does the model clearly amplify the students and the student
outcomes? So, that's what we're going to kind of look at when we
look at some of these models, that Khan model of evaluation. So,
this is a model that I think many of you are familiar with. It's one
of the more popular models, this is called the SAMR model. And
it's been around almost about 14 years now. It's the Substitution,
Augmentation, Modification and Redefinition model. So, when
you're looking at implementing technology, you want to look and
see what level in this model what you're at.

Don Heberer:

So, a lot of times, the first level of technology integration would be
something like substitution. So, the technologies direct substitute
with no functional change. Perfect example of this might be,
"Okay, I used to do notes on the whiteboard or the chalkboard and
now I have a fancy PowerPoint that showcases on the screen." So,
it just substitutes the same type of pedological practice and then
that is the functionality, they're really the same.

Don Heberer:

Augmentation would be a little bit different. The technology acts
as a direct substitute but with functional improvement. So, in
addition to this would be, instead of the students maybe
handwriting an essay or something like that, they would then type
it up in a Microsoft Word document, let's just say. And the added
functionality of that is not only is it a little bit neater and easier to
read, but they can go back and edit and change things that they
wouldn't be able to change on either a handwritten thing or even a
typewriter thing. I know we don't do typewriter anymore, but that
would be an example of an augmented lesson.
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Don Heberer:

Then modification would be something that allows for significant
task redesign. So again, in a similar vein to what I just explained,
maybe in this case, we're using Google Docs to write that paper.
And because of that, we can share the document back and forth
between the students. They can make comments, they can edit and
do things like that.

Don Heberer:

And then, the last piece here is redefinition, technology allows for
the creation of new tasks previously unconceivable. So, a good one
for this would be something like that without the technology, it
could not be possible. So, something like right now, like Flipgrid is
really popular. So, Flipgrid allows students to take videos and then
post them and do video responses to teachers. Without that
technology, it would be difficult, especially now during COVID,
for the students to be able to communicate back and forth with the
teachers. That would be an example of that.

Don Heberer:

So, this is the SAMR model. But there's other models out there too
that are popular TPACK is one of them. TPACK, your Venn
diagram aficionado, this would be something you might like the
way it looks because it does a Venn diagram where it looks at
these different context here, the technological pedagogical context.
So, it looks at the technological content knowledge context, the
technological pedagogical knowledge and the pedagogical content
knowledge.

Don Heberer:

Well, what does all that mean? Well, if you look at each circle
individually, you have technological knowledge, you have
pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge. Content
knowledge is knowing your content area. Pedagogical knowledge
is knowing how to teach or how to effectively communicate that or
teach that. And the technology piece is knowing the technology.
And you want to look where the three of those really intersect in
that middle kind of dark green section. And that's really what the
TPACK is. You should be looking at ways that you can overlap all
three of these paradigms into one way to implement the
technology.

Don Heberer:

But there's some issues with these models. So, there's issues with
SAMR and again, using Khan's way to evaluate, you look at the
clarity of SAMR, the level of boundaries is unclear. Substitution
versus argumentation. It's a little difficult to see where one ends
and the other one begins. SAMR doesn't really talk about the
student focus. It implies it, but it doesn't specifically mention
student focus and what the students are doing. It focuses on what
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the teacher is doing with the lesson, but it doesn't take in effect the
cap, the way the students are using the technology.
Don Heberer:

And TPACK, TPACK although it's popular, it has some other
issues. The distinctions may not be a period of variable by
hierarchy so looking at the pack part of it versus the TPACK part
of it, it's a little difficult to see where everything kind of falls. And
it may be a little too confusing or too comprehensive for some
teachers. So, that's where some of the disadvantages of the TPACK
model come into play.

Don Heberer:

So, there are other models out there and you may have heard of
these before. We're not going to go super deep into them. I just
want to reference them. The low T of heat model as depicted here
in this picture in the top right corner, you utilize this hierarchy
thinking, engaged learning, technology use and authentic
connections. The technology integration matrix and the TAM, the
TIP and the RAT models are also viable models that people have
used within the last decade or so.

Don Heberer:

But the problem with these models, as I've been saying is, they
don't really focus too much on students. So low T, too many levels
are provided on a single access and it's difficult and teachers may
not agree where they fall within that model. Similar to the same
issue that TPACK has. And then the RAT model, the problem with
the standalone RAT model is transformation can be difficult to
understand. And then, the student again is implied, but not
explicitly mentioned. And that all this history brings us to where
we're at now, this new model called the PICRAT model.

Don Heberer:

And the PICRAT model basically takes the RAT model and
expands upon it in an interesting way. So, at this point, I'm going
to just play a video. It's a four-minute video that explains the RAT
model. This model has been developed by Royce Kimmons and it's
been around about four years now.

Video:

When new technologies are invented, they often provide many new
ways of thinking and doing things. For example, how have
smartphones changed the way we live and work or tablets or even
the internet? However, one problem we have as humans is that
often we can't imagine very well the new possibilities available
from new technologies. So instead, we use them just to do the
same things we have always done before. Teachers struggle with
this too. We often teach the way we were taught and struggle to
think of how we could teach better based on the technologies we
have that our teachers did not have.
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Video:

Richard Culotta, former Director of the Office of Educational
Technology for the US Department of Education shared the
following concern.

Richard Culotta:

Here is the issue, if we are not careful, if we are not super cautious
about all the decisions we make in a very short amount of time, by
the time the freshmen that are in this room have graduated, we will
have a complete digital replica of the traditional practices that are
not working today. We will have everything that we have now. It
will just be on a screen instead of on paper and it will be just as
ineffective and it will cost a whole lot of money. It will be just as
stuck as we will and not have another ticket to play to be able to
make [inaudible 00:14:28].

Video:

Our goal is to help you think critically about the technology you'll
use in your classroom. And to begin to see the potential technology
has to transform and engage students in the learning experience in
new ways. To begin, we're going to show you a technology
integration framework.

Video:

Frameworks are tools we use to begin conversations. In this case,
conversations about how we should use technology to improve
student learning. Let me introduce the RAT model. The first letter
R represents replacement. Replacement can mean the following.
One, changes the appearance or dressing of our practices but not
the practice itself, making digital copies of traditional practices,
recycling instruction.

Video:

Two, it doesn't affect teaching or learning practices and behaviors.
Three, it can still be a useful use of technology because it can
increase access. For example, a digital worksheet won't get lost or
eaten by your dog, but it doesn't really impact or improve learning.
The A in RAT equals amplifying. In other words, technology
improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new functions to
original tasks. The T in RAT equals transforming. It introduces
new activities and learning that are impossible without technology.
Take away the technology, take away the learning too.

Video:

Next in our PICRAT model is the PIC portion. P equals passive. In
other words, students are observers, bystanders in their learning.
The I equal interactive. Students engage in material in an
interactive way. They are active learners. The C equals creative.
Students are creating materials themselves. They are creative
learners instead of passive or active ones. This is the apex of
student engagement and students often learn deeper when they
have to create something using the content.
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Video:

By combining PIC and RAT together, we create a matrix of the
many different way’s technology can influence teaching and
learning. You could use a technology that replaces a face-to-face
conversation and where students are passive learners, such as a
video lecture, or where they get to interact back through
technology, which is a video conversation or where they get to
learn by creating their own videos in a way that completely
transforms the way you typically teach.

Video:

The PICRAT model is a great tool for helping you to think about
your teaching and how you use technology in the classroom. None
of the squares on the matrix is necessarily a bad way to teach.
Sometimes, it’s good to be a passive learner, for example, and
listen to others such as in this video. But a good teacher will
continually evaluate their practice and think how they can improve.
Using the PICRAT model can help you think about what kinds of
ways you could use technology that will help students be more
active and creative as learners and ways that transform your
teaching, the levels you hadn't considered before.

Video:

When you hear about a new technology, don't just ask what it can
do for you that you already are doing anyway, think PICRAT and
see if there's a way this technology can help you transform your
teaching in positive ways.

Don Heberer:

So, we take a quicker, a closer look at the PICRAT model. We
look at two different axes that they have here. So, we look at the X
axis on the bottom there, is the teacher's use of technology and
how it relates to traditional practice. So, does it replace the
traditional practice? Does it amplify the traditional practice or does
it transform the traditional practice? And then, you look at the Y
axis the up and down, the student's relationship to the tech. Is the
student passive in that interaction? Are they doing in an interactive
way or are they being creative?

Don Heberer:

And this is what I think is just really interesting about the PICRAT
model. And this is our working definition. So, passive would be in
the PIC part of this. Students are the observers, bystanders of
learning, like just watching a video. Students could be interactive
where they engage the material interactive way, and then creative,
where students are actually making them, creating themselves.

Don Heberer:

So, that's how they measure the students. And then, measuring the
teachers use is all about the replacement. Again, the replacement
piece is it doesn't really change anything, it just uses technology in
place of the traditional practice. Amplifying improves the
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efficiency or introduces new functions and transforming is
something where if you took away the technology, you couldn't do
that learning. The learning take away the technology, the learning
is taken away too.
Don Heberer:

And here's how we determine what, this is a handy dandy
flowchart that kind of goes through how this would work. So, if
you're trying to figure out the RAT part of the model, you look at a
particular classroom use of technology, and it's not just the
technology itself, it's kind of how the technology is used. You
could use it the technology in a passive way, you can use the same
technology in a creative way depending on the technology.

Don Heberer:

So, are the achieved learning outcomes of the activity clearly better
than they would have been without the technology or a lower tech
solution? If you answer no, then it's just a replacement. If the
learning outcomes are no better by using technology, we're not
using technology, you're going to be in a replacement situation. If
you've answered yes, we shift over to the one over here and it says,
"Could the activity have reasonably been done without the
technology or via a lower tech solution?" Examples, index cards or
chalkboard.

Don Heberer:

So, the answer is yes, it could have been done reasonably, it's
amplification. If it could not be done with a lower tech solution, it's
transformation. And one of the keywords there is that reasonably.
Reasonably is somewhat subjective depending on how you feel
what is reasonable. So, what you think is reasonable might be a
little different than what someone else feels are reasonable. And
that's why sometimes amplification, transformation, there's a little
bit of overlap there, which we'll talk about.

Don Heberer:

And then, you look at the PIC part of it, so passive. I think it's
easier to determine the PIC of this than the RAT, but the passive is
just when the content is the gear in this little picture here. The
content is given by the teacher, the students just kind of listen and
observe. Where interactive, there's back and forth between the
teacher and the student, and then creativity, there's back and forth
between the teacher and the student. And then at the end, there's a
product so there is some type of tangible thing that's created in the
creative piece.

Don Heberer:

So, let's look at some examples that we got from our survey and
see where they kind of fall on the PICRAT model. And these are
actual responses from our survey. We've removed the names.
These people have submitted for this study and we've mapped
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them to the PICRAT model. So, in this case, there was
Screencastify, there was Edpuzzle and there was VoiceThread.
Now Screencastify, you may say, well, that's just a video. Why
wouldn't that just be a replaces? In this case, the students were
listening and using a practice exam with multiple choice so they
weren't interacting in this context as well.
Don Heberer:

You look at Edpuzzle, If you're not familiar with Edpuzzle, and
you like to take any video and have it paused and ask questions, it
allows you to add other pieces too. It allows students to follow and
answer questions. So, that would be a video that you take and you
make interactive. And then VoiceThread, students get to create.
They get to create either a video or audio file that would allow
them to do their speaking task in this case. Clearly, this was World
Languages.

Don Heberer:

So, here's some other examples here and some people wrote more
than others and we did the best we can to map this to PICRAT. So,
in this case, they use Google Forms to take an online quiz. You use
Google Classroom to do assignments and Google Meet to
teleconference with the students. And obviously, Google Meet
would be something that would replace a classroom instruction,
it'll be interactive because there's a two-way conversation going on
there, it's not just the video. But the students are not really creating
anything so therefore, that would fall in the replaces interactive
piece.

Don Heberer:

And I'm not going to go through all these, I'm just going to show a
couple more examples. We can just kind of run through some here.
This one is interesting because this one had Flipgrid in there and
Flipgrid is a perfect example of something that would be a CT,
would be creative transforms. If you're not familiar with Flipgrid
again, it's something where you can make a video prompt and send
it out to your students and students can then record short little
video clip and send it back to you. It's a great way for them to
create content and then they can add little stickers and little text
boxes and a bunch of different things to it. And then you can share
that out with other students. So Flipgrid would be a great example
of a CT.

Don Heberer:

Again, we're going through some of these. Obviously, if you're
doing something with creating video, that would be a good
example of a CT like iMovie, YouTube. Let's keep going here. I'm
just going to go to the last slide. I'm going to share this with you
guys at the end too so you can look at it.
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Participant #02...:

Thank you.

Don Heberer:

So, this is kind of the metadata here. This is everybody's responses
mapped on the PICRAT model. We did get a good cross section,
we did get some type of representation, all the [inaudible 00:24:35]
out of 12 participants and of all the responses here. And it did look
like we gravitated heavily towards the center which is great. And
then, we did have some in the passive replaces section and we had
some in the CT section and some in the creative lines and a little
bit all over the place. And this is kind of how it mapped out based
on the PICRAT model and the evaluation tool to evaluate your
technology integration.

Don Heberer:

So, I guess the question is, when you're looking at PICRAT, you
can use PICRAT as a planning tool and say, "Listen, I'm looking at
how I'm using technology currently." And you could say, "Well,
hmm, what tweaks can I make to get into a higher level? Maybe
it's interactive right now and I want to make it more creative or
maybe it's just an amplification and I want to make it a
transformation." You can use that as a planning tool, which is great
or almost like a reflective tool. You can kind of see where you're at
and then use that to plan going forward.

Don Heberer:

So, it could be an evaluation, it could be a reflection tool, it could
be a planning tool. It really could be any way you want to look at it
when you're implementing technology and I think that's the
flexibility of this model. So, we're going to do a little quiz here.
We're not going to go through every single one, but this is the
interactive part. So, moving up on the PICRAT model already. If
you guys let's look at number one, this is the softball.

Don Heberer:

So, a teacher uses PowerPoint as part of her lecture. What do you
think that would fall?

Participant #02...:

Passive.

Don Heberer:

Definitely passive and where would that fall on the RAT part?

Participant #05...:

Just replaces.

Don Heberer:

Right, exactly. All right, let's look at another one. Students play an
online role-playing game about John Smith and Pocahontas.

Participant #05...:

Depends whether or not they're actually doing something or just
reading.
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Participant #02...:

Or the interactive [crosstalk 00:27:35].

Participant #08...:

Are they in teams, are they playing in teams? Are they playing
individually? We don't know, it doesn't matter.

Don Heberer:

These are good questions you guys are asking. So yeah, I mean, I
think it does matter, right? So, I think let's say they're playing the
game, so they're playing an online role-playing game. So, it is like
a video game on the computer, let's just say, right? So, what would
that be?

Participant #02...:

So, it's definitely interactive.

Participant #08...:

Definitely interactive.

Don Heberer:

Okay. So, we agree it's interactive. Would we think that replaces,
amplifies, transforms?

Participant #05...:

Depends what they have to do it, it might just replace it but it
might amplify.

Don Heberer:

Right. So, the acceptable answers in this one was either replaces or
amplifies. All right. So. Let's just do number eight. Students make
an animated video to tell a story.

Participant #05...:

CT.

Don Heberer:

So that's either CA or CT. And that's pretty good. So, let's just do
one more. So, number six, let's get some math in there. Students
organized geometric shapes and patterns on an iPad.

Participant #02...:

That's interactive on the I part and that would be replacing as well
because it's basically something they could do.

Don Heberer:

So yeah, if you physically had pictures of geometric figures, they
could do that in person. So, the technology just replaces it because
it's on an iPad. Exactly. All right. So, you guys clearly, I think kind
of get the gist of this. Just again, how can we, as educators begin to
implement PICRAT? And I'm bringing up this chart again. When
you're looking at the RAT piece of it, you want to look at this
flowchart that's going to help you decide replacement,
amplification and transformation. And then obviously, you want to
look at, I think it's much easier to determine passive interactive for
creativity.

Participant #02...:

Yeah, definitely.
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Don Heberer:

It's pretty straight forward but again, you want to make sure
passive is just the students are just kind of observing, watching.
Interactive, they are involved in some way and creative there,
they're actually creating something tangible or some type of
product at the end. All right. So, I'm going to pause for any
questions that we might have about the PICRAT model or
technology integration models as a whole. Do we have any specific
questions?

Participant #08...:

I like this model. I like it because it makes you think about how
you can really try to take each topic or each piece of what you're
trying to teach and kind of bring it to a new level. It's clearer in
terms of the instructional purpose.

Participant #02...:

Yeah. I completely agree with that. I think that matrix really shows
you okay, it reminds me of like Bloom's taxonomy [crosstalk
00:00:30:38]. It's just like you know how you can kind of hit that
higher level learning if you look at this matrix, as opposed to the
ones that we looked at earlier.

Participant #05...:

You can see what you need to do more clearly as the teacher.
Whereas if you're looking at the SAMR model you can go, "Yep, I
should be there," but here you can say, "Oh, if I just move it from
passive to active, I'm actually moving over. If I'm moving from the
P to I or the I to C," I mean, you can see what your goal needs to
be.

Participant #02...:

I think it makes you be really cognizant too of your role and the
student's role as well. So, I feel like a lot of those other models
were almost more like teacher-centered or teacher-driven and this
seems more like it takes into account the role of the student. And I
think that's really helpful as well.

Don Heberer:

Okay, great.

Participant #02...:

Everything's done. I like it.

Don Heberer:

So sorry, just to explain the next steps is, this is the professional
development intervention. They call it interventions. That's just
what they call it in research. So, the next step part I'm going to ask
you guys is to fill out a post survey, I'm going to email it to you.
It's also in the presentation, which I'm also going to email you.
Any follow-up questions similar to that first survey you filled out,
just to measure teacher perceptions of technology integration
models in particular, the PICRAT model. And then, the next piece
is going to ask you similar to how you gave three lesson examples
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prior to PICRAT introduction. You're now going to give three
lesson examples after PICRAT introduction.
Don Heberer:

Now in a perfect world, you would have been able to implement
this with your students and actually do real lessons and things like
that. This is going to be more as a hypothetical or a planning or
how you're going to maybe modify or adapt lessons. And then we
could see how measure the difference between the two. So, that's
where we're going forward with the study. So right now, I'm going
to give you the post survey. And in a couple days, I'm going to
give you the survey to fill out to provide those three other
examples.

Don Heberer:

And then, most of you will be done with that. A couple of people,
depending on the results may be asked to do a brief follow-up
survey to ask additional questions. So, that's where we're at with
this study. I'm going to stop recording right now. Hold on one
second.
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APPENDIX M
Professional Development Session Transcript
Session 03 – July 1, 6:00 PM
Don Heberer:

All right. Well, thanks for joining us tonight. Thanks for being part
of the study, first of all. I know it is probably the worst time in the
world to ask any teacher to do anything extra right now, so I do
appreciate it. My name's Don, and I'm going to be doing the PD for
this research study right now. At this point, you've done your
survey, and you've provided some lesson examples or lesson
activity examples. Now we're going to do a professional
development session. Should be anywhere from a half-hour to 40
minutes. Then, we'll talk about the next steps are.

Don Heberer:

We have another participate in here. We have actually two
participants. So, if you guys, you can just say hello to each other.

Participant #11...:

Hello.

Don Heberer:

You can unmute your mics.

Participant #10...:

Hello.

Participant #11...:

Hi.

Don Heberer:

We just kept your names out of this and your video out of it just to
protect everyone. It's confidentiality in the study. But I just want to
make sure, can you guys see my screen, the presentation? I'm just
going to advance the slide just to see if you guys can see it.

Participant #11...:

Yes.

Don Heberer:

Can you see that?

Participant #11...:

Yeah.

Participant #10...:

Yes, we can see it.

Don Heberer:

Okay, perfect. All right. What I'm going to do is I'm going to get
started here. This study is measuring teacher perceptions and
instructional practice using the PICRAT model. We're going to
learn about the PICRAT model in this PD. So, if you don't know
the PICRAT model, that's fine. You're not necessarily supposed to.
We're going to go over a little bit of the different education
technology models and kind of set the stage. Then, we'll go deep
into the PICRAT model and we'll look at some examples and then
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talk about how you might want to apply the PICRAT when you're
doing lesson planning or instruction with your students.
Don Heberer:

All right. Some basics here of how education technology has been
around since, really, the beginning of education. At one point,
using a chalkboard was technology. I know nowadays in our
modern mindset we think of technology as electronics, something
with electricity. Nowadays, it's a lot of computers or it's software,
things like that. But, even 100 years ago, technology was a
chalkboard. It was something that was new in education, and it
revolutionized for the time instruction.

Don Heberer:

Obviously, since then we've advanced in a lot of different ways,
and there's been efforts to look at technology and try to measure or
evaluate how technology is integrated into curriculum or into the
classroom. There've been attempts over the year for standardsbased models that try to measure or evaluate educational
technology. The most prominent one of those would be the NET
standards, now recently renamed the ISTE standards. That's from
the International Society of Technology and Education. They've
gone with a standards-based approach. Our New York state has
gone with a standards-based approach when it comes to content
standards, but there are some technology standards infused in those
next generation learning standards. There are content-based
standards that are for technology. For instance, if you look at ...
There are no set standards for just science or just math. It's all
under math, science, and technology. So, those are ways you can
look at this.

Don Heberer:

There's also been a trend to shift towards skill-based standards. So,
if you look at something like ... You've heard of the three Rs of
education, reading, reading, arithmetic. There's the four Cs of 21st
century learning. Those are communication, creativity,
collaboration, and critical thinking. There have been ways to focus
on skill-based. There also have been some models that focus on
relationship-based technology integration. So, what is the
relationship between the technology, and the content, and the
pedagogy behind it?

Don Heberer:

We're going to take a little look at some of these models that have
been existing, and then we'll look at the new model, the PICRAT
model. By the way, if at any point you have a question, please feel
free to just unmute and ask away. This is not something where you
have to wait to the end.
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Don Heberer:

The next piece we're going to look at here is we're going to look at
Kahn's model of six criteria for guiding questions for evaluating
technology integration models. There's a ton of models out there,
and Kahn came up with a way to evaluate them utilizing six
different criteria. The criteria that he came up with was clarity. Is
the model simple, clear, and easy to understand with no hidden
complexities? Can you just kind of get it by looking at it and
evaluating, grappling with for a little bit? It's not overly
complicated. Is there compatible? Does it support or complement
existing educational practices, deemed valuable teachers?
Obviously, if it's going to change your whole pedagogy and how
you anyway teach, well, maybe it's not really compatible.

Don Heberer:

You also want to look at the fruitfulness. Does the model elicit
fruitful thinking as teachers grapple with problems of technology?
Can you get something out of it? Hence the word fruitfulness.
Does it bear fruit? Is the investment in using it worth it?

Don Heberer:

The other part you want to look at is the role. You guys still there?
[crosstalk 00:05:55].

Participant #10...:

Yes, we're still here.

Don Heberer:

Okay. It went silent for a second so I just want to make sure. The
other part is technology role. Does the model treat technology
integration as a means for achieving other benefits or is it the end
of itself? Often, we look at technology, or sometimes school
districts look at technology, and they just throw the technology at
the teachers. It's like, "Hey, we have technology. We're expecting
you to use technology." But they never provide a way to how they
should use the technology, why they should use the technology,
and when is the appropriate time to use this technology. There are
some technology models that- technology is just a checkbox.
Sometimes using the wrong technology in a certain situation is
worse than not using any technology at all. So, that's one thing we
can look at.

Don Heberer:

Another piece we maybe want to look at is the scope. Does the
model sufficiently have any place to ignore the useful of teachers
but specifically comprehensive to guide their practice? Can it be
scalable? Can it go either really deep or can it be a high-level
thing? That's where we look at scope.

Don Heberer:

And this, the last one, is student focus. Does the model clearly
emphasize students and their student outcomes? These are the
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cards here that we're going to take a look at when we look at
certain models.
Don Heberer:

The first model I want to take a look at is probably the most
popular. It's probably the one that many teachers are familiar with.
When we looked at the survey, more people checked off this model
that they knew of over any other model. This is the SAMR model.
It's been around about 13 years now. It was invented by Dr. Ruben
Puentedura. It focuses on four different levels of technology
integration. The first two levels are enhancement.

Don Heberer:

The first level of enhancement is substitution. The technology acts
as a direct substitute with no functional change. It's just a swap.
You used to do notes on the chalkboard or the whiteboard. Now
you have a fancy PowerPoint that has your notes types with some
pictures. That's pretty much a direct substitute.

Don Heberer:

Augmentation is the technology act as substitute with functional
improvement. Now, maybe your PowerPoint has animations or
videos embedded in it. So maybe in that case that might be an
augmentation. There is some functional improvement. You might
even argue that, hey, your handwriting is not that good to read.
Maybe the PowerPoint, the functional improvement is it's typed.
It's easier to read. It's a stretch, but maybe.

Don Heberer:

Then, you look at the third and fourth levels. Modification is under
the transformation umbrella, and so does redefinition. Modification
looks at the technology allows for significant task redesign. Let's
say an example of that might be you used to have your kids write
in a Word document their essay or something like that. Well, now
you have something like Google Docs where they can write it. It
automatically saves. It timestamps when they make changes. They
can go back and forth with revision history. Obviously, in that
situation, you have a lot more tools that you may not have before.
And you can actually have your students work on their same
projects at home, on their phones, on a Chromebook, on any kind
of device. So, clearly that has significant task redesign.

Don Heberer:

The last level is redefinition. Redefinition allows for the creation to
do tasks previously inconceivable. This would-be things that you
couldn't do before without the technology. Maybe those are
Google expedition tours, virtual tours, things like that. This is a
very popular model, and it's a pretty good model. That's why it's so
popular. This is the SAMR model. But there's some things we're
going to talk about the SAMR model that may have some
shortcomings.
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Don Heberer:

This is the second most popular model. This is TPACK. TPACK is
one that focuses on technological pedagogical content knowledge.
Quite a tongue twister, right? But it looks at three different main
areas that divides into four overlapping areas. Let's look at the
purple here first. You have technological knowledge. That's
understanding the technology. You have then content knowledge,
which is understanding the content, your math, your science, your
social studies, your ELA, whatever it is. Then, you have the
pedagogical knowledge. That's actually the learning piece, learning
it or teaching it. You look and see how these overlap, the
technological and the pedagogical overlap here. The technological
and the content overlap here. Then, there's this sweet spot in the
middle. That's the TPACK. That's what you're aiming for, the
intersection between technological, pedagogical, and content
knowledge. That's what the TPACK model says.

Don Heberer:

But, there's some issues with these models. If we look at Kahn's
model for evaluating these educational technology models, we find
that the clarity for SAMR, the boundaries are unclear between
substitution, augmentation. We kind of just said, right? It could be
a little subjective what's augmentation and what's substitution. You
also can look at the fruitfulness. It might not be meaningful for
some practitioners. Who cares if you do augmentation versus
substitution? You might not be able to have anything kind of
tangible to pull out of that. Then, the student activities are not
really there. They're just implied. So, there's no really way to
measure student focus.

Don Heberer:

Then, TPACK, TPACK is kind of very meta where it's really
difficult to ... It doesn't give you any really specifics. It just kind of
is a philosophy. It's sometimes too comprehensive for some
teachers for their ... seeing how they can apply their own content to
it.

Don Heberer:

There have been other models and stuff that have developed over
the years. The third most popular one is the LoTi HEAT model,
which is depicted on the right here. It has a bunch of different
strands of how the technology uses. It looks at higher-order
thinking, things like Bloom's taxonomy, engaged learning,
technology use, and then authentic connections. There's different
ways you can kind of go deeper into the middle of the circle.

Don Heberer:

But if you look at all these models, they're all kind of lacking the
student focus. That's really where the PICRAT model comes in.
The PICRAT was first developed in late 2016 and fully published
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in 2018. So, it's only not even two years old. So, it's a relatively
new model, and it's a fresh look at technology and integration.
Don Heberer:

I'm just going to play a quick second of it. I just want to make sure
you can hear. So, please confirm you can hear it, and then I'll play
the whole video.

Participant #10...:

I can hear.

Video :

When new technologies are invented-

Participant #11...:

I can hear.

Participant #10...:

Yeah.

Don Heberer:

You guys can hear it? Okay, great.

Participant #10...:

Yes, I can.

Don Heberer:

You want me to go full screen? Let me see if I can just do that real
quick.

Video :

They often provide many new ways of thinking and doing things,
for example, how have smartphones changed the way we live and
work, or tablets, or even the internet. However, one problem we
have as humans is that often we can't imagine very well they knew
possibilities available from new technologies. So instead, we use
them just to do the same things we have always done before.

Video :

Teachers struggle with this, too we often teach the way we were
taught and struggle to think of how we could teach better based on
the technologies we have that our teachers did not have. Richard
Culatta, former director of the Office of Educational Technology
for the US Department Education shared the following concern.

Richard Culatta...:

Here's the issue. If we are not careful, if we are not super cautious
about all of the decisions we make, in a very short amount of time,
by the time the freshman that are in this room have graduated, we
will have a complete digital replica of the traditional practices that
are not working today. And we will have everything that we have
now. It will just be on a screen instead of on paper, and it will be
just as ineffective, and it'll cost a whole lot of money, and we'll be
just as stuck as we will and not have another ticket to play to be
able to make a change.
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Video :

Our goal is to help you think critically about the technology you'll
use in your classroom and to begin to see the potential technology
has to transform and engage students in the learning experience in
new ways. To begin, we're going to show you a technology
integration framework. Frameworks are tools we use to begin
conversations, in this case conversations about we should use
technology to improve student learning.

Video :

Let me introduce the RAT model. The first letter, R, represents
replacement. Replacement can mean the following: one, changes
the appearance or dressing of our practices but not the practice
itself, making digital copies of traditional practices, recycling
instruction. Two, it doesn't affect teaching or learning practices and
behaviors. Three, can still be a useful use of technology because it
can increase access. For example, a digital worksheet won't get lost
or eaten by your dog. But, it doesn't really impact or improve
learning.

Video :

The A in RAT equals amplifying. In other words, technology
improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new functions to
original tasks.

Video :

The T in RAT equals transforming. It introduces new activities and
learning that are impossible without technology. Take away the
technology, take away the learning, too.

Video :

Next in our PICRAT model is the PIC portion. P equals passive. In
other words, students are observers, bystanders in their learning.
The I equals interactive. Students engage in material in an
interactive way. They are active learners. The C equals creative.
Students are creating materials themselves. They are creative
learners instead of passive or active ones. This is the apex of
student engagement. And students often learn deeper when they
have to create something using the content.

Video :

By combining PIC and RAT together, we create a matrix of the
many different ways technology can influence teaching and
learning. You could use a technology that replaces a face-to-face
conversation and where students are passive learners, such as a
video lecture, or where they get to interact back through
technology, such as a video conversation, or where they get to
learn by creating their own videos in a way that completely
transforms the way you typically teach.

Video :

The PICRAT model is a great tool for helping you to think about
your teaching and how you use technology in the classroom. None
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of the squares on the matrix is necessarily a bad way to teach.
Sometimes it's good to be a passive learner, for example, and listen
to others, such as in this video. But, a good teacher will continually
evaluate their practice and think how they can improve.
Video :

Using the PICRAT can help you think about what kinds of ways
you could use technology that will help students be more active
and creative as learners and ways that transform your teaching to
levels you hadn't considered before. So when you hear about a new
technology, don't just ask what it can do for you that you already
are doing anyway. Think PICRAT and see if there's a way this
technology can help you transform your teaching in positive ways.

Don Heberer:

All right. So, let's take a closer look at PICRAT here. As the video
says, there's really two axes here. You can look at the X axis, the
RAT axis. That's how some of the teachers use of the technology
when it comes to traditional practice. So, the teacher's use of tech
replaces the traditional practice. That's without technology. So,
replaces what was done before without technology. Does it amplify
the traditional practice or does it transform the traditional practice?
We'll take a look on how to make that determination where it falls
in a minute.

Don Heberer:

Then, you look at the Y axis, which is this up and down, the
students' relationship to the technology. Is it passive, interactive, or
creative? In passive, students are the observers, bystanders of their
own learning. So, if there's just a PowerPoint but there's no
discussion, something like that, that would be passive. Most of this
presentation has been pretty passive at this point. Interactive would
be the students engage with the material in an interactive way.
They're active learners. Then, there's creativity where they actually
create something, materials, and are creative learners rather than
interactive or passive ones.

Don Heberer:

Then, if you look at the teacher's practice, the replacement changed
the appearance of our practices or dressings, but not the practice
itself. It can increase access, but does not improve learning. So, if
you just take the notes that you've had, and you type them up, and
you hand them out to students or you put them in a PowerPoint,
that's probably a replacement. Amplifying improves the efficiency
of task or introduces new functions to the original task. Then,
lastly, transforming new activities or learning the impossible
without the technology. The easiest way to know this one is if you
took away the technology, you take away the learning as well.
There's a handy-dandy flow chart. There's some infographics here
that kind of help you understand.
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Don Heberer:

Let's look at the bottom first, actually. I think determining the
student interactivity or the student relationship to the technology is
probably easier than determining replacement, amplification,
transformation. Passive is obviously if the students are just kind of
listening, observing and the content is going to the teacher. Then,
interactive is it's flowing back and forth between the students and
the teacher. Then, the creative piece is it's between the teacher and
the students. Then, there's a creation. There's a tangible product or
there's something at the end the students have created.

Don Heberer:

If we look at the top here, we look at the way to determine
replacement, amplification, and transformation. The first question
you have to ask yourself is, are the achieved learning outcomes of
the activity clearly better than they would have been without the
technology or a lower tech solution? So, if the outcomes aren't
better, if it's just a straight up swap, and you're going to say, "No,
the outcomes aren't any better. They're the same," it's just
replacement. But if the outcomes are better, you're going to scoot
on over to the diamond on the right, the second question. Could the
activity have reasonably been done without the technology or via a
low-tech solution? So, if you could've done your activity using a
chalkboard or just index cards or some other low-tech way, then
it's only an amplification. But if it was impossible to do that lesson
or that activity without the said technology, then you're in the
transformation camp. These different ways of looking at this
change how you can determine which part of the matrix is it in.

Don Heberer:

At this point, I'm going to actually stop and see if we have any
questions before we move on to the next piece. So, unmute your
mics and ask questions or just say if you're good.

Participant #11...:

Where would, if you say online scavenger hunts, and breakout
rooms, and stuff like that would be? I would put that in the
interactive application part down.

Don Heberer:

Yeah. The students are just ... They're going on a computer.
They're clicking around, right?

Participant #11...:

Yeah.

Don Heberer:

Are they creating something at the end with it, completing a
worksheet, whether it's digital or paper?

Participant #11...:

Certain ones yeah. They have to create something or they have to
solve some sort of puzzle of some sort.
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Don Heberer:

Okay, so that would, the solving ... But, are they creating? If
they're just solving the puzzle that you've created, then that would
be interactive. If they're making their own puzzle or they're making
something or they're making their own questions, then it would
probably be creative.

Participant #11...:

Ah, okay.

Don Heberer:

That's the distinction, right?

Participant #11...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

If they're just getting involved with something that you've done,
then that's interactive. But if they're coming up with their own
product where if you could step away and you can look at it and
say, "Hey, this didn't exist. I didn't give this to them," and they just
fill out and complete it, this they've created on their own, then
that's creative matrix, or creative box of the matrix. Did anyone
else have a question or do you have another question?

Participant #11...:

No. I think I'm good. I was just wondering. Now, you were saying
... How long has this been around, this particular theory you were
saying?

Don Heberer:

So, it started in 2016, and then it was officially published in 2018.

Participant #11...:

Oh, okay. Thank you.

Don Heberer:

So, it's relatively new. We're going to take a look at ... If there's no
other questions, it's fine. We can move on. I was going to look at
some of the examples that have been provided by the participants.
We had 12 participants in this study. I've taken their responses
from the first survey, and I've mapped them to PICRAT. We can
kind of look at some examples that people have done. We don't
have to go through all 12 or 36 of them.

Don Heberer:

This is an example here. This person used Screencastify for
listening comprehension, is, I think, believe a world language
teacher. They listen to an oral script and use the exam link to
multiple choice. So normally, just listening to a video is pretty
passive. But in this case, they amplified it because they also
answered those questions. So, it's not only just passive and
replacement, it's also amplification.

Don Heberer:

Then, we look at something like Edpuzzle. If you're not familiar
with Edpuzzle, Edpuzzle allows you to take any video on YouTube
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or other websites or even your own videos, and you can pause
them and have the kids answer question. You can also track how
many times they viewed it and things like that. They can answer
multiple choice or true-false questions. We were just going some
examples that other people have provided from the study with the
... how we'd map to PICRAT. In this case, we have some here.
This was I believe ... This person used Google Classroom and
Edpuzzle. As I was saying before, Edpuzzle is a great resource
because it lets you take any video, and it lets you add questions to
it. So, a passive video could become interactive. Students will be
able to take feedback and answer questions or write short
responses based on the video. The [inaudible 00:27:05] that
amplifies is because you don't always have that opportunity if you
would just use a replacement where it's just, "Hey, here's a lecture.
Here's a video." Now it amplifies it because it's that extra
component.
Don Heberer:

Let's look at some of the other examples here. Here's a good one,
Nearpod. Nearpod is interesting because Nearpod allows ... It's
really a transformation because Nearpod not only takes a
presentation like a PowerPoint or something, Google Slides, but it
allows those students to answer questions, do matching
assignments, to sometimes do virtual tours. There's a ton of things
that they can do in there that you couldn't do without the
technology. Nearpod has a whole VR thing where you can go to
the moon or wherever you want to go. So, that is something that
really would be a transformation.

Don Heberer:

If we look at this one, this one, this person used Flipgrid. Flipgrid
with this who-done-it lesson. This Flipgrid, Flipgrid's a fantastic
tool. If you're not using Flipgrid, it's something you might want to
check out. Flipgrid allows you to create a video response. I'm
sorry, video prompt. Then, your students get to create video
responses back. You can do a 30-second response up to a two-,
three-minute response. The students get to create their own video.
Then, they get to add text on top of it and different flares. Then,
you as the teacher can give them comments back or even your own
video response. You can share with your other student. So, clearly,
it's a transformation and it's a creative thing because the students
get to create their videos.

Don Heberer:

None of these boxes are bad. It's not like, hey, if you're doing a
passive replacement it's not good. No. These are just things you
want to ... You want to know where you're falling. And that's the
nice thing about this PICRAT matrix. It not only can be used as a
planning tool when you're planning your lessons, but I could also
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be used kind of in a reflective way. You could say, "Hmm, where
am I at with my lessons? Okay, I'm falling in, let's say, a passive
replacement. If I do a little tweak here, maybe if I add something,
another component, I can move over to the interactive amplifies.
Or maybe I can move over just even past the amplifies. Or maybe I
can go this way, and maybe I can move towards a creative
replacement," or something like that. So, it could be used as a way
to see where you're at and kind of tweak your pedagogy.
Don Heberer:

So again, I'm not going to go through all these. I'm going to share
this presentation with you guys when we're all done. But, this slide
here kind of does the meta. This is the metadata here. This is
everyone's responses all mapped to one big PICRAT. You see we
get a pretty interesting smattering of where everything falls. The
meat of it fell kind of in the middle, which is expected. You see
that there's some replacement. You see that there's a good amount
of amplify, and there's some transformation. It's kind of a pretty
good curve where everything kind of fell.

Don Heberer:

If you look at this, we have in the middle we have Google Forms
Quiz. We have Pear Deck. We have Edpuzzle. Now, some of this
stuff you might say, "Hey, Pear Deck and Nearpod are probably
the same thing. Why is one in amplifies and one is a transform?" I
went by the descriptions of how the people use the technology.
Remember, in the beginning we said if you use the tool in a
different way, it could be more effective or less effective. I read,
basically, the description people provided. Some people might've
used one tool in one way, and someone may have used the tool in a
different way. So, that's kind of what you have to look at. It's not
necessarily the tool itself. It's kind of how you use the tool with
your students or as a way to replace or amplify or transform your
traditional practice.

Don Heberer:

All right. Let's take a little quiz here. Let's see. This is my
interactive point. Because I would be doing very bad PICRAT if
the whole thing was passive, right? Let's take a couple of these
examples and let's see where we can kind of land some of these
things. So, if you'd be so kind to unmute your mic. Or if you
prefer, you can type in the chat. I went back one here. Let's go and
talk about the first one here. The first one is a teacher uses
PowerPoint as part of her lecture. Where do we think that might
fall on the PICRAT matrix?

Participant #11...:

I would say that's a passive and it, I guess, replaces or amplifies. It
depends. It replaces the use of the notes.
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Don Heberer:

Yeah. I think based on the little information we have; I think we'd
have to assume that it would be ... You're absolutely right. A
passive and a replacement. If we had more information, maybe
they said with animations or with video, then maybe we could say
it's an amplification. Great.

Don Heberer:

All right. Let's do another one here. Students write answers to math
problems on an interactive whiteboard. That's number five.

Participant #11...:

Write answers to math problems on an interactive whiteboard.

Participant #10...:

I would say maybe it's interactive. But I'm tossed up between
passive and amplification because I guess it could amplify because
the kids are more involved in it, and it's something that can give
them some direct feedback. But I also think it may in a way ... I'm
going to go with IA, interactive amplify.

Don Heberer:

Okay.

Participant #11...:

Part of me feels like-

Don Heberer:

Go ahead.

Participant #11...:

... the interactive whiteboard kind of replaces paper or a
blackboard. But, I'm not sure what interaction it is. So, I'm kind of
leaning the way the other person is leaning towards the IA in a
way.

Don Heberer:

Yeah. I mean, right here I have the answer key. This is actually
developed by the person who came up with this model, Royce
Kimmons. He puts it down as interactive replace. But I definitely
agree with you. It depends on what things are going on with the
math problems. Based on what it says there, we know that there's
not anything in addition to the math problems. But if there were
things where solve it as they go, then obviously that would be
some type of amplification. But yeah, that's a good one.

Don Heberer:

All right. Let's look at number nine. I think this is similar to the
question we had before, right? A teacher designs a web quest or
inquiry-driven online lessons for students to complete on their own
time.

Participant #11...:

On their own time. I would definitely say interactive amplifies.

Don Heberer:

So, yeah. I mean, that's correct. It also could be transformation. So,
it really depends, I guess, how involved the web quest is. If it's
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potentially it's something that might be where it's just text and the
same information could be found in other sources ... But again, if
its video based or something like that, that would be
transformation because it wouldn't be something that you'd be able
to do without the technology.
Don Heberer:

All right. Good. I think we have a pretty good grasp. Let's just do
one more. Let's do one more. I think we'll just do one more.
Number six. Let's see. Students organize geometric shapes and
patterns on an iPad. Let's just do one more really quick.

Participant #10...:

Students organize geometric shapes. I would say interactive
transformative. And I could be wrong. I would toy between
amplification and transformation.

Don Heberer:

So yeah, definitely interactive, right? Students organize shapes and
patters on an iPad.

Participant #11...:

Part of me would say almost that this could also be a replacement
thing. Because if you think about it, think about all the math
manipulatives you have in elementary school, like all the plastic
math manipulatives you have. So technically, that could replace
those in a way.

Don Heberer:

Yeah. The answer here according to the answer key is interactive
replacement. I think similar to your line of thinking is it's just a
replacement to those manipulatives.

Don Heberer:

Now they're just digital, and there's no additional functionality that
you get out of it. Because remember, when you're looking at ...
Hold on. Trying to advance the slide here. When you're looking at
the RAT part, are the achieved learning axis clearly better than
they would've been without the technology or lower-tech
solutions? So, in that case, it's really just the higher tech way of
having those manipulatives, right? But you're not adding anything
different to that lesson or that activity. So, in that case, it would be
interactive, of course, because the kids are touching and moving
around, and yadda, yadda, yadda. But, it's just a replacement.

Participant #11...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

All right? This is really the last slide before the survey is, as an
educator, to begin to implement PICRAT, really, you just have to
ask yourself these kind of questions. When you're looking at the
RAT part of the model, you have these two questions to guide you
for replacement, amplification, and transformation. Then, passive,
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interactive, and creative. I'm saying that weird. Creative. I think
that's a little easier to discern. But again, you remember passive is
when the students are just observing. They're not really doing
anything. They're just listening, observing, and things like that.
Interactive's when they're actually doing something and providing
information and being involved. And creative is where they're
actually have some type of product or something tangible at the
end that they've created.
Don Heberer:

This is how you could potentially start to implement PICRAT in
your own classrooms and with your own lessons. At this point, this
is the last slide. Are there any kind of questions or discussion that
we want to have related to this PICRAT model or education
technology in general?

Participant #11...:

I feel like there's a lot of choices now that was never really
available before, especially before quarantine. A lot of things were
made free, and now they're kind of like ... There's Edpuzzle.
There's Screencastify. There's a bunch of different things. So,
sometimes it can be a little overwhelming about what technology
should use for specific things.

Don Heberer:

Yes, yes. Well, I mean, I think that's kind of where having a model
comes into play, right? You could either start by look ... You don't
want to ever look at the technology first. You want to look at your
content and what you're trying to teach and what your learning
outcomes are. When you're looking at your learning outcomes and
what you want the students to know and understand, then you can
use the PICRAT model to kind of guide you. Well, all right. Well,
I want this to be interactive. So, you can look at maybe some
technologies that might be interactive to help you achieve those
learning outcomes.

Don Heberer:

I think sometimes people look at the technology. Hey, I have this
great technology. I want to use it. Let me try to find content that
matches that. That's kind of the wrong way to look at it. You
should always think of the technology as a tool in your tool box to
help you and your students reach the learning outcomes that you
want.

Participant #11...:

Definitely makes sense.

Don Heberer:

Any additional questions or comments?

Participant #10...:

Now, I like the PICRAT model because it does make you think
about the different technologies in a different way. I just want to
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try to incorporate as many that make sense into my practice and to
just try to, I guess, amplify and transform the learning more so
sometimes because I know it can get a little bit mundane if I keep
doing the same thing. I appreciated that. The introduction is a new
one.
Don Heberer:

Well, excellent. Thank you. I appreciate that. What I'm going to do
at this point is I'm going to stop the recording. So, hold on one
second. I'm going to stop the share and stop the recording.
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APPENDIX N
Professional Development Session Transcript
Session 04 – July 2, 5:00 PM

Don Heberer:

All right. Well, welcome. My name is Don Heberer. I'm here for
the professional development session, part of the research study
that is teacher perception, instructional practice, using the PICRAT
model. My mentor is Dr. Anthony Annunziato, from St. John's
University. And we're going to take a dive into some professional
development here.

Don Heberer:

So, the first thing we want to take a look at is the history of
educational technology integration. And when you look at
educational technology, it really has been around since the
beginning of education. If you go back 100, 150 years, the
chalkboard at one point was new technology.

Don Heberer:

Nowadays we think of technology, we think of electronics we
think of computers or something along those lines, but technology
is just any new tool that could be used to complete a task and
chalkboards at one point were new technology. But over time,
especially after post World War II, and especially during the
computer revolution of the '70s and up into modern times,
technology has kind of been focused more on electronics and
things like that.

Don Heberer:

Well, when you look at education, you need to look at how we've
attempted to measure technology integration, and also evaluate
technology integration. And there've been attempts from a lot of
different ways, and one way that they look at that is standardsbased. So, there's a lot of different standards-based models out
there. One of the most popular standards-based model is the ISTI,
a model for standards. It used to be the NETS standards, but ISTI,
the International Society of Educational Technology, has
developed their own standards for teachers, students,
administrators, and what they call technology coaches, which are
people that help facilitate technology in the classroom with the
teachers.

Don Heberer:

There's also been movements towards content-based educational
technology standards, as well as skill-based standards. More
prominently, the skill-based standards, some of them are the 21st
century Four Cs of education, which are communication,
collaboration, critical thinking, and creativity. There have been
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movements to move towards relationship-based standards, where
you look at the relationship between the content, the pedagogy and
the technology.
Don Heberer:

When you're looking at different integration models, one way to
evaluate them, was suggested by Khan. Khan came out with six
criteria and guiding questions for evaluating technology integration
models and these are the six criteria. One is clarity, which is really,
is it easy to understand with no hidden complexities? Can you just
look at it and get it? The other one here is compatibility. Is it
compatible with existing educational practices? Is it something that
you can just incorporate it as a teacher, without having to change
your entire outlook on education or how you teach effectively? Is it
fruitful? Does the model elicit fruitful thinking as teachers grapple
with problems? All right, is the juice worth the squeeze? Do you
get something out of it by doing it? Is it worth the time and the
effort to do? Obviously, you're not going to do something if it's
super-duper difficult and it doesn't really pay off in the end as
much.

Don Heberer:

Then you look obviously at the technology role. Does the model
treat the technology as a means for achieving specific pedagogical
or other benefits, rather than an end to itself? We're not just using
technology just for the sake of using technology, so we've checked
off that technology box. No, the technology needs to have a
specific role.

Don Heberer:

And then the next one is the scope. Okay? Is it something that can
be fine-tuned and focused specifically in, or can it be scaled to a
larger paradigm? And then lastly, and frankly, my opinion, the
most important, does the model emphasize students and student
outcomes? A lot of times we focus on what the teacher's doing
with the technology, but we really should be focusing on what the
students should be doing with the technology, to drive those
learning outcomes that we're seeking.

Don Heberer:

So, I'm going to go over some popular models. This is the most
popular model. This is the SAMR model. It's been around for
about 12 to 13 years now. It is substitution, augmentation
modification and redefinition. Substitution technology acts as a
substitute with no functional change. You're just taking something
that you've done the old-fashioned way without technology and
now replacing it. Let's say you've written notes on a chalkboard,
and now you're doing notes that are typed up in a PowerPoint, or
even typed up on a transparency, let's just even say. So that's a
direct substitute, no functional change.
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Don Heberer:

Let's say you take those same notes and now you add video and
animations and maybe diagrams and things like that, that you
didn't really have the ability to do with the chalkboard. Now you're
maybe in the augmentation phase and these are both pillars under
the enhancement section.

Don Heberer:

If we wanted to modify a lesson that technology allows for
significant test redesign. So, let's just say you had your students
type up essays or stories or something like that in Microsoft Word
but now you're going to switch it over and you're going to use
something like Google Docs, and you're going to allow the
students to collaborate with each other in real time on the same
document. Well, that technology is a modification. It allows for
significant task redesign. So now the students can do things that
they wouldn't be able to easily do before. Back then they would
have to probably... Without that they may have to save the files
and only one person can be in at a time but now with something
like Google Docs, you can have one file and multiple people in.

Don Heberer:

And then lastly, the last stage of the SAMR model is redefinition.
Its analogy allows for the creation of new tasks, previously
inconceivable. So, something like a virtual field trip using Google
Expeditions or Nearpod VR or something like that, where you
couldn't really do it without the technology. I mean, I guess if you
could go to certain places, it would be an expensive field trip. But
with Google VR or Nearpod VR, you can go to places like the
moon, which is pretty inconceivable for most, K through 12
students. So that would be a redefinition.

Don Heberer:

So, this is a very popular model. We're going to take a look at this
in a little, [inaudible 00:07:01]. the second most popular model is
the TPACK model. And the TPACK model looks at really three
different main circles here. And they divide into technological
pedagogical. I'm sorry, technological knowledge, content
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. So that's the TK in purple
here, the CK in blue and the PK in yellow.

Don Heberer:

And if you look, there's four different areas, they overlap. So, these
two overlap in technological pedagogical knowledge, these two
overlap and technological content knowledge, and these two
overlap with pedagogical content knowledge. So again, just the
technological knowledge is the technology understanding
technology. The content is understanding the content, math, social
studies, science, whatever it is and the pedagogical is
understanding the method of learning or the method of teaching.
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Don Heberer:

And you see this kind of sweet spot in the middle here, this dark
green? This is really where you're supposed to strive for as a
teacher. You're supposed to get technological pedagogical content
knowledge, all in your lesson. But there's a little problem with that.
And if we look at Khan's model, we can see that there's some short
fallings for both SAMR and TPACK. For instance, SAMR, the
clarity. It's a little unclear where substitution begins or ends and
augmentation begins. That could be a little subjective.

Don Heberer:

Also, for fruitfulness, levels of distinctions may not be meaningful
for practitioners. You may not care if you're doing augmentation
versus modification. There's really no added benefit or anything
fruitful out of that. And there's no mention of student focus. Yeah,
it's implied, but it's not explicit. So, it could be very easy for a
teacher to kind of lose the idea of the student focus.

Don Heberer:

And then you look at TPACK. TPACK, for a lot of people is kind
of just a little too abstract. It's a little difficult to understand where
exactly you should be focused. It talks about at a high level, what
you should be incorporating, but it doesn't really give a means to
specific examples.

Don Heberer:

And then we look at some other models. I'll just explain, we have
[low team inaudible 00:00:09:25] heat model, probably one of the
third, most popular models that incorporates higher order thinking,
engaged learning technology use and ethernet connections. And
then there's a couple other models too. The problem with a lot of
these models is that they don't focus on the students and sometimes
they're difficult for teachers to understand. Sometimes there's too
many levels. Sometimes there's not enough levels. Sometimes the
distinction between the levels is unclear.

Don Heberer:

And that's where PICRAT comes in. So PICRAT is a relatively
new educational technology integration model. It was first
developed by Royce Kimmons in 2016, but it was first published
in 2018. So, it's about two years old. So, let's show a quick little
video and it's going to explain PICRAT. But before I do, is there
any questions? If your mic is muted, you can unmute and ask any
questions, if you have any. If not, just say you're good to go.

Participant #01...:

Yeah. We're good to go. Thanks.

Don Heberer:

Okay. I'm going to hit play. Just want to just let me know if you
hear it.

Participant #01...:

Okay.
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Don Heberer:

It didn't pop up. Hold on. Let me... Give me one second here. Oh,
it's because I'm at school. Hang on. I'm going to cut all this out.
Don't worry.

Video:

When new technologies are invented, they often provide many new
ways of thinking and doing things. For example, how have
smartphones changed the way we live and work? Or tablets? Or
even the internet? However, one problem we have as humans is
that often we can't imagine very well the new possibilities
available from new technologies. So instead, we use them just to
do the same things we have always done before.

Video:

Teachers struggle with this too. We often teach the way we were
taught and struggle to think of how we could teach better, based on
the technologies we have, that our teachers did not have. Richard
Culotta former director of the Office of Educational Technology
for the U.S. Department of Education, shared the following
concern.

Video:

Here's the issue. If we are not careful, if we are not super cautious
about all the decisions we make in a very short amount of time, by
the time the freshmen that are in this room have graduated, we will
have a complete digital replica of the traditional practices that are
not working today. And we will have everything that we have now.
It will just be on a screen instead of on paper and it will be just as
ineffective and it will cost a whole lot of money, and we'll be just
as stuck as we will, not have another ticket to play, to be able to
make a change.

Video:

Our goal is to help you think critically about the technology you'll
use in your classroom and to begin to see the potential technology
has, to transform and engage students in the learning experience, in
new ways.

Video:

To begin, we're going to show you a technology integration
framework. Frameworks are tools we use to begin conversations.
In this case, conversations about how we should use technology to
improve student learning. Let me introduce the RAT model.

Video:

The first letter R represents replacement. Replacement can mean
the following: One changes the appearance or dressing of our
practices, but not the practice itself, making digital copies of
traditional practices, recycling instruction. Two, it doesn't affect
teaching or learning practices and behaviors. Three, can still be a
useful use of technology because it can increase access. For
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example, a digital worksheet won't get lost or eaten by your dog,
but it doesn't really impact or improve learning.
Video:

The A in RAT equals amplifying. In other words, technology
improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new functions to
original tasks. The T in RAT equals transforming. It introduces
new activities in learning that are impossible without technology.
Take away the technology, take away the learning too.

Video:

Next in our PICRAT model is the PIC portion. P equals passive. In
other words, students are observers, bystanders in their learning.
The I equal interactive. Students engage in material in an
interactive way. They are active learners. The C equals creative.
Students are creating materials themselves. They are creative
learners instead of passive or active ones. This is the apex of
student engagement and students often learn deeper when they
have to create something by using the content.

Video:

By combining PIC and RAT together, we create a matrix of the
many different way’s technology can influence teaching and
learning. You could use a technology that replaces a face-to-face
conversation and where students are passive learners, such as a
video lecture or where they get to interact back through
technology, such as a video conversation, or where they get to
learn by creating their own videos, in a way that completely
transforms the way you typically teach.

Video:

The PICRAT model is a great tool for helping you think about
your teaching and how you use technology in the classroom. None
of the squares on the matrix is necessarily a bad way to teach.
Sometimes it's good to be a passive learner, for example, and listen
to others, such as in this video. But a good teacher will continually
evaluate their practice and think how they can improve.

Video:

Using the PICRAT model can help you think about what kinds of
ways you could use technology, that will help students be more
active and creative as learners, in ways that transform your
teaching to levels you hadn't considered before.

Video:

So, when you hear about a new technology, don't just ask what it
can do for you that you already are doing anyway, think PICRAT
and see if there's a way this technology can help you transform
your teaching in positive ways.

Don Heberer:

Okay, so let's take look at PICRAT here. So PICRAT, it has two
different axes here on the X axis. The teachers' use of knowledge
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technology and traditional practice. Does it replace the traditional
practice amplify, the traditional practice, or transform it? And then
we have the Y axis, the student's relationship to the tech. Is it
passive, interactive or creative?
Don Heberer:

So, let's look at the student's relationship first and the Y axis.
Students are observers, bystanders, and learning. That would be
passive. So, for the most of this training here, it's passive because
I'm doing the talking. You're just watching or listening. Interactive
would be, if there's some type of engagement. Students engage in
the material in a direct way. They're active learners. There's a back
and forth between the students and the teachers in any way.

Don Heberer:

And then creative is the students are actually creating materials.
So, there's some type of tangible, digital or tangible resource or
something that they've created after they're done. And it could be
interactive beforehand and it could be passive, but at the end,
there's some type of creative material that they've done.

Don Heberer:

The other part is the teachers' use of the technology. So, there's
replacement, which is really just change the appearance of the
practices or dressings. It doesn't affect any of the learning
outcome. It doesn't necessarily improve the learning. It may
increase access. It may be able to get to more people, or it may be
easier to disseminate the material, but it doesn't increase the
learning. But then you have amplifying which the technology
improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new functions to
original tasks. And that would be amplification.

Don Heberer:

And then lastly, transformation is new activities that are not
possible without the technology. So, take away the technology, you
would take the way the learning experience. So, this flow chart
kind of helps us understand the RAT part. And then the
infographics on the bottom help us understand the PIC part.

Don Heberer:

So, I'm going to actually do the PIC part first, because I think it's a
little easier and a little more straightforward. So, you have passive
is when the content is really just coming from the teacher and the
students are just kind of watching and not really engaging directly
or interactive with the lessons here. Interactive is when the
students and the teacher have some type of back and forth, or the
technology has some back and forth and the students are actually
manipulating things that happen to do with the technology.

Don Heberer:

And then lastly, the creative is when it's all said and done, the
students have something that they've made, that wasn't there
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before, when they're using the technology. And as we know, with
student engagement, that usually increases student engagement,
increases, learning, and remembering what they've done and recall,
and being able to transfer it to two other areas of their lives or their
skills.
Don Heberer:

Let's look at the RAT part. The RAT part is a little more difficult
to discern the difference of, but if you ask these two questions, it
definitely helps. So, number one, you're going to ask, for given any
particular technology are the achieved learning outcomes better
than they would have been without the technology or low-tech
solution? So, if you could have done the lesson with a chalkboard
or an interactive whiteboard, and you would have achieved the
exact same task or outcome, but you used the interactive
whiteboard, it would be a replacement. However, if the learning
activities were better with that technology, then you slide over to
the next question.

Don Heberer:

Could the activity have reasonably been done without the
technology or a lower tech solution, okay? And if it could have
been done, then you might have amplification. Okay? But if, no, it
was not possible, then you have transformation. So that kind of
helps you. Those two questions, how determine where you are at.

Don Heberer:

And we have 12 participants in this study right now. So, what I did
is I took your responses from your survey, based on your lesson,
examples that you gave me and I mapped it to PICRAT. So, we
can take a look at some of these. I'll just go through a couple of
them. We'll just pick a random one here. And we'll take a look on
how that falls on the PICRAT matrix.

Don Heberer:

So, one here is an example of how-to analogies in the classroom,
by creating HyperDocs. HyperDocs is kind of like a Google Doc
that has... Think of it like a fillable worksheet, but it also could
have videos in it. It also could have quizzes and games and things
like that. HyperDocs might be an example of an interactive
document that transforms learning, right? You couldn't do that
with a worksheet. You couldn't do that without the HyperDoc... It's
not really technology, but the HyperDoc kind of mentality of
creating that. So, it's an interactive and it's a transformation.

Don Heberer:

Let's look at something else here, like Flipgrid. Here's a great one.
Flipgrid is a tool that allows teachers to create a prompt for
students and then students could create, using their phones or their
Chromebooks or whatever, video responses back. And students get
to then take that video and they add text to it and they could add
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emojis and flare and badges and a whole bunch of other stuff that
would be a transformation and a creative one, because you can't do
that without the technology. It's just not possible. And it's creative
because the students are creating content. They're creating videos.
They're creating a response. They're adding different things to it.
So that's why that's that highest level of the creative transform or
the CT level.
Don Heberer:

And you look at some of these other ones here. You have this one.
This one would be a passive thing. Students use Chromebooks to
research a budget and establish financial goals. Okay, we're just
using research. That would be something that might be just
passive, right? We're just reading material to research. It would be
amplification because it's on the computer, where it's not
something they were just reading out of a textbook or something
like that.

Don Heberer:

So, I've mapped all the different responses to kind of a Meta- Chart
here and this looks at everyone's responses, in one kind of spot.
And if you see, the most majority of the options here are in the
interactive amplifiers because you can kind of look and see some
of the outliers. You only have a little bit of passive replacement;
you only have a little bit of CT and then you have some other
things in the corners. This is a pretty good bell curve, if you will,
of what people are currently doing in the classroom.

Don Heberer:

So, when you're looking at some of this stuff, you might want to
look and see, hmm, what am I doing? Where does that fall and
PICRAT and what could I do to move it along the PICRAT
matrix? Maybe I'm currently in the amplifies section and I'm
passive. Hmm. What could I do to make this more interactive and
move up here? Or maybe it's still passive, but maybe I want to do
something that's transforms. Or maybe I want to move up
diagonally, which would be even better.

Don Heberer:

So PICRAT could be used not as a planning tool, but it also can be
used as a reflective tool, to kind of see where you're at and where
you want to get to. And that's kind of one of the powerful things
about PICRAT.

Don Heberer:

So, we're going to take a moment here and this is my interactive
part because I wouldn't want to just be a passive replacement type
of person here on this PD session. I wanted to just do a brief little
quiz here. So, if you could just unmute your mic, we're going to
take a look at one of these or a couple of these examples here. Let's
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just look at number one. What do you think that would fall under?
A teacher uses PowerPoint as part of her lecture.
Participant #01...:

I would say the PR box.

Don Heberer:

So that would be passive and it would be a replacement. And these
questions were pulled from Royce Kimmons' website, the person
who created the PICRAT model. And yes, you are correct. So
according to his answer key you are correct and I would agree with
you. Let's take a look at number five. Students write answers to
math problems on an interactive whiteboard.

Participant #01...:

I would say IR.

Don Heberer:

Yep. That would be interactive replacement. Interactive because
you're using an interactive whiteboard, so there is some type of
interaction with the students there, but it is a replacement to the
chalkboard or the whiteboard or whatever it was, right?

Participant #01...:

Yeah.

Don Heberer:

Let's look at another one here. Let's look at number eight. Students
make an animated video to tell a story.

Participant #01...:

Well, it's definitely creative and I guess it would either be CA or
CT, depending on what they're making a story about, but if they
are creating, probably CT, I would say.

Don Heberer:

Yep. So, in this case, sometimes it's hard to tell the difference
between amplifies and transforms, depending on... We probably
need a little bit more information to tell the difference, but CA or
CT were several answers for that one. So, I think you kind of have
a good grasp of the PICRAT matrix here.

Don Heberer:

So, I guess the second to last slide here, how can educators begin
to implement PICRAT? So again, look at this flow chart for RAT,
it helps you determine the RAT part, the replacement amplification
transformation. And then obviously these infographics help you
determine passive interactive and creative.

Don Heberer:

I feel like passive interactive and creative is pretty much straight
forward. The kids aren't doing anything, it's passive. If they are
doing something, it's interactive and if they're doing something that
they create something at the end, it's creative, but these
infographics can kind of help. So, at this point, I would pause for
any questions and comments based on the PDs.
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Participant #01...:

Well, it was awesome. And I mean, everything that I've learned so
far in EdTech, I mean the PICRAT model is great. It really lays it
out nicely in a matrix and explains how to, I don't want to use the
word amplify, but really, I mean, amplify or transform your
already well-made lessons. You don't necessarily have to recreate
the wheel, but maybe adding a few things or you could really make
a difference in the lesson.

Don Heberer:

Great. So, what's going to happen next is you're going to get a post
survey. Let's post a PD survey, just to answer some questions
regarding educational technology models in general and your
thoughts on PICRAT. And then a couple days later, I'm going to
send out another survey that's going to just ask for three lessons or
activities. They don't have to be full-fledged lessons, but three
activities utilizing education technology, that you would develop
after learning about the PICRAT model.

Don Heberer:

So, in a perfect world, I would have actually done observations and
we would have done it over the course of a year and I would have
seen, maybe some difference, but because of COVID, we're going
to just do hypotheticals and planning the lesson, not necessarily
actually delivering the lesson. So that's what's going to happen
next. And then at that point, depending on the data collection, most
people will be done. A couple of people we've selected for some
follow up questions in an interview.

Participant #01...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

All right. So, I'm actually going to stop. Hold on. Stop sharing, and
stop the recording.
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APPENDIX O
Professional Development Session Transcript
Session 05 – July 6, 10:00 AM

Don Heberer:

Okay. It looks like everybody is on. So, first off, thank you again
for participating in this study. I know with everything going on,
being the end of the year, being a year where we had a pandemic
and teachers were forced to teach remotely, or online for the first
time is probably the worst year to ask you to do anything extra. So,
I do appreciate taking the time to be part of the study. And I know
there's a bunch of surveys and it's a commitment as far as time for
the professional development session. So, I do want to express my
gratitude for you participating in this study. What am I going to be
doing here is I'm going to go be going through a brief professional
development presentation here, talking about some of the things
that are related to the study and at the end we'll have some time to
talk a little bit and then you'll get a follow up survey?

Don Heberer:

The topic that I'm doing for this project for my dissertation for St.
John's University is teacher perceptions, instructional practice with
the PIC-RAT model of integration. So, if you don't know the PICRAT model, that's fine. You're not necessarily supposed to. That's
what this professional development session is going to be on. My
name is Don Hebert. I'm a doctoral candidate at St. John's
University. My mentor is Dr. A. So, I'm going to go get started.
Just give me a thumbs up if you can see my screen, or unmute your
mic and just say yes or no.

Participant #03...:

I see it.

Participant #04...:

Yes.

Don Heberer:

Okay, great. Perfect. Here we go. All right. So, first things we want
to take a look at is really the history of educational technology
integration. So, if you think about it, technology in the classroom
has always been around. At some point, a chalkboard was new
technology for the classroom. The ability to write on a rock with a
softer rock was technology at one point. But obviously over time,
we look at technology in the classroom more of electronics, in a lot
of ways, right? So, when you first think of technology, now you
probably think of electronics, or computers, or some form of those,
right? But technology has always been around in the classroom.
Especially since post world war two, after people started coming
back from the war, there was a lot of teachers that were teaching
that were not necessarily qualified.
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Don Heberer:

So, the education system started looking professional development,
and started looking at some of the technologies that were starting
to bloom after the war. There was a movement towards a way to
quantify, or measure, or evaluate some of the technologies that
were done, or used in a classroom. There have been ways over the
last couple of decades, especially to look at standard-based
technology integration. So, if you look at the ISTE standards, or
the NET standards, as they were previously called. The
international society of technology and education has developed
standards for students, teachers, administrators, and what they call
coaches, which are technology integration specialists. There've
been other models to do content-based technology integration, so
you look at science and these are the standards that should be for
science. Math and technology, those are all kind of in that steam
kind of umbrella.

Don Heberer:

They're also been skill-based technology matrix over the years.
One of the more popular ones are the four C's of 21st century
learning, which would be similar to back in the day, they used to
have the three RS writing, reading, and arithmetic. Now we have
the four C's, the four C's are communication, collaboration,
creativity, and critical thinking. There have been pushes to look at
relationship-based integration models. There are ways that you
look at the relationship between the technology, the teacher
pedagogy, and also the content. We're going to take a look at some
of the more popular models really quick, and then we'll dive into
the newer PIC-RAT model. So before we look into the models, we
have to look at ways that you can potentially evaluate an
integration model. Right here is, comes model for six criteria and
guiding questions for evaluating technology integration models.

Don Heberer:

Here are the six criteria. So the first one here is clarity. Is the
model simple, clear, and easy to understand? So I like to say that if
you look at it, can you just kind of get it? Can you read the little
model and understand everything pretty quickly? The other piece
you want to look at is the compatibility. Well, you don't want to
reinvent the wheel. You don't want to change your entire teaching
strategy and how you've been teaching in order to use this model.
Is it compatible with what you're doing, your existing educational
practices, and therefore, is it valuable? We look at the next part,
fruitfulness. Does it elicit fruitful thinking? So you can grapple
with problems of technology integration. Is it something that you
can get something out of? Is it something that's going to give you a
benefit. Then you want to look at the technology role. Does the
model treat technology integration as a means for achieving
specific pedagogical or other benefits rather than an end to itself?
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Don Heberer:

Oftentimes when school districts look to implement new
technology, sometimes they just throw the technology in. They
give a quick little PD and they move on. Sometimes teachers feel
the pressure to use the technology just because their administrator
told them to, or the district bought it, so I must use it. Well, you
want to look at models that look at the technology as a tool, just
another tool in your tool belt. Then you look and see which
technology best fits your lesson. Scope, is it something that's
scalable? Is it something that you can either use at a very, very
specific level? Or can you use it as a high level? And then lastly,
and probably in my opinion, the most important, does the model
clearly emphasize students and the student outcomes?

Don Heberer:

We're going to look at a couple of models here and see how they
fit on the focus piece. By the way you guys, I know you're all
muted here. If at any point you have a question or a comment, you
can feel free to unmute and jump in. We will have time at the end
to have questions as well, and comments. All right, so this model is
one of the more popular models. This is considered the SAMR
model of technology integration by Dr. Ruben Puentedura. This is
about now 14 years old, so it's been around a while, but it's pretty
popular among a lot of teachers. We're just going to go through it
really quickly, just kind of see it as a jumping off point. So when
you're looking at technology integration, let's just say you normally
had students type up an essay, or something on let's say Microsoft
Word. That could honestly be substitution right there, rather than a
typewriter, but let's be real. No one uses a typewriter anymore.

Don Heberer:

So a substitution would be something like that. An augmentation
would be now instead of using Microsoft Word, you're using
maybe Google docs. So the augmentation is a direct substitute, but
it has functional improvement because Google docs automatically
saves. You could also save Word online too, if you use the office
365. But Google docs automatically saves. You have revision
history, you have things like that. That definitely has a functional
improvement. Then you look at something like modification,
would be the next level, and that would be in a transformation cap.
So the technology allows for some significant task redesign. So
now you can do things that you couldn't do before. So maybe in
this case, taking it even a step further, with modification, now,
maybe you do collaboration with the Google docs. So now your
students can collaborate and maybe they can use it for group
projects.

Don Heberer:

They can all work on the same Google slides, or something
together where you don't have one kid sit in front of the computer
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and telling kids what to do. They all can contribute in real time,
that would be a modification. Then a redefinition, let's take a look
at another lesson. Let's say I'm doing a virtual field trip, might be a
redefinition, because redefinition technology allows the creation of
new tasks previously inconceivable. A virtual field trip, for
instance, maybe you can just go quickly to Paris and take a look,
walk the Paris streets. Now, could your students do that? Sure. You
could do a scheduled field trip. Plane overseas, the cost of it would
be astronomical, obviously. Is it possible? Sure. But it's not really
feasible. There's also trips that you can take to the moon. So that's
something that's not as feasible.
Don Heberer:

So there's a lot of things that you can do with technology that you
couldn't do without it and this would be redefinition in the SAMR
model. Another model that's pretty popular is the T-PACK model.
So the T-PACK model has three circles of context here. The first
one, the purple one, here is the technological knowledge. The blue
one here is the content knowledge, and the yellow one is the
pedagogical knowledge. So the technological knowledge is
obviously using the technology piece. The content is really your
subject area, your social studies, your math, your science, your
world languages, whatever it is. The pedagogical is really how
you're teaching that, or how the students are learning. You see how
they overlap in different ways and the middle is really what you're
focusing on to try to reach. The three-way overlap between these
areas to get to the T-PACK, the technological, pedagogical,
content knowledge, and that's really those two models.

Don Heberer:

If we look at [Cuns 00:11:00] evaluation here, we can kind of see
some issues here. So for the SAMR model, it's kind of unclear
where substitution and augmentation really change. As you saw in
my example, they can sometimes overlap. So they may not be
meaningful for practitioners. Also, the student focus, the student
activities are implied, but there's not really any explicit definition
at each level. And the T-PACK is sometimes a little too abstract
for a lot of teachers to implement. So it's not really necessarily
either compatible, or clear, what you're actually doing. So it's kind
of an idea, but it doesn't give you specific guidelines. So those are
some of the issues with that. We take a look at, this is another
model here. This is the third, most popular model, is the low T, or
the HEAT model, which incorporates hierarchal thinking, engaged
learning, authentic connections, and technology use.

Don Heberer:

There's different stands here about how the technology is used.
One thing that's nice about this, is it could be used as more of an
evaluation tool. Whereas some of the other ones are looked at more
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of a planning tool. Again, some of the criticisms, or limitations of
these is there's too many levels. It's sometimes difficult where
teachers may not agree with where they fit on that. And we're
going to look at the RAT model in a second, but the RAT model is
another model that it's kind of difficult to understand the one piece
of it, because it doesn't have the student focus. But, we're going to
take a look at something that changes that a little bit. All right, so
I'm going to go ahead and play this video. I just want to make sure
that everyone can hear it. So hold on here.
Video:

When new technologies are invented, they often provide many new
ways of thinking and doing things. For example, how have
smartphones changed the way we live and work, or tablets, or even
the internet? However, one problem we have as humans is that
often we can't imagine very well the new possibilities available
from new technologies. So instead, we use them just to do the
same things we have always done before. Teachers struggle with
this too. We often teach the way we were taught and struggle to
think of how we could teach better based on the technologies we
have, that our teachers did not have. Richard Culotta, former
director of the office of educational technology for the US
Department of Education shared the following concern.

Dr. Richard Cul...:

Here's the issue. If we are not careful, if we are not super cautious
about all the decisions we make in a very short amount of time, by
the time the freshmen that are in this room have graduated. We
will have a complete digital replica of the traditional practices that
are not working today. We will have everything that we have now.
It will just be on a screen instead of on paper and it will be just as
ineffective and it'll cost a whole lot of money. We'll be just as
stuck as we will not have another ticket to play to be able to make
a change.

Video:

Our goal is to help you think critically about the technology you'll
use in your classroom. To begin to see the potential technology has
to transform and engage students in the learning experience in new
ways to begin. To begin, we're going to show you a technology
integration framework. Frameworks are tools we use to begin
conversations. In this case, conversations about how we should use
technology to improve student learning. Let me introduce the RAT
model. The first letter R represents replacement. Replacement can
mean the following, one, changes the appearance or dressing of our
practices, but not the practice itself, making digital copies of
traditional practices, recycling instruction. Two, it doesn't affect
teaching, or learning practices and behaviors. Three, can still be a
useful use of technology because it can increase access. For
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example, a digital worksheet won't get lost or eaten by your dog,
but it doesn't really impact or improve learning.
Video:

The A in RAT equals amplifying. In other words, technology
improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new functions to
original tasks. The T in RAT equals transforming. It introduces
new activities and learning that are impossible without technology.
Take away the technology, take away the learning too. Next in our
PIC-RAT model is the PIC portion. P equals passive. In other
words, students are observers, bystanders in their learning. The I
equals interactive. Students engage in material in an interactive
way, they are active learners. The C equals creative. Students are
creating materials themselves. They are creative learners, instead
of passive or active ones. This is the apex of student engagement
and students often they're deeper when they have to create
something, using the content. By combining PIC and RAT
together, we create a matrix of the many different ways technology
can influence teaching and learning.

Video:

You could use a technology that replaces a face to face
conversation and where students are passive learners, such as a
video lecture, or where they get to interact back through
technology. Such as a video conversation, or where they get to
learn by creating their own videos in a way that completely
transforms the way you typically teach. The PIC-RAT model is a
great tool for helping you to think about your teaching and how
you use technology in the classroom. None of the squares on the
matrix is necessarily a bad way to teach. Sometimes it's good to be
a passive learner, for example, and listen to others, such as in this
video. But a good teacher will continually evaluate their practice
and think how they can improve. Using the PIC RAT model can
help you think about what kinds of ways you could use technology
that will help students be more active and creative as learners, and
ways that transform your teaching to levels you hadn't considered
before. So when you hear about a new technology, don't just ask
what it can do for you that you already are doing anyway, think
PIC RAT and see if there's a way this technology can help you
transform your teaching in positive ways.

Don Heberer:

Okay. So that the PIC RAT matrix by Royce Kimmons who started
developing it in 2016 and published it in 2018. So it's relatively
about two years old and it's a fresh take on looking at technology
integration in the classroom. So let's just review it really quickly,
and then we'll look at some examples. So if you look at the X axis,
the teachers use the technology. It looks at, if you see that there's a
blank in there at the bottom, it says teachers' use of tech blank,
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traditional practice. We look at it and we see, all right, does it
replace, amplify, or transforms the traditional practice? So again,
replacement would really just, I'll just jump ahead real quick. Just
to come back. Replace just changed the appearance of the practice
or dressings, but does not change the practice itself. It can increase
access but does not necessarily improve the learning.
Don Heberer:

So with, or without the technology, the learning is basically the
same, but it can maybe increase the access. Then you look at
amplifying. The technology improve the efficiency of tasks, or
introduces new functions to original tasks. And then lastly, the
transforming, it introduces new activities to learning that are
impossible without technology. Take away the technology, take
away the learning too. So you might recognize these, these are
very similar to some of the ones in the SAMR model, but the thing
that's nice about PIC RAT is it doesn't just look at the teachers use
of technology, like some of the other models. It also looks at the
student's piece, and that's that Y axis here. So it looks and sees that
the students passive, are they just observers, bystanders, just
watching something. Or are they interactive where they're
engaging in the material so they're actively learning. Or are they
even creative where they're creating materials themselves. So
they're creative learners that rather than interactive or passive ones.

Don Heberer:

So when you kind of put this together, you can kind of use this
flow chart to determine what level of RAT you're on, and what
level of PIC you're on. So, again, let's look at the bottom here first,
because I think it's a little easier to determine passive, interactive,
or creative. So when it's passive, the students are just observing or
watching. The content is coming from really just back and forth
between the teacher. The students are just kind of watching it.
Whereas interactive, there is interactivity between the content, not
only the teacher, but also the students. They're getting some
feedback, and they're able to have kind of a voice. Then creative,
you also have that interactivity, but at the end, the students have
something tangible. A product or something that they've created
that wouldn't exist before that lesson was done. So this could be
something physical or digital, but there's something that's created
at the end.

Don Heberer:

When you look at the RAT piece, the teacher's involvement, you
use this flowchart to ask yourself these two questions. First, are the
achieved learning objectives of the activity clearly better than they
would have been without the technology, or via a low tech
solution? If the answer is no, but you're still using the technology,
you're going to be at a replacement level. So again, maybe it's you
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had overhead transparencies and now they're typed up in a
PowerPoint, and they're just easy to read, that would be a
replacement. But, if the answer is yes. The outcomes are better
with the technology, then you're going to go over here and you're
going to say, "All right, could the activity have reasonably been
done without technology, or via a low tech solution?"
Don Heberer:

Then it's amplification if the answer is yes. If the answer is no, that
none of this can be done without the technology, then you're in a
transformation. So you can use these questions to determine
replacement, amplification and transformation. All right. So let's
take a look at some specifics here. We have 12 participants in this
study, and each of you submitted your three lessons that you've
done this year. Now, somewhere where prior to COVID, some
were during COVID. So they definitely varied a little bit. So if
we're looking at here, we're not going to go through all of these.
There's 36 of these, but we're going to take a look at some of these.
So for this person, they did Screencastify for listening
comprehension, and they listened to an oral script by using a
practice exam link with the multiple choice answers. Okay. So in
that case, Screencastify would be passive. You could maybe make
an argument that because they use the practice exam and maybe
interactive, it's kind of two technologies together.

Don Heberer:

So if you're combining both of these, it might be considered
interactive. It definitely would be an amplification because you
definitely are using a video, things like that. If you look at this ed
puzzle, if you're not familiar with ed puzzle, ed puzzle will take
any video, whether you've created it, or you found it on YouTube,
or other video sites, and ask questions in the middle of the video,
which is pretty cool. Then there's voice thread. Voice thread allows
students to record a video of themselves, or basically speak and
have it recorded. So obviously that would be a creative thing, and
it would be something amplified. I don't know if it's a
transformation because you probably could do that in person, but
the amplification piece is definitely in there and the creative pieces
in there.

Don Heberer:

All right. So we can go through a couple of these here. I'll just pick
a random one and stop. Here's a good one. This one is person use
Flipgrid. So Flipgrid is a fantastic, fantastic tool. If you're not
using Flipgrid, you definitely should check it out. It's similar to
voice thread, it allows you to record, but the thing that makes
Flipgrid a little bit more special is you can add text on top of it.
You can add emojis, you can add a flare, you can add different
pictures, and things like that. It really allows the students to kind of
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and their own kind of personality to what they're doing. So not
only do they get to record the video and the audio, you can do
comments back and forth between the teachers. So that would be
not only creative, but that would be maybe a transformation.
Don Heberer:

And we can look at some of these other ones that people
submitted. Let's keep going here. iMovie would be another
example of something that's creative transformation because
students create their own video. We'll go to Quizzlet here.
Quizzlet, obviously would be an interactive one because they can
go back and forth. They get the feedback and it would be an
amplification because you definitely have better learning outcomes
with using that technology. But necessarily, it wouldn't be a
transformation because you could use, potentially, a lower tech
solution like those index cards. These are some ways to kind of
look through, PIC-RAT.

Don Heberer:

Now, I actually took the data and made it like a Metta chart. So
this is everyone's submissions on one PIC-RAT matrix. You can
see how where we've fallen here. We have a big chunk in the
middle here. A lot of people are kind of interactive amplification,
but you have some people up in the creative transformation, and
you have some people down in the passive replacement. Now,
passive replacements, not necessarily bad. Passive sometimes does
have its merits. Right now, this presentation's pretty passive, but
you can look at the PIC-RAT matrix as either evaluation tool to
what you're currently doing, or as a planning tool to say, "All right,
here's where my lessons at. What can I do to make it maybe more
interactive or creative? Or maybe what can I do to amplify that the
traditional practice or transform the traditional practice?" You
definitely want to try to get closer to this L right here. This outer,
see the top row, or this last column here and the apex here is that
creative transform that CT area.

Don Heberer:

All right. So here's where I'm going to ask you guys to unmute
your mic. We're going to do some practice problems here, so to
speak. All right. So let's see, let's do number one and see what we
come up with. Well, so where would this fall on the PIC-RAT
matrix? So any of you guys feel free to unmute your mic. Let's see,
a teacher uses PowerPoint as part of her lecture.

Participant #06...:

PR.

Don Heberer:

Okay, so we think that's PR?

Participant #03...:

Yes
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Don Heberer:

Everyone agrees PR?

Participant #03...:

Yep.

Don Heberer:

So, that answer is, according to Royce Kimon's website, and the
PIC-RAT matrix, PR is correct. It would just be a replacement, and
it's passive. All right. Let's take another one. Let's look at number
four. So four students play an online role playing game about John
Smith and Pocahontas.

Participant #06...:

Definitely interactive.

Don Heberer:

Okay, great.

Participant #03...:

And I think it's T as well, I don't think they're creating anything
here, but you can't really play as John Smith and Pocahontas
without some transformation.

Participant #04...:

Yeah, that sounds good.

Don Heberer:

Yeah. So according to their website, it's only an amplifies, but I
agree with you. I would think, maybe if it wasn't online, maybe
there's like a role playing game in a box, like a D&D kind of thing.
But I agree with you. I think it's a transformation. So, but yeah,
according to their website, it's just an amplifies. Okay, what other
ones let's take a look at? Let's do number eight. Students make an
animated video to tell a story.

Participant #06...:

CT, or maybe CA because they could draw it out.

Don Heberer:

Yep. So, the correct answer is, we would either accept CA, or CT.
So yeah, they guess they could draw out the animation, those flip
books or whatever, but I think an animated video would definitely
make more sense. So I definitely think it's CT. All right. So I think
you guys kind of get a good section of this. Let's just do one more,
a teacher designs a WebQuest, or an inquiry driven online lesson
for students to complete on their own time. Anyone want to take a
crack at that?

Participant #06...:

I'm torn between. I don't know. Maybe it's not PA. I landed IA, but
I don't think I'm right.

Don Heberer:

IA is correct. It's interactive application. They said they'd also
accept IT, I guess depending on how interactive it is. So, all right.
So I think we have a pretty good idea. What I want to just do is,
what can you do as a teacher at this point? Again, I know we went
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over this already, but use this flow chart to help determine where
you are on RAT. Also use these infographics to determine where
you are with the PIC piece, then obviously put it together. So that's
some ways that educators can begin to implement PIC-RAT, either
as reflection tool, or planning tool, or maybe both. All right. So the
last thing that I'm going to ask you guys to do, and I'm going to
email you this link. So don't worry about filling it out now, is just
kind of do a post survey about the PIC-RAT model and some of
your perceptions.
Don Heberer:

Then, what I'm going to do in a couple of days is I'm just going to
ask you guys to submit three more lesson examples, or activities
that you do, and they don't have to be full lessons. Just activities
that you've used with technology. Now that you've seen the PICRAT model. Obviously in a perfect world, I would've actually
came to your classrooms and done these observations, but with
COVID-19 we have to shift and it's going to be more of a
hypothetical because you're not going to be able to do these with
the students, also because it's the summer. You would just write
what you would do with your students in the survey. All right. So
is there any questions or comments? What do we think of this
model?

Participant #03...:

I enjoyed the PIC-RAT model a lot. Are we going to get a copy of
this presentation so we can actually use it and implement in our
class?

Don Heberer:

You absolutely will. Yep. You will get a copy of this presentation
along with the survey.

Participant #04...:

I'm glad that someone asked that, I was going to ask the same
thing. If we could get a copy, please.

Don Heberer:

Absolutely.

Participant #04...:

Thank you.

Participant #06...:

Thanks Don.

Don Heberer:

All right. Any other questions? I'm going to actually stop the
recording at this point.

Participant #03...:

No questions.
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APPENDIX P
Professional Development Session Transcript
Session 06 – July 10, 10:00 AM

Don Heberer:

Hello.

Participant #09...:

Good morning. How are you?

Don Heberer:

Very good. Good morning. Thanks again for coming on.

Participant #09...:

Thank you for accommodating my crazy schedule.

Don Heberer:

Everything's been crazy I think for the last couple of months.
Nothing's normal anymore, right?

Participant #09...:

No, that it's not.

Don Heberer:

All right. So just want to go over a couple of things real quick. So I
am recording this session. I'm just recording the audio, so I have to
have it transcribed for the purpose of the doctorate. What's going
to happen is after I have the recording and the transcript, I'm going
to send you the transcript of it so you can review and make sure
that everything's accurate. And basically, I'm just going to go
through my slides. At some point, I'm going to ask you some
questions. You're the only person for this session, so it's just me
and you.

Participant #09...:

Thank you.

Don Heberer:

And that's really it.

Participant #09...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

All right. And again, thank you. I know this is probably the worst
time in the world to ask teachers to do anything extra. So I do
appreciate you being involved in this study and helping me out.

Participant #09...:

No problem.

Don Heberer:

All right, so can you see my screen? Can you see the presentation?

Participant #09...:

Yes, I can.

Don Heberer:

All right. Great. So I'm going to get started.
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Don Heberer:

All right. So this is the professional development session for my
dissertation. I'm Don Heberer. I'm a doctoral candidate at St. John's
University with my mentor, [Dr. Nunziato, 00:00:23], for the
Department of Administration Instructional Leadership. this study
is Teacher Perceptions and Instructional Practice using the
PICRAT model. And we're going to learn a little bit about
educational technology models in this PD session, and then go
deep into the PICRAT model.

Participant #09...:

Excellent.

Don Heberer:

All right. So let me try to advance the slide here. Where is it?
There we go. Okay. All right. So let's just take a brief look at the
history of educational technology integration. Technology
integration models have been around a while. In the recent years,
they've been adapting to the advent of computers and mobile
devices. But if you go all the way back to 100 years ago,
educational technology was a chalkboard. At one point that was
new technology.

Don Heberer:

We don't look at it that way with our modern perspective.
Nowadays when we think about technology, we think about
electronics and computers and software and things like that. But at
one point, chalkboards were new technology. And if you look at
post World War II, when people started coming back from the war,
during the war, a lot of people were we're in the classroom that
normally wouldn't have been considered qualified for teaching.

Don Heberer:

So there was a big shift with professional development. There was
a big shift with technology as we entered the Cold War and the
Space race. There was a lot of new technologies that were being
developed. And the idea that professional development should
accompany the use of these technologies started to gain root. And
there's a lot of different standards that were developed, standardsbased educational technology models.

Don Heberer:

Prominently, ISTE has been the leader in educational technology
models over the last a couple of decades. That's the International
Society of Technology and Education has developed standards for
teachers, administrators, students, and even technology coaches.
There have been pushes to do content-based standards for
educational technology, where you look at science, math, and
technology, or STEM, as it's been more recently tied to. There's
been content-based standards for those for educational technology.
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Don Heberer:

There also been pushes for skills-based educational technology
integration, where you focus on specific skills. One of the more
prominent ones of that in recent times has been the FourCs of 21st
century learning, which are communication, collaboration, critical
thinking and creativity.

Don Heberer:

And there also been some models that look at relationship-based
technology integration, the relationship between the content, the
technology, and the pedagogy behind it.

Don Heberer:

So when we're looking at different technology integration models,
we can look at ways to evaluate them. And one of the leading ways
to evaluate models is Kimmons and Hall’s- six criteria in guiding
questions for evaluating technology integration models, and you
look at these six criteria.

Don Heberer:

So the first one we look at is clarity. Is the model simple, clear, and
easy to understand? Can you just kind of get it? It's not too
complex. It's something that's easy to understand.

Don Heberer:

Then you look at the compatibility. Does it support existing
educational practices that are deemed valuable to teachers? Can
you integrate it without having to change your entire way of
teaching or what you value as what's important in education? Can
it work with your existing way of doing things?

Don Heberer:

The fruitfulness. Does the model elicit fruitful thinking as teachers
grapple with the problems of technology integration. Can you get
something out of it? Is the juice worth the squeeze, as they say,
right? Is it worth the time and the effort to put in.

Don Heberer:

The technology role. So does the model treat the technology
integration as a means or for achieving some success? Or is it just
an end to itself? Are you using technology just to check off that
box? Or, hey, I'm using technology and you feel like you've moved
on. Or is it kind of a tool as achieving some other pedagogical or
learning outcome? You also can look at the scope. So is it
something that can be used in a particular part of a lesson? Could it
be used as a part of the whole lesson? Could it be used as a unit?
Could it be used as your whole curriculum? Is it something that's
scope or scalable?

Don Heberer:

And then lastly, and what I feel potentially is the most important,
the student focus. Does the model clearly emphasize student and
student outcomes? So are the students being accounted for in the
technology integration model?
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Don Heberer:

So what we're going to do is we're going to look at some of the
popular models for technology integration, and then we'll look at a
PICRAT. So this is probably one of the most known and most
common technology integration model. In fact, in our surveys, this
is the one model that teachers seem to know the most about or
have heard about. This is called the SAMR model. It works on four
different stages in two different clusters of integration. It's been
around since 2005 and Dr. Ruben Puentedura came up with it. It
looks at technology in these four stages.

Don Heberer:

So the first one would be, let's say, if you have students typing up
an essay or something like that. Let's just say, let's go back to a
typewriter. I know we don't use typewriters anymore, but now
instead of a typewriter, now using a word processing program, like
Microsoft Word, technology's a direct substitute with no functional
change. Now you might want to argue that, hey, with a processor,
you can go back and forth. That might be a functional change. So
in that case, it could be potentially more than just a substitution.
But let's just say for now, it's just a substitution.

Don Heberer:

Then you look at something like augmentation. So augmentation
would be something where the technology is functional
improvement. So maybe instead of using Microsoft Word, where
one student is on and writing their own essay, now you have the
functional improvement where now on Google Docs or Microsoft
Word Online, now you can share the document and students can
collaborate on the same document. That would be an
augmentation. And those would be under the enhancement
category.

Don Heberer:

And then you look at the next level would be modifications. So the
technology allows for significant task redesign. Well, that could be
something where you wouldn't necessarily have the same way you
set up a task. Well, maybe now not only are the students
collaborating, but maybe now they're making suggestions and edits
and there's a revision history in there. And you don't have to have
kids go to a computer lab because now you have a set of
Chromebooks or whatever it is. You can actually do things in the
classroom that was it a little difficult to do.

Don Heberer:

And then lastly, the redefinition is the technology allows creation
of new tasks or outcomes that are previously inconceivable. So a
good example of this would be if you use Google Expeditions or
Nearpod VR or something like that, and the kids go on a virtual
field trip to, let's say, France or something like that. Yeah, I guess
they could hop on a plane and do a field trip, but the cost of that
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would be pretty crazy. So it's impossible to do without the
technology. All right. So that would be the SAMR model.
Don Heberer:

We also have the TPACK model. This is another model that looks
at technology integration in a different way. So this one looks at, if
you look at these three circles here, let's look at the purple one
first. That's the technological knowledge. All right, the knowledge
of the technology, understanding technology. Then you look at the
content knowledge. That would be your math, your science, your
social studies, whatever content area. And then you look at the
pedagogical knowledge. How is that being taught and how are the
students learning? And you see how these overlap in these three
areas here, here, and here. And then in the middle here, this is kind
of the apex of everything, where all three of these overlap to get
technological, pedagogical, content knowledge, which is
considered TPACK.

Don Heberer:

So what you want to do is as teacher, if you're using a model like
this, is you want to overlap with the technology, the content and
how the students are learning are all coming together in a cohesive
way. But there's some issues with this. So some of the limitations,
or its criticisms, difficulties of SAMR are as even my example. It's
sometimes difficult to determine the difference between
substitution augmentation. There's not necessarily a clear line.
Some distinctions may not be meaningful for practitioners. There
may not be necessarily a meaning for you to say, all right, well, I'm
going from augmentation to modification. There's nothing really to
kind of shoot for. And the student focus is the implied, but it's not
inherent in each definition.

Don Heberer:

And then if you look at TPACK, TPACK for some teachers is kind
of too abstract and it's not really necessarily fruitful because it's
very high level. It kind of just gives you kind of guidelines, but it
doesn't go specific to what you should necessarily be doing.

Don Heberer:

The next model we're going to look at is, and there's a bunch of
models here. I just listed some of them on the left. But the other
one would be the LoTi HEAT model. And this one incorporates
higher order thinking, think like Bloom's taxonomy, engaged
learning, authentic connections of technology use. And it looks at
the different strands as you should be focusing part of your time on
these different outcomes.

Don Heberer:

But the issue with all these different models is few of them
measure the students' relationships to technology when evaluating
the technology integration. And you look at the LoTi model, too
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many levels are provided, level dissections are difficult, and the
teachers may not agree with the value.
Don Heberer:

And what we want to look towards is we want to look towards this
newer model that started being developed in 2016 by Royce
Kimmons, and was first published in 2018. And this is called the
PICRAT model.

Participant #09...:

Am I supposed to be hearing something?

Don Heberer:

Oh, you don't hear it? Hold on. Let me...

Video Audio:

When new technologies are invented, they often provide many new
ways of thinking and doing things. For example, how have
smartphones changed the way we live in work, or tablets, or even
the Internet? However, one problem we have as humans is that
often we can't imagine very well the new possibilities available
from new technologies. So instead, we use them just to do the
same things we have always done before. Teachers struggle with
this too. We often teach the way we were taught and struggled to
think of how we could teach better based on the technologies we
have that our teachers did not have. Richard Culatta, former
Director of the Office of Educational Technology for the US
Department of Education shared the following concern.

Richard Culatta...:

Here's the issue. If we are not careful, if we are not super cautious
about all the decisions we make, in a very short amount of time, by
the time the freshmen that are in this room have graduated, we will
have a complete digital replica of the traditional practices that are
not working today. And we will have everything that we have now.
It will just be on a screen instead of on paper, and it will be just as
ineffective and it'll cost a whole lot of money. It will be just as
stuck as we will and not have another ticket to play to be able to
make a change.

Video Audio:

Our goal is to help you think critically about the technology you'll
use in your classroom, and to begin to see the potential technology
has to transform and engage students in the learning experience in
new ways. To begin, we're going to show you a technology
integration framework. Frameworks are tools we use to begin
conversations, in this case, conversations about how we should use
technology to improve student learning.

Video Audio:

Let me introduce the RAT model. The first letter, R, represents
replacement. Replacement can mean the following. One. Changes
the appearance or dressing of our practices, but not the practice
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itself, making digital copies of traditional practices, recycling
instruction. Two. It doesn't affect teaching or learning practices
and behaviors. Three. Can still be a useful use of technology
because it can increase access. For example, a digital worksheet
won't get lost or eaten by your dog. But it doesn't really impact or
improve learning.
Video Audio:

The A in RAT equals amplifying. In other words, technology
improves the efficiency of tasks or introduces new functions to
original tasks.

Video Audio:

The T in RAT equals transforming. It introduces new activities in
learning that are impossible without technology. Take away the
technology, take away the learning too.

Video Audio:

Next in our PICRAT model is the PIC portion. P equals passive. In
other words, students are observers, bystanders in they're learning.
The I equals interactive. Students engage in material in an
interactive way. They are active learners. The C equals creative.
Students are creating materials themselves. They are creative
learners instead of passive or active ones. This is the apex of
student engagement and students often learn deeper when they
have to create something using the content.

Video Audio:

By combining PIC and RAT together, we create a matrix of the
many different ways technology can influence teaching and
learning. You could use a technology that replaces a face-to-face
conversation and where students are passive learners, such as a
video lecture. Or where they get to interact back through
technology, such as a video conversation. Or where they get to
learn by creating their own videos in a way that completely
transforms the way you typically teach.

Video Audio:

The PICRAT model is a great tool for helping you to think about
your teaching and how you use technology in the classroom. None
of the squares on the matrix is necessarily a bad way to teach.
Sometimes it's good to be a passive learner, for example, and listen
to others, such as in this video. But a good teacher will continually
evaluate their practice and think how they can improve. Using the
PICRAT model can help you think about what kinds of ways you
could use technology that will help students be more active and
creative as learners, and ways that transform your teaching to
levels you hadn't considered before.

Video Audio:

So when you hear about a new technology, don't just ask what it
can do for you that you already are doing. Think PICRAT and see
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if there's a way this technology can help you transform your
teaching in positive ways.
Don Heberer:

Okay. So if we look at the PICRAT matrix, we see that it has two
axes. It has the X axis. The teacher's use of tech either replaces,
amplifies, or transforms traditional practice. And then we have the
Y axis. The student's relationship to the tech is either passive,
interactive, or creative. And if we look, and I'll go the other way. If
we look at the teachers use, replacement just changed the
appearance, but doesn't affect the teaching and learning practices
and behaviors. It can increase access as of taking notes that you'd
normally write on a whiteboard or something like that. And then
printing them and having them available would be instead of
writing on the chalkboard, now you have it on a PowerPoint or
something like that. That can improve access, but may not
necessarily improve the learning. Amplifying improves the
efficiency of tests or new functions. And then transforming is new
activities that are not possible without technology. So again, the
way to look at that one is take away the technology, you would
also take away the learning too.

Don Heberer:

And in this case, we have the student's relationship to the tech.
Either they're passive, they're just walking watching or observing.
So far, this PD has been pretty passive. Interactive would be the
students engage the material in some interactive way, and they're
active learners. And then creative is they're creating the materials
themselves so they have something tangible at the end.

Don Heberer:

And if we look at this, we can look at two different ways to kind of
determine the difference between a replacement, application,
transformation, and passive, interactive, and creative. I think it's
easier to determine passive, interactive, and creative, because
passive is just where the students are not really engaging with
material. They're just either listening or watching or something like
that. Where interactive, there's interaction back and forth between
the material or the teacher and the student in some way, or the
technology in some way. And then creative is where they have
some type of tangible, whether it's digital or physical product that
they've created.

Don Heberer:

The, the RAT part is a little bit more difficult, but these two
questions help us determine the difference. So the first question
you ask yourself at up the top here. Are the achieved learning
outcomes clearly better than they would have been without the
technology or lower tech solution? If the answer is no, you're just
doing a replacement. So you're still using technology, which is
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fine, but if the outcomes are not really any better, then it's just a
replacement. If the outcomes would be better and the answer's yes,
you ask the second question. Could the activity have reasonably be
done with the technology via lower tech solution, either index
cards or chalkboard. Let's use index cards as an example.
Don Heberer:

So something like Quizlet. If you're just using the part where it
asks you the definition, the answer might be, in that case, yes, it's
just an amplification. But if you do something like Quizlet Live,
where the students are now interacting and they're all competing
and they're doing something like that, then the answer may be no.
In that case, it couldn't have been done without the technology,
then that could be a transformation. So sometimes it's not
necessarily the tool, but it's also how you use the tool. So you can
use these two questions to help determine replacement, application,
transformation. And sometimes the line's a little blurry between
amplification and transformation. It really, again, depends on how
you use the tool. All right. So before we go in, is there any
questions on PICRAT?

Participant #09...:

No. Just so that I'm clear, when I'm looking at technology that I'm
using, I'm asking myself these different questions as to whether or
not it's simply a replacement, or if it's amplifying and
transformative. I want to make sure that I'm targeting all of those
things when I select something?

Don Heberer:

Exactly. I mean, if you're not sure where it falls in the RAT part of
the model, these two questions can kind of help you place it. So
again, passive, interactive, creative, I think are a little bit easier just
to kind of automatically understand once you're looking at how the
students are interacting. But for the RAT piece, these questions do
help you understand where it falls, whether it's replacement,
amplification, or transformation.

Don Heberer:

Okay. So let's look at some of these. So we have 12 participants in
this study. And you guys all sent in some potential lessons that
you've either done this year, either before or after COVID. So
here's some examples that we have here. I'll just pick a random
one.

Don Heberer:

In this case, this person did HyperDocs. So example how the
knowledge used in classrooms created HyperDocs. HyperDocs are
a central document that contains links to components and lesson
activity. Using this method helps students stay organized in
technology and it gives them a clear indication of what needs to be
done for each step to complete all aspects. So in this case,
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HyperDocs is something has to be done with Google Docs. And
you could not do it with a worksheet because they have links and
things on them. So that would definitely be a transformation,
because you could not do that without the technology. And it's
interactive because the students are engaged in technology.
Don Heberer:

Now they're not necessarily creating anything. But maybe in the
HyperDoc, if you had said, all right, well, now you've done this.
Now create a drawing or a poster or something like that, that was
in addition to what the material was. Then maybe you could move
that into the CT location.

Participant #09...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

But in this example, this would be an interactive transformation.
Let's look at some other ones here. So another one might be a
Flipgrid. So this person worked with Spanish teachers to create a
Whodunit lesson. This is writing technology on the four skills. At
the end, they use the Flipgrid. They prompted the students with a
Flipgrid prompt. Are you familiar with Flipgrid?

Participant #09...:

Yes. I tried it in the Spring with my students.

Don Heberer:

Okay, great. So you're familiar with it and how you can do a video
prompt and then the students can do video responses. They could
put little emojis on there and flare and little texts and things like
that. So not only the students, obviously, that's not something that's
transformation. Students can do that without technology. But it's
also creative because the students are not only making their
response, but they're actually creating some content after that. So
that would be a good example of a CT.

Don Heberer:

Let's see if we can find another one in here that would... Well,
actually let me just go to my middle one. So I compiled everything
into one PICRAT model, and this is everyone's responses. Some
were the same, but this is an aggregate of everything. So you look
and you see that we have a couple passive replacement. This is just
using the Promethean board, which is kind of a interactive
SMART Board or Whiteboard. Some people did just recorded
videos. Some people did iMovie in Flipgrid. But the chunk of what
people did was in the interactive and amplify section.

Participant #09...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

So this is a good cross section of what people did. Even something
like virtual tours, so like a Google Expeditions. That's something
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that's passive, in most cases. The students can't really do anything
to interact. They just kind of look around. But it's still a
transformation because you can't do that without the technology.
Don Heberer:

So you can see passive replacement's not necessarily bad. There's
plenty of determinations and lessons where you want to do that.
But you find that the student engagement increases as you move
from column to column between replaces, amplifies, and
transforms, or move from row to row with passive, interactive, and
creative. And you find that engagement is the highest level with
student engagement at the CT level. And student engagement, not
always, but more often than not, translates to higher achievement.
If students are more engaged, they're more likely to achieve higher
and understand better.

Participant #09...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

So we can do a brief little kind of a quiz here. This is from Royce
Kimmons' website, who created the PICRAT model. And maybe
we can go over some examples and see where they would fall on
the PICRAT model. So if we look at number one, a teacher uses
PowerPoint as part of her lecture. Where do you feel that would
fall under the PICRAT model?

Participant #09...:

PR?

Don Heberer:

That would be PR, yes. It's passive and it's just a replacement. All
right. Let's see. Students organize geometric shapes and patterns on
an iPad.

Participant #09...:

Oh, organize metrics on an iPad. That would be IA?

Don Heberer:

Okay. So definitely "I", yup. So interactive because they're using
the iPad with technology. That's the relationship to the tech. And I
mean, I think it says here it's IR. I guess it's because it's just
replacing the manipulatives you might have in a classroom, right,
the different in shapes. But I could see it being interactive if maybe
there was a feedback loop where it said, if you got to correct
automatically, or said if you got it incorrect. So according to the
quiz here, just says IR, but I would think it depends if how the iPad
program is set up.

Participant #09...:

So if I were doing this with my class, and they were doing that
specific activity, but we were doing it as whole class and it was
modeled on the board what the student did, would that bump it up
to IA? Because that's what I was thinking about, as opposed to not
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just individual students, but engaging students in conversation as to
why it is they did what they did. And using the different
vocabulary in order to reinforce it within the lesson.
Don Heberer:

I mean, I think that would definitely help. I think the amplifies part
of it is something that if the learning outcomes are improved with
using the technology. So that's the distinction between replaces,
amplifies. Replaces doesn't improve the learning outcomes, but
amplification does. So in that case, if you were to model it with a,
let's say it's an iPad. So you're using an air server or something like
that to mirror your iPad to show the kids. Or you do it on the
SMART Board, and then they do it similar to on the iPad,
whatever it is. If there's an amplification in there, if there's a way
that the learning outcomes are increased, then it would be an
amplification.

Participant #09...:

Okay.

Don Heberer:

If the learning outcomes are the same whether you use this
technology or not, then it's a replacement. And then if you couldn't
do the learning outcomes in any way without the technology,
there's no substitution, there's no way to do it without technology,
then it's a transformation.

Participant #09...:

Got it.

Don Heberer:

So that's really the distinction there. All right. So then let's just do
one more. Students make an animated video to tell a story.

Participant #09...:

CT.

Don Heberer:

Yes. So they're creating something. We would accept in this case
CA or CT. Again, it really depends. I guess you could make an
animated video in another way. But students make an animated
video to tell a story, I agree, I think that's a CT. Because obviously
they're creative and then they're transforming, because without the
technology, how are they going to make an animated video? So I
definitely agree with you. And that's the answer that is on the
PICRAT model. All right. Very good.

Don Heberer:

So just in kind of summary here, how can educators begin to
implement PICRAT? I think you can look at it as not only a
planning tool to when you're looking at your lessons and how you
might previously use technology versus how you might use it in
the future. It definitely could be planning, but it also could be as a
reflective tool. It can be, all right, well, how did I use the
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technology? You know what? This is only passive. If I do this
other thing, kind of like you mentioned, if you add this other
component, well, now it can be interactive and then that could
increase student engagement. Or maybe it is interactive, and now if
I do this other element, now it could be creative. Or it's, hey, this is
only the replacement. What can I add to this to make it an
amplification? Or what can I take this amplification and make it a
transformation?
Don Heberer:

You always want to try to hit higher level of boxes and there's
different ways to do it. You can either increase the relationship
between the student and the technology or increase how you're
changing your instructional practice. And again, these are these
ways to help find the answer to that.

Don Heberer:

And that is it. So at this point, we do ask if you have any additional
questions on PICRAT and models in general.

Participant #09...:

The slide that you had on before this, is it possible for you to share
that so that I can use it while I'm planning for instruction for the
Fall?

Don Heberer:

Absolutely. So what I'm going to do at the end of this, I'm going to
send you a survey about the PD and education technology
integration models. I'm also going to send you another request for
three lessons that you would do. Again, in a perfect world, I would
have came and observed your classrooms and see what you've
done after a period of time. With COVID, obviously, that's not
possible. So it's going to be things that you would potentially do in
your classroom, not necessarily that you are able to do in your
classroom at the moment. But you're going to fill that out, but I'm
also going to send you the PowerPoint. So you'll have this whole
presentation to look at as well.

Participant #09...:

Okay. Excellent.

Don Heberer:

Do you have any other questions on the PICRAT model or
education technology in general?

Participant #09...:

So in the presentation, you mentioned Flipgrid. I think I saw a
Nearpod. I saw the HyperDocs. Are there specific
recommendations that you have for a special education classroom
in order to help amplify and transform instruction?

Don Heberer:

Yeah. Again, I don't have a specific list or anything like that, if
that's what you're looking for. I could probably find some
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resources to send you, but, I mean, especially it's a little different
because you have to understand what the students are able to
handle and where their different abilities. It's not necessarily a one
size fits all in that kind of situation. So I think understanding your
students and knowing what they're able to achieve might be a little
different. You could probably find a lot of tools, maybe it's you use
the Flipgrid for these students and then the other students maybe
use different tool, like a VoiceThread or something like that. I
think there's a lot of different tools that you can use for whatever
situation, because it's not necessarily about the tool. Sometimes it's
about how you use the tool. So to just provide a list of tools would
not necessarily be perfect to give you exactly where it falls on
PICRAT. But I can give you a list of tools that work well with
educational technology, if that would be helpful.
Participant #09...:

Yes. Thank you. I'd appreciate it. Right now I use Nearpod in my
classroom and I just started using Flipgrid mainly for my students
who do not read and write. So I would give them an audio prompt
on Flipgrid for them to be able to answer back so that I have
something for them. But some of the other things that you
mentioned, I'm sorry, I'm now learning these technologies. So I'm
just trying to figure out what I could use with my students that
would be effective, and as you said, amplify and transform the
education that they're receiving.

Don Heberer:

Listen, I think with everything going on, one of the silver linings of
this whole pandemic is people now are forced to use the
technology with the students, whether it's the teachers, whether it's
the parents now. I think now they're seeing some of the value. But
the video said, we got to be careful that we don't just do
replacement. Because if we continue to just replace the same
things that we've been doing, replace the pedagogy, just do passive
things with technology, we're really just creating a digital copy of
what we have now, and that's not going to help the students. We
really need to think about using the technology. We have this
opportunity to really have the students be creative, to transform the
way they learn, and do things that we couldn't do before. So I think
that's our responsibility as educators now to make sure we're trying
to move in that direction.

Participant #09...:

Okay. Thank you.

Don Heberer:

All right. I'm going to stop the share and stop the recording.
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APPENDIX Q
Semi-structured Interview Questions for Participants
(Only for Participants that that moved more than 1 point on the PICRAT
Matrix)

1. Describe your relationship with technology in your personal life? Were you
always interested in technology?
This is designed to be a question to relax the participant in the interview process.
2. Describe when and why you began using educational technology in the
classroom?
Prompt: Have you always used it? When did it change for you?
3. What are your favorite educational technology tools?
Prompt: Why are these your favorite tools? What can you do with them? Why is
that important to you?
4. Prior to this study, what professional development have you received on
educational technology integration as a whole?
Prompt: Were these in-service? Workshops? Conferences?
Graduate/Undergraduate classes?
5. Prior to the professional development session that I provided and you attend,
what other professional development have you received on educational
technology integration models and matrices
Prompt: Which ones? Was it a district plan or in general?
6. What were your thoughts on educational technology professional
development and integration models?
Prompt: Why did you feel this way?
7. Were you familiar with the PICRAT model prior to this study?
Prompt: How did you hear about it?
8. What were your initial thoughts on the PICRAT matrix when you were
introduced to it in the professional development session?
Prompt: Were they positive? Negative? Neutral?
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9. In what ways did you change or modify your instructional practice after the
introduction of the PICRAT model.
Prompt: What specific changes? Provide an example of how you would have
done a lesson prior compared to how you did it after the PICRAT matrix.
10.
To what extent do you feel your attitudes have changed toward
educational technology integration after exposure to the PICRAT matrix?
Prompt: None? Positive, Negative, Explain
11.
To what extent do you feel your attitudes have changed toward
educational technology integration models after exposure to the PICRAT
matrix?
Prompt: None? Positive, Negative, Explain
12.
How did you account for students’ interaction with the technology prior
to the PICRAT matrix when designing lessons?
Prompt: provide specific examples.
13.
How did you account for students’ interaction with the technology after
the introduction to the PICRAT matrix when designing lessons?
Prompt: provide specific examples
14.
Would you recommend the PICRAT matrix to other colleagues and
teachers?
Prompt: Why or why not
15.

Do you see the PICRAT matrix as a reflective tool or a planning tool?

Prompt: Why or why not
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APPENDIX R
Interview with coding for Participant #11 of Island Acres
August 9, 11:00 AM

Interviewer:

So what's going to happen is I'm
going to just ask you a couple of
questions based on the study.

Participant #11:

Okay.

Interviewer:

Are you ready? Are you ready?

Participant #11:

Yeah, ready.

Interviewer:

Okay. Great. All right, so first
question. Describe your relationship
with technology in your personal life.

Participant #11:

In my personal life I feel like I use
technology quite a bit because I tutor
online. I do Zoom calls online with
family members, I use FaceTime, I
use Venmo, I use all the electronic
payment stuff. I use a lot of social
media.

Participant #11:

So, I honestly use technology to make
my life just a little bit easier in and of
itself. I use it... It's hard to avoid at
this point. I feel like you kind of have
to use it. I really rely on Gmail and
my Google Calendar and things to
keep me organized, Like tasks and
things like that to keep me organized
on a daily basis. So, yeah.

Interviewer:

Were you always interested in
technology?

Participant #11:

Yes, I was. I was always interested in
technology. We were one of the last
kids on the block to get a computer
when I was growing up, but I really
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SOCIAL MEDIA
ELECTRONIC
PAYMENTS
VIDEO CALLS

ORGANIZATION

TECHNOLOGY
MAKES THINGS
EASIER

Interviewer:

did like technology. The only part of
technology that I didn't love is when I
was in [REDACTED]. Well, it's not
[REDACTED]. It was actually
[REDACTED], it's part of the
[REDACTED] system. That is really,
really difficult. The technology that
they use for composition and things
like that, if you never took AP music
theory, that technology's a little
LEARNING
difficult. But everything else I did I
really, really liked.
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
Okay, great.

Participant #11:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

Describe when and why you began
using educational technology in the
classroom.

Participant #11:

Well, it was a requirement in my
bachelor's to take an educational
technology course. I had already
taken the time to learn a lot of the
things because of just my job and
things like that in general in college.

TAKING COMPUTER
COURSES

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Participant #11:

I did not take a computer course in
high school just because I was a triple
arts major, so they actually X out that
requirement for you in the high
school I went to in [REDACTED]. So
because I took Photo III, Honors
Band, Honors Choir, they Xed out
one of the requirements for you. And
GOOGLE
I already didn't have a lunch period
CLASSROOM
so there was no room in the
scheduling.

Participant #11:

So some of the stuff I had to learn
during the educational technology
course there. But of course, things
have totally grown since my
bachelor’s degree on this type of deal.
But that's where PD comes in. So I
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take three or four PD classes a
summer.
Interviewer:

Great. That's great.

Participant #11:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

What are your favorite educational
technology tools?

Participant #11:

So Google Classroom I really, really
like. I feel that even when we go back
to school physically in person,
whenever that may be in the future
type of deal, however that may look, I
feel like I will always use that
especially when kids are absent or...

PARENT AND
STUDENT
COMMUNICATION

ONLINE
CURRICULUM

Participant #11:

I do like that Google has that
translation key now because I work in
a district where not every parent
speaks English, but they might send
you an email. And unfortunately, I
VIDEOS
love the district translators, but they
do have a lot of translation work to
do. So that enables my life to make it
a little bit easier. So that specific tool,
I love. Especially for my kids that
they're still learning English. So
sometimes they revert back to typing
in Creole or Spanish, especially
during the Google Classroom thing
and it's like you didn't really
understand what they were meant to
say. That sort of thing. So it's
something that happens a lot when
you're speaking to them, but they do
it now when they're writing too
instead.

Participant #11:

I really, really do like... I use Castle
Learning. I use PostClever with my...
There is a bunch of reading things we
use for school. I do really, really like
the Screencastify, Nearpod, and all of
those educational tools as well. There
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

is some YouTube channels I follow
for some specific ideas, specific
Google Chrome extensions. Like my
kids like to see my technology all the
time and my Google Chrome
extensions. So that's something that
they really like to do.
Interviewer:

Great. Prior to any... I think you
touched upon this but maybe you
could elaborate.

Participant #11:

Okay.

Interviewer:

Prior to [crosstalk 00:05:50] what
professional development had you
received on educational technology
software?

Participant #11:

So-

Interviewer:

[crosstalk 00:05:54] Whether that be
service, workshops, conferences.

Participant #11:

Yeah. So originally, now that I work
for the school district that I work for,
they offer 25 credits for free towards
pretty much your next pay raise.
Literally each class is one credit. It's
15 hours, which is great, so I've done
everything from learning about
Google Classroom, Google Docs was
a separate class. There was a whole
big class on... There's a more
advanced class you can take. I took
Photoshop this past-time which was
really great. And it's offered for free
and you can use it towards your state
hours, you can use it towards really
learning things that you might want
to do for your classroom [crosstalk
00:06:49]

Interviewer:

[crosstalk 00:06:48]

Participant #11:

I'm sorry?
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Interviewer:

The district offers this?

Participant #11:

Yep. The district offers it. Pretty
much they do offer professional
development, of course, during the
year. But there's a lot of classes you
can take as an individual that you can
sign up for pretty much in My
Learning Plan. That if you feel like,
"Oh, this is lacking", a lot of times
they'll do helpful technology tools
classes as well. So those are really
helpful. But I've done pretty much all
the Google classes and all that stuff.
I've done the Photoshop. I've done
stuff with Canva, as well.

Interviewer:

Okay.

Participant #11:

So, yeah.

Interviewer:

Are the instructors people, teachers
from your district? Or are they
outside people, or?

Participant #11:

Yeah, for the most part yes they are.
So sometimes, like the PD during the
year is sometimes offered through
Boses. That it's a Bose certified
technology person that's normally
very great. We normally have three or
four that the Union Deal usually deals COMMUNICATION
with that they did online seminars
especially for during the quarantine.
That they were trying really hard to
help us with the technology piece,
which was nice.

Participant #11:

But the ones during the summer, the
15 hour ones, that sort of thing, they
were normally taught by technology
teachers within the district. The
Photoshop one was done by the Art
Teacher type of deal that was in the
district. The librarians normally also

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
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RELIABILITY OF
INTERNET

do teach classes as well with the more STUDENT
advanced Google classes as well. So
TECHNOLOGY
they're really great. So most of the
SKILLS
time they were either from my
particular high school, or there has
been incidents where it's somebody
from the middle school or whatever.
But they're, most of the time, in
district.
Interviewer:

Great. Prior to the professional
development session that I provided
part of the study and you attended,
what other professional development
have you received specifically on
educational technology integration
models and/or matrixes?

Participant #11:

So that's the point where I feel like
is... Without the individual classes
that I took on my own, I felt like
some of that instruction would have
been lacking. Because I was always
very big into incorporating
technology, however my district, the
technology is a little outdated. We're
still using some technology that it's
still not super reliable. So I think now
because of the pandemic we're not
going to be using some of the things,
we're upgrading a lot of our things
which is nice. So I was always afraid
to do integrating and my whole
lesson be based on a technology
model type of deal. Because I was
always scared, "What if the internet
goes down?"

Participant #11:

COMMUNICATION

Because there's been points where
Power School would go down for two
days. There would be times where I
couldn't take attendance, physical
attendance, on my computer. A lot of FEAR OF
PROFESSIONAL
the kids would be like, "Oh, can you
DEVELOPMENT
email my guidance counselor?" And
it's like I would have to whip out my
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phone because you can't access the
computer, that sort of thing. You can't
access the computer network, pretty
much.
Interviewer:

Okay.

Participant #11:

So that's kind of my fear about it
where I feel like I would've done, like
when I was in [REDACTED], I did a
PROFESSIONAL
lot more of breakout rooms and a lot
DEVELOPMENT
more creativity stuff. But now I'm a
little nervous because, first of all, my
class is... Some of them are not as
Independent as others, that's for sure.
It depends on what class I'm teaching
because I am a Special Ed teacher.
Some of my kids don't read very well,
and that's an issue with the typing and
the computer things.

Participant #11:

But yeah, so it depends. So it's hard
because I wanted to do more
integration but sometimes technology
really wasn't incorporating type deal.

Interviewer:

But as for your district, they didn't
provide any specific model that the
district subscribes to?

Participant #11:

No.

Interviewer:

Okay.

Participant #11:

No. I mean, now I think it's
mandatory that people have a Google
Classroom and update it a certain
amount. But before all of those things
those were all optional. I had them
and I would put the notes, and I
would put up my syllabus, and I
would put up reminders for the
parents. Like the parents would get a
weekly summary if they wanted a
weekly summary of how their child
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was doing. That sort of thing. But that
was things that I did on my own.
Interviewer:

Got it.

Participant #11:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

What are your thoughts on
educational technology professional
development and integration models?

TECHNOLOGY TO
MAKE THINGS
EASIER

Participant #11:

Honestly I feel like technology
professional development is probably
one of what people think is the
scariest type of things. I feel like
especially helping some of the older
teachers out in my department, if they INCREASING
ever sit there and it's like, "Oh, you're USABILITY
going to a tech workshop", and
everybody's like, "No!" I actually
happen to like it. I feel like it's
helpful. It might take a little bit to
setup. But normally I felt like,
especially in my district, the
instructor were very patient in
helping you setup the whole process,
whatever you were learning.

Participant #11:

And it was something that you could STUDENT
CENTERED
one or two hours by yourself, you
LEARNING
would be all setup for our own
classes and you would be fine, type
of deal. But honestly I feel like it's
one of the more important
professional developments you can
have nowadays. Besides very subject
specific things type of deal in special
Ed. A lot of times we get a lot of
things on BIPs, and behavioral things,
and [inaudible 00:12:45], and things
like that. Those are really helpful but
I feel like the educational technology
things are very, very helpful. And I
feel like they get sometimes bad rep
because everybody's like, "I don't
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want to learn something new", type
of deal.

STUDENT DIGITAL
CITIZENSHIP

Interviewer:

Okay, great. So the next couple
questions are going to be talking
specifically to the PICRAT model.

Participant #11:

Okay.

Interviewer:

So were you familiar with the
PICRAT model prior to this study?

Participant #11:

No, I wasn't. I had heard of it but I
had not intensively studied it. I had
heard that there's different levels of
integration through the PICRAT
model.

Interviewer:

Do you know where you'd heard
about it?

Participant #11:

I believe I heard about it, I try to read
a certain amount of educational books
and studies a summer, so I think I
read it online somewhere, to be
honest with you.

Interviewer:

Okay. That's great. What were your
initial thoughts on the PICRAT
matrix when you were introduced to
it during the professional
development session?

Participant #11:

To be honest I felt like it was a more
organized way of viewing how
involved technology wise you were,
and it was... I felt like your PD, it was POSITIVE VIEW OF
PICRAT
a specific emphasis on, "Okay, you
have the standards, you have what
you want to teach. What technology
can you integrate into this to make
this a little bit easier?" But it also
places a lot of emphasis on the
students should be much more
involved. It shouldn't be as passive.
Everyone nowadays does a
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TECHNOLOGY AS A
COLLABORATION
TOOL

PowerPoint, everyone nowadays does
a Google Doc or something like that.
It really says, "This is taking it to the
next level and it helps you"... It's
more of an organized way of looking
at it, in a way. That it's just easily
explained.
Interviewer:

Okay, great. In what ways did you
change or modify your instructional
practice after the introduction of the
PICRAT model? So how did you
change the lesson design that you
provided after learning about the
PICRAT model?

Participant #11:

I feel like... So I haven't gone back to
school yet, so we obviously did this
during the summer. I have started to
redo a couple of things to make it a
little bit more student-centered with
the technology. Especially
incorporating much more
collaboration with them, that this is
something that they really do need to
learn as a job skill as well, to be a
little bit more collaborative. In
general, everyone needs to learn that.

Participant #11:

So what I started to do is I've started
to do a lot more online knowledge
units, in a way, if that makes sense. I
always had units about plagiarism,
and units about identifying certain
information, but this time I actually
was identifying good information
online. Like that whole fake news
thing because that's such a big deal
now. What I started to do is I started
to make a lot of more games and
things like that. I started to make it
that the kids need to do some group
projects to almost trick each other.
Like, "Oh, do you think this is a
reputable quote? Do you think that
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PICRAT AS BOTH
REFLECTIVE AND
PLANNING

this a reputable site just looking at
it?" Type of deal.
Participant #11:

Trying to tell them just because it
looks pretty does not mean that the
information might be correct, type of
deal. Just because it came from
Facebook doesn't mean it's totally
correct. But to be honest with you it's
a lot more... Now that unit is much
more collaborative, and it's much
more them working together. And I
did find out, because I got my email
saying, "This is what you're going to
be teaching", that I will have 15 kids
in an English Nine academy class,
which is like a 15:1 class for Special
Ed. So it's nice because I'll actually
have the amount of kids that I want
for breakout rooms, for much more
creative online collaboration.

Interviewer:

And these changes that you've made
have been a direct result of
introduction to the PD?

Participant #11:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Okay, great. To what extent you feel
your attitudes have changed towards
educational technology integration
after exposure to the PICRAT
matrix? Have there been none? Is it
positive, negative? And can you
explain?

Participant #11:

I would say positive. I never thought
educational technology was a burden
type of deal, or learning about it was
ever a burden. I always really liked to
learn about it. I was always interested
in it. I've had friends that go to
[REDACTED] for the additional
extension, the certification extension
in educational technology, that
they've talked about a lot of things
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that they've learned. But I would say POSITVE VIEW OF
that it made me examine my own
PICRAT
teaching style and say maybe with the
pandemic, and with our district really
investing more in technology, this is a
great time to really review this and
become a little bit more creative, and
require that the kids become more
collaborative through technology
practices.
Interviewer:

Great. To what extent do you feel
your attitudes have changed towards
educational technology models after
the exposure to the PICRAT model?

Participant #11:

I would say definitely for the
positive.

Interviewer:

Okay, great. So the first question we
just asked before was technology
integration, this one's talking about
the model [crosstalk 00:18:27]

Participant #11:

REPLACEMENT
TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY
COLLABORATION
The model. I would say the model is
the most helpful because it really
made me sit there and think twice of
literally you could print out
something from your PowerPoint,
and literally just put it in your lesson
plan binder and be like, "What level
would this be on?" Is this passive? Is
this more integration? Is this more are
the kids being more collaborative? Is
this more of a creative style type of
deal?

Participant #11:

So I think that it really is a better
lesson planning tool.

Interviewer:

Now, do you see the PICRAT Matrix
more as a planning tool or a reflecting
tool?

Participant #11:

I feel like it could be both. I
personally plan to use it a little bit
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more as a planning tool. I mean, it
could definitely be a reflection about
if I go back and that technology did
not work for that class, I could sit
there and say, "Oh, how can I adjust
this?" And still have a bunch of
student participation, and still have a
bunch of student integration of
collaboration in a way. And open that
dialogue type of deal. Even though
maybe that one technology piece
didn't work with my district
technology. Like, "Okay, great. The
next time I teach this, what else can I
use to still be in the more creative and
the more collaborative sphere?"
Interviewer:

Participant #11:

Great. Okay. So how did you account
for students' interaction with
technology prior to using the
PICRAT Matrix? So prior to the PD
how did you account for students'
interaction with technology use in the
classroom?
A lot of times I have a little but of a
rubric, especially when they're
working in Google Docs together,
that they have to edit a certain
amount of each other's work, they
have to fill out, especially with group
work, anonymous surveys of how
they felt like their group was working
type of deal. Now I feel like it's a
little bit more organic and it's not as
forced, if you would say. That sort of
thing. I feel like it definitely puts
more of an onus on them and more
onus on them to be much more
involved in what they're learning, and
ask specific questions, which I feel
like is really good. Because a lot of
times, especially within Special Ed,
they sometimes are a little selfconscious about asking the questions.
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Participant #11:

Part of Special Ed is advocacy, selfadvocacy and sitting there saying, "I
don't understand this." Now it's a
little bit easier to know, "Do they
actually understand this or not?"

Interviewer:

Okay, great. You actually answered
that question and my next question,
so we're going to move on.

Participant #11:

Oh okay. Great.

Interviewer:

Would you recommend the PICRAT
model or matrix to other colleagues
and teachers? Why or why not?

Participant #11:

Most definitely. I think that it's
something that would be very, very
beneficial because I think people say,
"Oh, I'm integrating technology
because I'm using PowerPoint." Well,
really there's so much more that
you're able to do. "Oh, I'm using
Castle Learning", but there's so much
more that you're really able to do.
Yes, I'm a big fan of Kahoot, and
doing a Jeopardy, and all those
things, but there's just so much more
that you're able to do.

Participant #11:

These kids are now able to create
their review questions collaboratively PICRAT IN LESSON
DESIGN
type of deal to try to, I guess, stump
each other, that sort of thing. I think it
brings it to the next level in a way. I
definitely think that my district could
use this as a really good PD model,
and a way to really... An expectation
to move it forward. Especially if
we're really, really investing in
personal devices for all of these
PICRAT AS A
children.
PLANNING TOOL
All right. So another question, and
this is not on my sheet but I'm just

Interviewer:
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curious, if given the opportunity to
teach PD for your district would you
consider teaching the PICRAT model
orParticipant #11:

Yes. Yeah, definitely. Yeah, I would
definitely teaching it because I feel
like everyone's like, "Oh, I use
technology. I actually do this and
everything." But it's like, "Do you
really?" I feel like PowerPoint has
replaced writing on the blackboard.
It's no offense, I understand like, "Oh
yeah, you can embed a video." Okay,
that's great. But the kids are still
sitting there passively listening.

Interviewer:

Right.

Participant #11:

So part of me really sits there and
says, "If you're looking for that
collaboration, if you're really looking
for the kids to get the next level of
knowledge, and if you're really
looking to get that next observation,
that highly effective observation, this
is really what you should be doing."

Interviewer:

Great. All right. So I have some
additional questions.

Participant #11:

Okay.

Interviewer:

These questions relate to your
responses pre and post PD.

Participant #11:

Sure.

Interviewer:

So if we look at your instructional
practice, the lessons that you had
given prior to the PD rated on the
PICRAT matrix for passive amplifies,
interactive replacement, and passive
transforms. Those are the three that
you had given before the PD, and
then the ones after were creative
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IMPORTANCE OF
SKILLS

transforms, creative amplifies, and
interactive amplifies.
Participant #11:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Which was a huge increase in moving
along the PICRAT matrix. So if you
look at the PICRAT matrix,
obviously the first box there is that
passive replacement.
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Participant #11:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

That top box all the way on the
diagonal is that creative transforms.
So you shifted a significant amount in
designing your lessons.

Participant #11:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

How would you make account for
that change and that shift?

Participant #11:

PROFESSIONAL
I think that just because it's just so
DEVELOPMENT
much more of an organized way of
looking at it, and sitting there saying,
"Well, there really shouldn't be any
passive learning going on", in a way.
The kids needs to be much more
involved in their own learning style. I
think that during the quarantine it was
really very much a challenge to keep
everyone involved, still learning the
information, but still showing up and
really, really participating.

Participant #11:

And I think that being transformed to
amplifies instead of replacing it. I
mean, yes, of course I'm still going to
use Google Slides and things like that
because honestly I really don't like
writing on the board because I do
have joint issues. I can't really write
on the board effectively. My kids
realize that my handwriting is not
great anymore. So most of my things
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EQUITY OF ACCESS

were typed to begin with, type of
deal.
Participant #11:

But I have to say, okay, I would try to EQUITY OF ACCESS
do passive interactive normally.
Sometimes it would be passive
replaces type of deal if it was
something that was very, very topic
heavy, especially in history. But now
that I realize so much more is out
there, and now that my district has
made so much more technology
improvements because they realize
they need to, there's no reason not to
be in the more creative, and
EQUITY OF ACCESS
interactive, and transformative, and
amplified categories. If that makes
sense.

Interviewer:

Okay. Great. I also noticed in looking
at the data there was a shift in your
thought process due to some of the
statements that you were asked to
agree or disagree. So on the
[inaudible 00:26:32] scale you had
the ability to be neutral, and then you
had the ability to agree, or strongly
agree, or disagree, or strongly
disagree.

Participant #11:

Yes.

Interviewer:

And there was some shift in the
statements but there was a significant
shift in the question regarding your
ability to, when you plan, you plan
for academics. Or you feel when
lesson planning you design the lesson
around academic content or New
York State standards first. Originally
you had responded, prior to the PD,
disagree, and then post PD you
responded, "Agree." Can you account
for the shift in your reaction to the
statements?
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Participant #11:

A little bit because I feel like once in
a while there is this push to use a
PROFESSIONAL
specific technology because we just
DEVELOPMENT
bought it, because, "Well, you just
took this." And you're not really
designing the lesson around what it
should be designed on which is
what... We're reapplying as a school
for character education, that should
be brought up. There is, of course, the
New York State standards which of
course are an ever-changing type of
deal. They never really stay the same
going from every couple of years
type of deal, because now we're Xing
out common core.

Participant #11:

And of course the academic piece, the
topics that you're teaching, and what
you really want your kids to learn.
But I felt like because my district had
spent the money and really... I was
always like, "Okay, well what topic
can I teach using this technology?"
And it really should be the other way
around. Because I think I just folded
to the pressure, if that makes sense.

Interviewer:

Yep.

Participant #11:

So, yeah.

Interviewer:

Okay. Also noticed that when asked
the question, "What you felt was the
most important when designing a
lesson", in the pre-survey you wrote
character education?

Participant #11:

Yes.

Interviewer:

But in the post-survey then you said
skills. [crosstalk 00:28:42]

Participant #11:

To be honest, I think partially, yes, I
think that you do need to teach
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FEAR OF
TECHNOLOGY
REPLACING
TEACHERS

LACK OF PERSONAL
INTERACTION

Participant #11:

Interviewer:

character, of course, at all times. But
I think character and skills can be
incorporated in both type of deal.
And working collaboratively on a
SKILLS FOR
scale automatically puts you in the
STUDENTS
zone of, "You have to have good
character to be working together and
to be working collaboratively as a
group." So I feel like it automatically
gets thrown in there. Whether or not
that was your original goal, honestly I
feel like it does get thrown into the
skills and being collaborative. That
automatically means you have to
have good character, and you need to
listen to each other, and you need to
find a way to work with something
that possibly you don't necessarily
like.
IMPORTANCE OF
It's kind of like this life skill of, "You SOCIAL SKILLS
are not going to like every single
person you work with. Here's a
practice." Because not every kid likes
each other in a class. It happens. It
unfortunately happens, type of deal.
Yeah. Absolutely. All right. So one
other question here, you had
mentioned that your district is now
invested more in technology, and it
seems like there's a lot more focus on
professional development. That being
said, even though they've made these LACK OF SOCIAL
INTERACTION
strides to provide more support for
technology, what else do you think
you need? What would help you
bring you to the next level with
technology integration? So what
other resources, is it support, is it
more PD, is it more technology? Or is
it something else that might help
bring you to the next level and
provide more support for you?
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Participant #11:

I think more PD. I would always love
the opportunity for more PD because
I feel like there's always something
more to learn. I would really like to
learn a little bit more about Nearpod
and Screencastify things and really
try to use them in my classroom.
Because unfortunately I wasn't in my
classroom I was in this room, type of
deal. That sort of thing. And
unfortunately, due to personal
circumstances of the kids during
quarantine, a lesson taught with
Nearpod or Screencastify and things
like that might have not gotten the
same interaction, or the same
reaction, as it would be in the
classroom type of deal.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PICRAT AS A
PLANNING TOOL

TECHNOLOGY AS A
PLANNINGTOOL
AND A REFLECTIVE
TOOL

Participant #11:

So I really do, I would like more PD.
I do feel like internet access is a huge
equity issue and a huge equality
equalizer among all of my kids. It
was unbelievable how many kids I
saw that didn't have access to the
internet. And personally I'm going
through the Google level run searches
by myself. The district approved it.
They said, "Yes, this will count as
hours. Yes this will count as a pay
increase. Go right ahead." It's great
that certain aspects worked offline.
PICRAT AS A
That's awesome. Because I don't
PLANNING TOOL
think certain teachers really frankly
know that, that there's certain aspects
that have the capability of working
offline.

Participant #11:

And honestly a lot of my kids, they
use their phones, they just don't have
computers. They might have tablet
but they a lot of times don't have a
desktop or maybe they're sharing one
laptop with four or five siblings. So
being able to use a lot of this on the
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phone, I think, is a big deal. Maybe
having PDs about what the kids
physically see on their phone when
doing this is very helpful. Like what
is the kid's view of this?
Participant #11:

Because I'm only seeing things from
the teacher side. And if this was in
the classroom I could walk over to a
computer and just look and be like,
"What's the student view of this?"
Even Power School I always ask
them, "What's your student view?
Can you see what I just put in after
you update? Can you see that?" Type
of deal. But without being together
it's difficult. Sometimes my kids will
send screenshots to me if I ask, which
is really helpful. If they know how to
do that they'll do that for me. If I ask,
"Oh, can you show me what you're
seeing?" They'll send me a Google
screenshot through Remind, which is
really helpful.

Participant #11:

But to be honest I really think more
PD. I do think more investing in
technology is key. Some districts do
give out personal laptops to teachers.
My district does not. My district
doesn't have the money to do that.
We also all have to share, we don't
have our own classrooms. I was in a
million classrooms last year. So it is
difficult finding workplace, being
able to access the internet, because a
lot of times you're kicked off. So
there is times that I'm like, "Okay, I
have to do these IPs at home
during"... Or I have to do this
PowerPoint or this Google slide thing
at home because I can't do it at
school.

Participant #11:

But there's always the fear of, "Will
this work at school that I put all this
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time in at home? Will this actually be
able to be projected at school?" Type
of deal.
Interviewer:

Right. So actually another question
that's spun off that is you spoke about
the quarantine, the COVID outbreak,
this is all taking place during our
quarantine. And now we're looking to
go back to school. It looks like the
governor approved everyone's plan
and schools are slated to reopen.

Participant #11:

Yeah.

Interviewer:

How do you feel what technology
integration's role? Whether it's your
attitude towards or your structural
practice, how do you think that's
different in a COVID-19 environment
versus how things were before
quarantine?

Participant #11:

I always thought it was necessary to
have these things in place to have
technology review dates, to have the
notes where the kids can see them, to
have all of these things. But now I
realized how there are so many
additional more tricks to Google
Classroom. There's so much more
than just that little surface thing.
Honestly I'm thinking to myself,
"You know what, I really need to
create more Google websites that the
kids can go back and look at things in
order to study for the Regents."
Thank God the Regents were
canceled this year. Thank God.

Interviewer:

Right. Right.

Participant #11:

Because there was a time where I was
like, "Oh", I was like, "This is going
to be bad news bears." [inaudible
00:35:15] But to be honest with you I
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feel like this is necessary. This is very
necessary. I feel like we're not at the
cusp where I don't think... Can I be
replaced? No, I don't think I can be
replaced by a robot or that sort of
thing. After seven and a half years of
education I sure hope I'm not
replaced by a robot type of situation.
Four certifications later you would
hope not.
Participant #11:

But the reality is that I did see a
couple of things that were negative
about all the technology. That the
kids told me that they missed coming
to school, that they missed the
personal interaction, and that they
really, really missed certain things.
And some of the kids that I never
thought would ask for additional
work and things to read actually
asked me because they were bored. I
never thought that that would happen.
But to be honest with you I think it's
necessary. It's an overwhelming
necessary thing that you have to
adjust to.

Participant #11:

You're a teacher, you have to adjust
to your kids are looking at you to be
the one constant.

Interviewer:

Right.

Participant #11:

And you know what, I will be the one
constant. Whether it will be virtual.
Like you know what? You need to
step up to the plate. You need to be
virtual. My district did not require
live teaching at all, but I was teaching
live pretty much every day because
that's what my special education kids
needed. Of course I did, as long as it
didn't highlight certain disabilities,
some of my autistic kids really
[inaudible 00:36:47] a lot. I didn't
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record those classes but I always did
additional YouTube things, I always
did an additional reporting for kids
that weren't able to make the specific
live class time. I always did
additional recordings for them
because I felt like it's not their fault
that they're sharing a computer with
four siblings. It's not their fault that
their parents are in the hospital that
they had to take an additional job
type of deal
Participant #11:

They should have access to the same
things. I was, a lot of times, I would
hear a ping during the night. They
were doing my work at 2:00 in the
morning type of deal, because that's
when they were able to do it. And
you know what, many of my kids
really, really liked the online for two
weeks and then they were like, "I
would really like to come back now."

Interviewer:

Right. Right.

Participant #11:

I mean, I get it. School is very much a
social thing too. I understand that,
and I understand that it's very hard
when a teacher is like, "Here, just do
this assignment", and they're like,
"What?" Type of deal. There needs to
be much more rules about teaching
virtually in my personal opinion.
There should be more live
instruction, there should be much
more extra help where the kids can
reach out sort of thing.

Interviewer:

Okay. Great. So at this point, if
there's any additional thoughts or
anything else you'd like to state that
you haven't stated, and it's fine if you
don't have any additional thoughts,
but if there's anything else you'd like
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to say this is your opportunity to state
it for the purpose of the study.
Participant #11:

I really think that the PICRAT model
would actually be a really good piece
to start off the year, professional
development wise. This would be a
great convocation type of PD in a
way, and really, really building
upon... [inaudible 00:38:45] really
building upon, "Okay, well how can
we integrate this a little bit more with
some of the lessons that you already
have?" Type of deal. How we can
integrate this a little bit more?

Participant #11:

And honestly not have the pressure,
"Oh you have this new technology
and you must use it." I feel like it's
much more of a straightforward way
of, "Here's different technology
pieces that you can use towards the
topics and the things that you really
need to teach." I think especially
some of the older teachers get very
overwhelmed and their lessons are
not as effective as they would
normally be because they were forced
to use new technology that really
wasn't good for the original topics to
begin with. There's certain things, or
certain subjects, that this app, this
particular application or whatever, is
great for. Some of them I don't use at
all, type of deal, because I'm not a
math teacher or I'm not a science
teacher this year. I just happened to
not be placed in those as a special ed
teacher.

Participant #11:

So that certainly is something. But I
definitely think that this is something
that should be included at the
beginning of the year, and to try and
really look back every professional
development day or every... How did
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you use PICRAT? How did you...
Let's do a little bit of a discussion.
How did you move the technology
maybe to the next spots? Okay, I
understand it might be a little
intimidating to go from passive
replace to transform creative type of
deal. That's very, very difficult to do
in one fell swoop.
Participant #11:

But to gradually go up, that would be
amazing.

Interviewer:

Okay. Great. So at this point I'm
going to stop the recording.

Participant #11:

okay.
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APPENDIX S
Interview with Coding for Participant #02 of Sunset Grove
August 11, 8:00 PM

Interviewer:

See, I think we're recording now.

Participant #02:

Okay.

Interviewer:

All right. Awesome. Thank you for
being part of this study. I'm going to
start asking you some questions and
just please answer the questions
openly and honestly. All right. The
first question I have for you is, can
you describe your relationship with
technology in your personal life?
Were you always interested in
technology?

Participant #02:

Yes, I would say I was definitely
always interested in technology. I
don't know if I consider myself a
digital native, right? That's the
terminology that's used, because I
mean, technology came out when I
was ... I remember getting my first
cell phone when I was 16. I mean, we
used to play Oregon Trail when we
were younger. But I mean, in college
I used technology a lot, but
personally, just to stay connected to
one another, my family lives in
England so we depend on technology
to communicate with one another to
keep in contact. It's definitely an ever
present part of my life. I use it to ... I
know you talked about personally. I
use it my professional life as well in
terms of creating professional
learning networks, getting resources,
so obviously on the professional
level, but then also personal stuff,
like mom tips and things like that that
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PLAYING
COMPUTER GAMES

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PERSONAL
COMMUNICATION

I use, but I think it's a great way to
connect to people.
Interviewer:

Excellent. Thank you. The next
question, describe when and why you
began using educational technology
in the classroom.

Participant #02:

I began using educational technology,
I would say my first leave
replacement that I ever had. My
previous experiences had been in
classrooms that didn't have
technology or what we think ... I
mean, I don't know if I've ever had
transparency as a form of technology,
but not the technology that we think
of. I was able to use a smart board for
that leave replacement and it really
started to peak my interest. And I
mean, I was trying to get a teaching
job on Long Island, so it's a very
saturated field. I'm in social studies,
so as a way to diversify or set myself
apart from others to get more
information about technology, how to
use it, and then I just wanted to make
the content more interesting for the
students, more engagement. I
remember sitting in classes and just
writing down notes and it was so
boring. I just thought it was a
different way to get higher level
thinking out of students as well.

Interviewer:
Participant #02:

Okay, great. What are your favorite
educational technology tools?
My favorite? I just love ... I mean,
Google Drive, I guess you can't ... I'm
just a very type A person. I love
organization and professional life. I
just like that it's very easy for the
students to follow and there's just so
many diverse ways that you can
utilize the suite to create collaborative
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USE OF
TECHNOLOGY

INCREASED
ENGAGEMENT

GOOGLE DRIVE
ORGANIZATION

G SUITE

VIDEO TOOLS

relationships among students, create
connections in the community. And
then it's also a great way for you to
scaffold lessons. For people that ... I
teach 12th grade where we don't have
ICT anymore, so I have special ed
students and then I have all the AP
students and I have kids that just
tested out of bilingual. I really need
to diversify my instruction, so having
the G suite, Google Drive suite
available to me helps.
Participant #02:

I mean, Remind, I've used. Flipgrid
was really great when I was doing
genius hour because it allowed
collaboration amongst students. They
were able to interact with one another
outside of the classroom and it also
taught them professionalism, how to
present themselves to other people
and respond with positive feedback,
constructive criticism with one
another. It was kind of like an out of
the box way to get what I wanted out
of the assignment.

STUDENT CHOICE
AND VOICE
CREATIVITY

STUDENT CHOICE
AND VOICE

Interviewer:

Can you explain your genius hour?

Participant #02:

For genius hour, I had my seniors
CREATIVITY
basically pick a passion project,
something that they wanted to do. I
devoted one day a week for them to
do this. The catch was, it had to be
either government or economics
related, so because for 12th grade
they have to take participation in
COMMUNITY BASED
government or economics, so
basically they could start their own
business. They could ... What the kids
really wanted to do is create a bike
lane on a [local road in the
community] because all the kids ride
their bikes and there's so much traffic
and they just thought it would be a
great thing. They had to basically
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figure out how to make their dream a
reality.
Participant #02:

I had a lot of kids that started
businesses. I had some kids that
didn't get that ... The bike lane was
never put on [the local road in the
community], but technology helped
me facilitate that because basically,
each kid was driven by ... It was an
individual project and I would
collaborate with them. They'd
collaborate with others. But really
they had to take the initiative.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Participant #02:

We used Flipgrids every week. Every
week they had to do a Flipgrid and
tell me what they did that week, what PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
they're working on. They had to
comments on each other's Flipgrids.
They used technology to research
their ideas, to communicate with
experts in the field. They each had to
get a mentor. A lot of times they had
to do that through technology.
Something like this, they would do. I
mean, they weren't using Zoom. They
would use Skype, FaceTime.

Participant #02:

They would do that, and then they
had to present their ideas. They had
to publish it to the community. yeah,
it was a great project and we used a
lot of technology, and not everyone
uses the same technology either.
Some kids utilized different things,
whatever really helped them with
their project.

Interviewer:

That sounds really involved. It
sounds like you [crosstalk 00:05:39]-

Participant #02:

It was a lot of work, yeah.

Interviewer:

Yeah. All right, so then the next
question is prior to this study, what
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PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

STUDENT FOCUS

Participant #02:

professional development have you
received on education technology as a
whole? It could be [inaudible
00:00:05:49], workshops,
conferences, graduate, undergraduate
classes.
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
I've taken the [UNIVERSITY]
professional development courses.
I've taken for the advanced certificate
in educational technology. I was
Google certified. It has since lapsed
since I had my kids. I got to go back
for it, but I was Google certified for a
while. I did some Remind stuff, some PROFESSIONAL
Class Dojo stuff. I used to be a Class DEVELOPMENT
Dojo mentor, a Remind superstar,
whatever they called it. I did a lot of
conferences on Long Island.
[TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCES],
I went to. I participate ... A lot of
Twitter chats and stuff like that I did,
the teacher center, [REDACTED] I
INCREASE
take the lifelong learner thing to the
LEARNING, SKILLS,
ninth degree. I do enjoy learning
ENGAGEMENT
about all this stuff so I try to take
advantage when I can.

Interviewer:

That's great that you're so connected
to all those different avenues and
digital flows.

Participant #02:

And my colleagues are really good.
Over this break, we had staff
facilitate professional development. I
don't really use Castle Learning. I
went to a Castle Learning PD that one
of my colleagues did. There was an
EdPuzzle one, an Nearpod one. It's
just good to get a taste of what
options are out there, especially now
in this [crosstalk 00:07:10] living
environment.

Interviewer:

Yeah. Prior to the professional
development session that I gave for
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part of the study, what other
professional development have you
received specifically on educational
technology integration models and
matrices?

PICRAT IS SIMPLE

Participant #02:

I believe it was part of my
[UNIVERSITY] classes I took. I had
that there, but I really liked the new
model that you were showing us
MULTIPLE LEVELS
because I thought it was so much
more clear and concise as to how I
can create my lessons. It really put to
the center the teacher focus or the end
game for the teacher, I should say,
and the student as well. It showed
how the student level of engagement VALUABLE
was so explicitly stated on it. It was
really helpful. Going forward with
lessons, it's going to be a game
changer, I think.

Interviewer:

Great. Did your district provide any
... Is there any kind of model that they
prescribed that they say is the best
that you should follow or do they let
it open [crosstalk 00:08:13]-

Participant #02:

No, they don't really have it all.
Basically, there's a couple of us that
really like technology, so basically
they just ask us to facilitate
professional development, but they
don't have a type of model. They
don't have an ideology around it.
They're basically like, "Just whatever
works, whatever you want to do, just
do it," which is good and bad,
because people can use it however
they see fit. But I think your matrix
was really good because a lot of times
people just use technology in place of
something else. Instead of a
worksheet, they'll just do a Google
Doc and that's not what you want. I
mean, well, it's good in some ...
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MORE AWARE
PICRAT AS A
PLANNING TOOL

PICRAT AS A
PLANNING AND
REFLECTIVE TOOL

Sometimes you can have that, but you
really want that higher level learning.
I think the matrix that you presented
to us makes it easier to make lessons
that would engage children that way,
students that way.
Interviewer:

Okay. Thank you. Speaking of that
matrix, were are you familiar with the
PICRAT matrix prior to this study?

Participant #02:

No, I was not.

Interviewer:

Okay. And then what were your
initial thoughts on the PICRAT
matrix when you were introduced to
it in the development session? You
kind of touched upon this already, but
talk to me about your initial reaction
from the PICRAT matrix.

Participant #02:

I just thought it was so much better
because it just simplified all the other
models and laid it out so simply. I
feel like I'm repeating myself a little
bit.

Interviewer:

It's okay.

Participant #02:

It just makes so much more sense.
Instead of all the other ones where it's
like some of them are the circle or the
different levels, this box is just so
easy. It reminds me kind of like the
simplification of Bloom's taxonomy.
This is the lower level, this is the
mid-level, and this is the higher level
and these are the ways that you can
do that. And I think it's just easily
translatable for anyone. I teach social
studies. A math teacher could pick
that up and be like, "Okay, this is
something I can use in math." An
elementary school teacher could say,
"Okay, this is what I can use to guide
my lesson creation for elementary
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PICRAT AS A
PLANNING TOOL

PICRAT AS A
PLANNING TOOL

school." It really transcends all grade
levels, so I think it was really
valuable.
Interviewer:

Great. In what ways did you modify
your instructional practice after the
introduction of the PICRAT model?

CREATIVITY

Participant #02:

ENGAGEMENT
I think it just made me more
cognizant of kind of how I was
developing those lessons. Was I using
a Google Doc instead of a worksheet?
Was I really getting that top box? I
think it made me more cognizant of
my lessons. I feel like it helped me
figure out what tools I could use to
get to that level, to get that higher
order thinking from my students.

Interviewer:

Okay. Next is, to what extent do you
figure attitudes have changed towards PICRAT AS A
educational technology integration as PLANNING TOOL
a whole after the exposure of the
PICRAT matrix?

Participant #02:

I think it just made me more excited,
honestly, because it makes it ...
Again, it just simplifies the process
and now it gives me better ideas.
Okay, now I know the terminology to
get to that box, if that makes sense.
And I think it's kind of like a
challenge for me. How do I get them
best to that higher level thinking with
all the different educational
technology that I can use? I think it
simplifies it. It makes me excited to
use it.

Interviewer:

Okay, great. And so that was the
technology integration piece. What
about overall models? To what extent
do you feel your attitudes have
changed to educational technology
models after the exposure to the
pickup?
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MORE PRESSURE
WITH COVID /
ONLINE LEARNING

Participant #02:

Sorry. Can you just repeat that one
more time? My microphone cut out.

Interviewer:

No, that's fine. The last question
about technology integration. This
question is about the models and it
says to what extent do you feel your
attitudes have changed towards
educational technology integration
models after the exposure to
PICRAT?

Participant #02:

Using the actual chart kind of
[crosstalk 00:12:08]?

Interviewer:

Yeah. I mean, if you had other
models that you were familiar with
before, have you changed your
opinion on models? Has it stayed the
same?

Participant #02:

I think I never gave too much thought
to the models before, honestly,
because they were kind of clunky.
They just didn't make sense for me.
I'm like, "Okay, this is kind of what
my game plan is. This is what I want
to do for this lesson." The PICRAT
model, again, it's just a great
reference to have whenever you're
planning. It just simplifies the whole
thing. And again, I like the teacher
component that it has, but the student
component really helps as well. I like
that it basically takes into account
both of those perspectives. It's a lot
better.

Interviewer:

Okay, great. How did you account for
students' interaction with technology
ADJUSTING TO
prior to the PICRAT matrix when
ONLINE LEARNING
designing lessons?

Participant #02:

A lot of the time I would just use
informal assessment, walking around
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and seeing what kids struggled, what
kids didn't, use a Google form, stuff
like that. But I think after using the
PICRAT model, which I feel like this
is probably your next question
though, using that technology that
you get the higher level thinking with
the Flipgrids and stuff. You can see it
happen. You can see what that
assessment is and you can see their
engagement level with it. I think the
PICRAT model, when you're hitting
those top boxes, it speaks for itself
because they're able to engage with
that technology in such a creative or
collaborative way as opposed to me
having to walk around and watch
student engagement on their screens.
Interviewer:

Okay. You're answering my next
question already. The next question
is, would you recommend the
PICRAT matrix to other colleagues
and or teachers?

Participant #02:

Yes. I think I'm going to print it out
and I think I'm the laminate it and put
it on my desk because I think it'll be
great. And I'll have everyone else that
we can put it on our Chromebooks.
That's what we can do.

Interviewer:

One of the things that was interesting
in some of your responses, there was
a shift in some of your responses to
some statements prior compared to
after and I just want to talk to you
about those. For one you were asked,
do you feel pressure to use
technology in every lesson? And you
were given the choice to strongly
agree, agree, neutral, disagree, or
strongly disagree. Originally you had
responded with strongly disagree and
after the PD responded with disagree.
Can you [crosstalk 00:16:23]-
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Participant #02:

My first one was strongly disagree
and then I moved to disagree? Is that
what you said?

Interviewer:

Correct. Yep.

Participant #02:

I think it might've just been because
of remote learning. Now I'm like,
"Oh, okay. Now I think they're going
to put more pressure on us to do a lot
more technology." I mean, I use
technology anyway. I don't really feel
pressure at my school to do anything
a certain way. They're pretty much
like if you get your job done, that's
great. I just like to use the technology
and they just let me use it. I feel like
that's probably why I put strongly
disagree first. And then now that
we're moving more towards the
remote model, I mean, obviously you
have to have the technology now,
which I was so grateful for. I felt so
prepared for this. Meanwhile, there's
teachers in my school that were still
using the chalkboard and that never
set up a Google Drive account.

PICRAT AS A
REFLECTIVE TOOL

PICRAT AS A
PLANNING TOOL

Interviewer:

Yeah, it sounds like you might have
been more prepared than most of
your colleagues.

Participant #02:

Oh my God, yeah. Thank God.

Interviewer:

All right. The next part was, again,
another statement. When lesson
planning, you design the lesson
around the academic content/New
York standards first. You originally
responded strongly agree. After the
PD, you changed it to agree.

Participant #02:

I think that's just ... I don't know if it's PICRAT AS A
PLANNING TOOL
during ... Is it okay if I keep saying
the remote learning. Is that okay?
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Interviewer:

Yeah. Everything you say is fine.

Participant #02:

Okay. Okay. During the remote
learning, I feel like it made me
realize, obviously the standards are
really important, but just more almost
like a whole child approach to it. I
just want to make sure that the kids
enjoy the material, actually like it. I
think I felt more pressure to design
my stuff like that while I was
physically in school because you can
always have an administrator come in
and stuff like that, or parent
pushback, like, "Is this really what
you should be learning?" Now I feel
like I had more control over how I
engage my students. If they really
liked something and they were
engaging with something during the
15 weeks of online learning, I went
with it because I wanted that
engagement there. I wanted the kids
to really like what they're doing,
enjoy it and come back every week
and learn. I have seniors. Most of
them, it was a semester long course.
They were going to pass regardless.
Even if they did zero work, they were
going to pass because of remote
learning, so I wanted to make sure-

Interviewer:

You only had them what, for four
weeks or something like that, four
[crosstalk 00:00:18:53]?

Participant #02:

Sorry? Yeah. I only had them for a
couple ... yeah. I just came back from
maternity leave in January.

Interviewer:

Oh my goodness.

Participant #02:

It was just, yeah. I had them for a
little bit and then ... But it just, it
made me ... There's some stuff I
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PICRAT AS A
PLANNING TOOL
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didn't cover that were in my standard,
some stuff that I over-covered, but
just what the kids enjoyed and for
seniors as well, I want to prepare
them for life. I teach the government
classes and there was so much going
on obviously during that time period
that I just wanted to make sure that
they were well-informed citizens, that
they could, regardless of how they
felt, that they could make educated
decisions based on all the information
and be critical thinkers.
Interviewer:

Got it. All right. And then the other
piece from your statements, one of
the questions was when designing a
lesson, you felt it's most important
that students learn. You changed it
from character for the pre-survey to
skills after the PD.

Participant #02:

Yeah. I think ... I'm trying to think of
what ... I think I really did change it.
Again, I think the remote learning
thing, too, because I think too,
everything goes on ... It's hard to
teach character and you want to be
able to instill certain values, but you
can't always do that. I can't instill my
value set on students. I think just the
skill to be a critical thinker, so even if
they're presented with differing
information to be like, "Okay, I can
look at this and I can gauge whether
this is truthful or not, there's bias,"
and there's a lot of different ways that
you could do that with technology, a
lot of great websites that students use.
I think skill was better just to make
them more prepared for the world I
felt at that point.

Interviewer:

Okay, great. And then the other
questions are going to be regarding
the lessons that you submitted.
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Participant #02:

Okay.

Interviewer:

Before the professional development,
you had submitted three activities that
were evaluated with the PICRAT
model. They fell on interactive
amplifies, creative amplifies, and
then passive amplifies. And then after
the PD, your lessons were creative
transforms, creative amplifies, and
creative transforms, which was a big
jump in overall. And I just wanted to
know what might account for that.

Participant #02:

I think that PICRAT model helped. It
helped me figure out the lessons and
helped me figure out how best to get
that higher level thinking. Before,
again, I think it was just kind of that
lower level thinking, the amplifying
that you were saying. It's kind of like
using a Google Doc instead of a
worksheet. And now that I had that
model in my head, it made me more
cognizant of trying to get those top
levels of those boxes. I think it really
helped me facilitate better lessons. It
helped me facilitate higher level of
engagement with students and just
made me more aware of my own
practices, because sometimes we just
get into a routine and we just do the
same thing. I think it made me more
aware of what I was trying to do.

Interviewer:

Great. All right. Just a couple more
questions and then we're wrapping
this up. Do you see the PICRAT
model being more of a planning tool
or a reflective tool or something else?

Participant #02:

I think it would be both, honestly. I
think it helped me plan, but I think
obviously as a teacher, you always
need to reflect, I think. They use a
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Danielson's rubric to critique us. I
think this would be a good add on if a
teacher's using technology to, again,
just be more reflective. You saw the
difference in my lessons from before
the PD to after. That inclusion of that
PICRAT model helped guide my
lesson planning and then my
reflection as well. I think I would use
it on both ends to do it. It's very
comprehensive.
Interviewer:

All right. Great. And then, so a bonus
question that really wasn't part of my
study, but it came that way because
of everything. Is there anything you'd
like to share about the COVID
outbreak that you feel might be
relevant for people to know when
participating in this study?

Participant #02:

I mean, I just think that the PICRAT
model would be more ... Everyone
should start using it now because it
just helps where you're relying so
much on technology to just make sure
that we're still trying to get that
higher level thinking in our students,
that we're making these creative
lessons, that we're transforming. It's
difficult, especially I know people
start off this ... especially all the
teachers start off at different levels of
comfort with technology. So I think
using this PICRAT model would help
inform instruction for this upcoming
year, because I feel like we'll
probably go remote again at one
point, but just too, we're going to go
remote on certain days anyway. I
think it would just really help inform
instruction. I think it would be a
really useful tool. It was really
helpful for me, So I'm definitely
going to use it.
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Interviewer:

Great. And then if there's any
additional comments that you'd like
to say, anything else you'd like to
share that you felt it wasn't covered in
this interview?

Participant #02:

I just think it was great. I loved it. I
liked the model and I plan to use it in
the future. I'm so glad to be included.

Interviewer:

All right, great. At this point, I'm
going to stop the recording. Thank
you.
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